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Abstract 

This research has focussed on the development of a forma1 requirements specification 

notation that is suitable for the specification of large scale systems with complex data and logical 

requirements. Exarnples of such systems include air trafic control systerns and autornated on-line 

library systems. The motivation for defining the stimulus response requirements specification 

(SRRS) notation is to provide a notation that is readable (like natural language) and yet at the 

same time is amenable to automated tool support. Automated tool support such as parsers, 

typecheckers, analysis tools, and translators are extremely valuable in the effort to make the 

requirements specification phase of software development better, faster, and cheaper. The quality 

of the requirements specification may be improved as authors use the tool support to identify and 

remove defects in the specification before a peer review. The improvement in the quality of the 

specifications allows a peer inspection to take place in less time. The improvement in quality and 

the reduced inspection time means that the requirements specifications cost less to create. 

Additional quality, time, and cost improvements may be made by automating the generation of 

test specifications for the system level testing phase in the software developrnent lifecycle. 

The SRRS notation is evaluated in a controlled experiment to detemine the costs and 

benefits of using the notation with its tool support in comparison to a similar, semi-forma1 

notation. The experimental results show a significant reduction in defects detected in a peer 

review (81%) and a significant reduction in the amount of time to wnte, review, and correct a 

specification (39%). The costs include an increase in the training time: the subjects need two days 

of training, however, instead of one day. 

The problem of defining a requirernents specification notation that is suitable for descnb- 



ing systems with intricate data and logical conditions is cornplex. The decomposition of the 

problem led to a divide and conquer approach that solves the problem. The result is a set of two 

notations. The first notation (SRRS) is tailored for specifying requirements. The second notation 

is a core, or foundation, notation that is tailored to manage the data and logical condition 

complexity. The second notation is called the data specification (DSPEC) notation. As a core 

notation, DSPEC may be re-used with other notations that are well suited for other phases of the 

lifecycle. For exarnple, a system level test specification notation could be defined that re-used the 

DSPEC notation. 

The process of developing the formal SRRS notation is also presented in this work. The 

process begins with a notation that is currently being used at Raytheon Canada Systems Ltd. 

calIed Thread-Capability. The notation is evaluated and updated to create the semi-formal SRRS. 

The semi-formal notation is evaluated in industry in a case study and the notation is fomalized by 

defining it syntax and semantics. A generalized process for formalizing an existing notation is 

included so that the work may be re-used. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Requirements Specification Document 

The requirements specification document is a key document in the software development 

lifecycle. It is used as the contract between the developer and the customer and as a technical 

working document by the architecture, system level test, and user documentation teams. Because 

of it early place in the lifecycle, mistakes that are made in the requirements specification 

documents can be the most costly to fix. Rework in multiple documents and/or source code files 

increases the cost of correcting a mistake for each phase it is carried through. An error introduced 

in the requirements specification phase that is not detected until the system has been deployed is 

estimated to cost 200 times what the correction costs if it is found and corrected in the specifica- 

tion phase Pav931. Processes. notations, and tool support for detecting and correcting as many 

defects as possible when writing the requirements are an essential part of reducing the cost of 

development. The better the requirements specification, the less rework that must be done and, as 

a result, the lower the development costs. 

The purpose of the processes, notations, and tool support available for use in requirements 

engineering is to assist the authors in writing high quality requirements specifications. Character- 

istics of good quality requirement specifications are described in pav93,  IEE931. High quality 

requirements specifications are (arnong other tliings) understandable or readable, unambiguous, 

concise, precise, and verifiable. 

Requirements specification notations that are used to maximize the understandable 

charactenstic of a specification are based on natural language. The premise here is that require- 

ments specifications written in natural language are the easiest to understand [Won94]. An 
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unstructured naturd Ianguage specification is a description of the requirements that is constrained 

only by technical writing rules and formatting standards [Chi93]. Lightly structured natural 

language approaches include use cases. Currently available commercial tool support for natural 

language approaches is lirnited to spelling checkers and gammar checking tools. 

TO improve the understandability and precision of requirements specifications, semi- 

forma1 specifications have been developed that place additional constraints on the structure of the 

specification and the vocabulary used in the natural language component of the notation. 

Examples of semi-formal requirements specification notations include structured analysis and 

pseudo-natural language notations including a template approach, Thread-Capability, Attempto 

Controlled English (ACE), and Newspeak. The tool support for structured analysis techniques 

include cornputer aided software engineering (CASE) tools that support validation checks on the 

data and control flow diagrams in a specification. The template and the Thread-Capability 

notation have no tool support available. Tool support for ACE includes a parser and translater (to 

Prolog). Tool support for Newspeak includes a parser. 

The formal notations emphasize the unambiguous, concise, and precise qualities for 

requirements specifications. Examples of mathematical, text based formal notations include Z and 

VDM-SL. The mathematician can use 2, for example, to introduce mathematical formuIae in a 

specification that are abbreviations for lengthy English sentences [Spi88]. The tool support for Z 

and VDM-SL include typecheckers and theorem provers. Tabular specifications including the 

software cost reduction (SCR) approach offer a concise and precise technique for specifying 

complex relationships in an organized format. Tool support for tabular specifications include 

consistency checkers, mode1 checkers, and simulators. 
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1.2 History of the Research Project 

This research project has been part of the formalWARE project, a collaborative research 

project involving The University of British Columbia, The University of Victoria, Raytheon 

Systems Canada, Ltd., MacDonald Dettwiler, and the British Columbia Advanced Systems 

Institute. The fomalWARE project focuses on the use of formal methods to address specific 

challenges in areas of system and software engineering such as requirements specification. 

The requirements specification problem addressed in  this research project has its origins 

in industrial projects that are under development by Raytheon Systems Canada Ltd., the Canadian 

Automated Air Traffic System (CAATS) and the Military Automated Air Traffic Control System 

(MAATS). These large scale projects both have complex functional requirements and complex 

data requirements. When completed, CAATS is expected to be the world's most advanced 

automated air traffic management system. 

The requirernents specification notation used to capture the software requirements for the 

CAATS and MAATS projects is an in-house notation called "Thread-Capability". A thread is 

sirnilar in its purpose and scope to a concrete use case in the unified modelling language (UML). 

A thread descnbes a specific task the user needs to perform. It includes the specification of the 

normal case and the error cases. An example of a thread in a library system is that a borrower 

needs to be able to sign out a book. A capability is similar in its purpose and scope to an abstract 

use case in UML. A capability descnbes part of a task that is re-used in many threads. For 

exarnple, updating the records for a user's account may be used by a number of threads including 

paying a fine, returning a late book, and reporting a book as lost. The capability is used to describe 

part of a task in one place, rather than duplicating the description in multiple threads. This simpli- 

fies the maintenance of the requirernents as modifications to this part of the description are 
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isolated in one capability. 

The characteristics of the Thread-Capability notation that are its main strengths include 

the: 

O 

O 

O 

O 

0 

O 

external parti tioning of the requirements 

blackbox style 

abstraction, or grouping, of the stimuli and responses 

readability of the notation 

highly structured format 

definition of terminology with a data dictionary 

The Thread-Capability notation has a number of drawbacks that prevent its widespread 

use. These disadvantages include: 

iack of tool support to assist the authors in detecting defects 

difficulty in describing complex logical conditions 

lack of tool support to automate the development of system level (requirements based) 

testing 

lack of training material 

proprietary 

1.3 Contributions to Knowledge 

There are four primary contributions by this research. The first contribution of this work is 

to objectively analyze the costs and benefits of using the new SRRS notation and tool support. An 

expet-iment is designed, run, and analyzed to compare the costs (training time) and benefits 

(defect rates, development time) of using the formal version of the notation to its semi-formal 
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version. In order to  run this expenment, tool support is developed for  the SRRS notation. The 

motivation for this objective is to detennine if this formal notation has the potential to be used in 

industry. The expenmental evaluation of SRRS is an important contribution. In general, this work 

promotes the objective evaluation of new requirements specification techniques. In this specific 

work, the experimental evaluation demonstrates the costs and benefits of using SRRS in cornpari- 

son to the semi-formal version of the notation. The results indicate the SRRS technique is very 

promising. T h e  results of the experimental evaluation of  the SRRS notation are also used to 

develop an initial set of estimation metrics for  the training time and development of requirement 

specifications f rom a system level specification. Such estimation metrics are currently not 

available. 

The second contribution of this research is to define a new process to develop the SRRS 

notation. The process has five steps and descnbes a systematic refinement of an existing notation. 

The first step is an evaluation of the existing notation for strengths and weaknesses. In the second 

step, the results are used to update the notation and correct some of the identified problems. When 

this is done, the updated notation is evaluated and error checks are identified in the third step. The 

fourth step is the formalization of the notation (defining the syntax and semantics) and defining 

the error checks needed in the notation. The resulting formal notation is objectively evaluated for 

its costs and benefits in the last step. This process is also generalized in this research to consider 

the general problem of formalizing an existing notation. The new, generalized process may be re- 

used by other researchers who are investigating the formalization of an existing notation. 

The third contribution of this research is  to  define and develop the DSPEC notation. 

DSPEC combines the flexibility of ERDs with the abiIity to check a data reference in a require- 



ment automatically. In c o n t r a t ,  if a da ta  i tem is referenced in a process specification in  a 

stmctured analysis model, for example, the author must manually check the data dictionary or  the 

ERD to detennine if the data reference is unambiguous. DSPEC is also re-usable which alIows the 

notation to be used in different phases of the software development lifecycle. For example, either 

a requirernents specification or  a test specification notation can use the underlying core language. 

This may be useful, for example, when test specifications are needed to evaluate third party 

software. The core notation is amenable to  automated tool support for detecting defects in the data 

references. 

The fourth significant contribution is the development of a formal version of a require- 

ments specification notation called SRRS that is suitable for use in industry. The new, forma1 

notation is based on the Thread-Capability notation that has been used at Raytheon Canada 

CAATS and MAATS projects [Hug93,Pai93]. The motivation for the fourth objective is make a 

notation that retains the strengths of  the  Thread-Capability notation and overcomes i t s  

weaknesses. The SRRS notation is understandable by customers and devetopers and is machine 

readable. The advantage of the machine readability is that the specification is amenable to  

automated tool support such as parsing, typechecking, and additional validation checks and the 

translation to other notations. Authors can use this tool support to remove defects in the require- 

ments specifications earlier in the software development lifecycle (SDLC), making the develop- 

ment less expensive. To assist the author in detecting defects, two levels of checking a re  

supported in SRRS. The first level supports the checks that are specific to the requirements 

specification notation. For example, if a response name is used in a requirement, then a check is 

made to detennine if the name is declared. The second level of checking is used to detect defects 

in data relationships. For example, if a data type is referenced, then a check is made to determine 
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if the reference is unambiguous in the context. Defining the checks that are performed on the data 

and their relationships is a complex task. The engineering principle separation of concerns, or 

divide and conquer, is applied to the research problem. The solution is that the second level of 

checking on the data relationships is provided by a separate data specification language called 

DSPEC. 

Due to the integration of the core language DSPEC, SRRS is suited for describing the 

requirements of systems that have cornplex data relationships. Exarnples of such systems include 

automated air traffic control and integated on-line library systems. 

1.4 Intellechial Challenges 

There are significant intellectual challenges in this research. The scope of the research 

project is large, the breadth of related reasearch topics is large, and each of the major components 

of the research problem provides challenges in developing a solution. 

1.4.1 Scope of Research Project 

As a whole, the problem of defining a new requirements specification notation that is 

readable and understandable (i.e., looks like natural language); flexible; compact; supports Iarge 

scale, data intensive systems; amenable to tool support for the automated detection of defects; 

promotes a black-box style (input, processing, output) for writing the requirements; supports the 

automated translation of requirements into test specifications; and is cost effective to use is a 

large, complex problem. 

Recognizing that the problem is too large to solve at one time, one of the initial challenges 

in the work is the question of how to divide the large, complex problem into a set of smaller, more 



manageable probiems. As a result of the investigation, the decision has been made to define two 

separate notations. The first is a requirement specifïcation notation called SRRS. SRRS needs to 

be defined such &bat it has the characteristics listed earlier. Note that the SRRS notation does not 

manage the data model. Instead, an additional specification notation called DSPEC is defined to 

accomplish this. The relationship between these two notations is that the S U S  notation uses the 

DSPEC notation to manage the data and logical conditions in the requirements specification. 

1.4.2 Breadth of Related Research Topics 

The solution to this problem draws on a wide range of research topics areas including: 

1. Natural language processing [Fuc99a, Osb961. From natural language processing (NLP) 

research, the idea of using a constrained, or reduced, grarnrnar in order to parse a body of text 

wntten in natural language is used. Current NLP research is focused on resolving mbiguities 

in parsing and using Prolog to develop tool support. 

2. Template phrasing [Hen80]. Two ideas presented in the template phrasing introduced by 

Heninger are used. The first idea is to use template phrasing to constrain the grarnmar. The 

second idea is the removal of the restriction of using prefix, postfix, or infix forms. The tem- 

plate phrases presented in [He11801 use a form that intersperses the parameter with the body of 

the predicate. This idea is termed "fiex-fix" and is used in both the SRRS and the DSPEC 

notations. 

3. Prograrnming language definition [Teng 11. The foundations for programming languages are 

used in defining the specifications of the SRRS and DSPEC notations. Although not translated 

to source code, the input specification written in SRRS is scanned, parsed, typechecked, and 

has additional error checks performed on the input. The standard pipeline architecture for a 
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compiler is used in the architectural model of the SRRS notation. The Unix progamrning 

tools lex and yacc have tradiûonally been used to develop scanners and parsers for program- 

ming languages [Lev92]. The tools are applied in the development of the tools support for the 

SRRS and DSPEC notations. 

Stimulus response style requirement specification notations [Jac92, Boo99, War85, Hug931. 

The stimulus response notations partition the requirements specification from an external, or 

outside-in, perspective. The requirements are described in terms of inputs (stimuli), process- 

ing, and outputs (responses). This external partitioning is used in SRRS. 

Data models [Dem79, Hat88, Hug93, Elm89, War851. Data dictionaries and enety relation- 

ship models describe the data types and their relationships for a system. A data dictionary is 

restncted to describing the "is composed o f 7  relationship. Entity relationship diagrams are 

used to gaphically describe data and their relationships. A data context (data objects, data 

types, functions, predicates) is used in SRRS to support the textual description of data and 

their relationships. The data model is managed by the DSPEC notation. 

Formal methods. The semantics of SRRS are defined using operational semantics. SRRS and 

DSPEC can be translated into a higher order logic caIled S .  The advantage of this translation 

is the ability to automaticaIly generate test specifications pon987. 

Design and analysis of experïments [Mon97, Por951. An objective study of the SRRS notation 

is an important step in developing the notation for industrial use. The costs and benefits of 

using the notation need to be analyzed before applying the  notation in industry. 

1.4.3 SRRS 

There are nurnerous challenges in solving the SRRS research problem. Retaining a 

readable, flexible English-like notation needs to be balanced with the ability to unambigously 
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parse, analyze, and translate requirements specifications written in SRRS. To provide an English- 

like grammar, enough variety is needed to allow authors to write a requirements specification that 

reads smoothly but can still be unambiguously parsed, analyzed (validated), and translated. The 

flexibility in the grarnmar is achieved with a variety of requirements statements supported 

(stimulus response, response response, response qrialification), optional placement of iogical 

conditions, optional list formats, and an optional tabular format for logcial conditions. The result 

of the flexibiltiy in SRRS is that author has the choice of writing a requirement in a variety of 

different ways. Delineating logical conditions with curly braces is necessary for unambigous 

parsing, analysis, and translation but does detract from the readability of the requirements. 

The need to automate the validation of a requirements specification and to automatically 

generate test case specifications provide challenges. The errors must be defined and feasible to 

implement in tool support. In addition to parsing errors, SRRS has 162 validation checks defined 

and implemented in the tool support. To automatically generate test specifications, the interface to 

the test case generation tool (TCG) Don981 needs to be investigated. Little documentation on the 

use of the TCG is available. 

SRRS also needs to be a compact notation that allows the author to generalize, or abstract, 

the requirements that transforrn a set of inputs from different sources into a set of outputs that go 

to different destinations. In order to provide authors with this feature, the challenge is to define a 

mechanism in the notation that supports the generalization of inputs (stimuli) and outputs 

(responses). SRRS is defined with a set of thirteen mles that defines this mechanism. 

In the implementation of the tool support, the SRRS notation requires approximately 

15,000 lines of lex, yacc, and C source code to implement the grammar, operational semantics, 



and the 157 validation checks defined in the notation. 

1.4.4 DSPEC 

The definition of the DSPEC notation has also provided intellectual challenges. The 

definition of an unambiguous data reference is needed. In DSPEC, graph theory is used to 

represent the data model. A data type is represented by a node in a graph, a relationship is 

represented by an arc between two data types. An unambigous data reference (from one data type 

to another) occurs when there is exactly one path through the p p h .  The definition must consider 

the inclusion of cycles in the graph because these need to be detected and recorded in order to 

ensure the checks on the graph eventually stop. 

DSPEC is flexible in that the notation allows the author to define and use domain specific 

data types and objects in addition to the objects and types that are built into the notation. A second 

characteristic that makes DSPEC flexible is that the notation allows the author to use data objects 

and data types interchangeably. For example, the author may use either a data object or a data 

type as an argument in a function application with DSPEC. In contrast a higher order logic, for 

example, only allows the author to use a data object as an argument. This flexibility is an 

important feature because when DSPEC is used by the SRRS notation, it allows authors to use 

either data objects or data types when describing the requirements for a system. The cost of this 

flexibility is the need to develop new validation rules that embody universal and existential 

instantiation in the typchecking. 

In the implementation of the tool support, the DSPEC notation requires approximately 

4.000 lines of lex, yacc, and C source code to implement the g r a m a r ,  operational semantics, and 

the 3 1 validation checks defined in the notation. 
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1.4.5 Evaluation of SRRS 

Another intellectual challenge in this research involves the question of how to objectively 

evaluate the SRRS notation. An empirical evaluation is selected as being the best choice; 

however, the litenture in this area is quite limited. The challenges in designing this experiment 

centre on the trade-offs between the constraints of running an experiment (fixed budget) and the 

need to obtain meaningful results. Of the numerous options available, the experiment has been 

designed to test three kzy hypotheses: the defect detection rate, the development time, and the 

training time. From these metrics, a cost-benefit calculation can be done that estimates when it is 

feasible to use the new SRRS notation with its tool support. The expenmental group is the test 

group that uses the SRRS notation. The control group is the test group that uses an updated 

version of the Thread-Capability notation. 

1.4.6 Process to Formalize a Notation 

Currently, a process is not available in the literature that describes how to take an existing 

notation and develop a forma1 one. As a result, selecting the steps involved in formalizing the 

existing notation is another challenge in this research. The challenge in defining the process 

involves determing which steps are essential in the process and then defining what needs to be 

done in the selected steps. The new process defined in this work has five steps in it. The steps are 

initially defined for the specific task at hand (Le., defining the SRRS notation); however, the steps 

are also generalized so that the process may be re-used by other researchers. 

1.5 Organization of Dissertation 

This document is composed of seven chapters and four appendices. After this introduc- 

tion, Chapter 2 provides background information on related work. The process that has been used 
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to develop the formai SRRS notation is described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the main 

features of the SRRS notation and is supported by the detailed specification of the SRRS notation 

in Appendix A. The features of the DSPEC notation are described in Chapter 3 with a detailed 

specification for the DSPEC notation in Appendix B. Chapter 6 summarizes the tool support 

development for the SRRS and the DSPEC notation. The experimental evaluation of the SRRS 

notation is summarized in Chapter 7. The detailed experimental design and results are in 

Appendix C. Finally, the conclusions and future work are in Chapter 8. Exarnples of specification 

units written in the SRRS notation are available in Appendix D. 



Chapter 2 Related Work 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a summary of related requirements specification work. The chapter 

is organized around a taxonomy of requirements notations (refer to Figure 2.1). The requirements 

elicitation notations m u t  be understandable to the customer. This category includes natural 

language techniques. The requirements specification and analysis notations lean toward precise. 

unambiguous, and concise notations, such as Z, higher order iogic, or tabular specifications. 

r- Requirernents 1 1 Notations 

Structured Analysis with a Data Mode1 
Pseudo-natural language techniques 

Requirements 
Elicitation 

- - - - -p 

Figure 2.1 A Taxonomy of Requirements Notations and Selected Examples 

Requirements 
Specification 
and Analysis 

2.2 Natural Language Techniques 

Use cases 
Natural language higher order Logic 
using technical 
writing d e s  RSML 

Promeia 
Requirements 

Elicitation, Specificatior 
I and Analysis 

Using natural language to describe requirements has two major advantages: there is no 

new notation to learn and natural language (e-g., English) offers a rich vocabulary and flexible 
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garnmar. Customers who review requirements are generally cornfortable with natural language. 

For small requirements specifications a natural language specification may be a good 

selection. However, for large systerns, this option does not scde well. Different authors may use a 

different style of writing and a different vocabulary when writing hundreds of pages of text. This 

makes the requirements specifications more difficult to review. In addition, in practice, tool 

support is li mited to spellchecking and grarnmar checking tools. Defects in requirements wri tten 

natural Ianguage are detected in a manual, peer review process. 

An interesting analysis technique that may be applied to natural language specifications is 

the software fault tree analysis (SFTA) technique [Cha88]. This technique has been developed to 

verify the safety of the implementation (code) for complex, real-time software. The first step in 

the analysis is to identify one or more safety hazards. A safety hazard is a set of conditions (i.e., 

state) that has an unacceptable nsk of leading to an accident. For example, a hazard in a traffic 

light control system is the state in which the lights in a traffic intersection are green in al1 

directions at the same time. Once a hazard is identifieci, the code for the system is examined. 

Sections of the code that may relate to the hazard are identified and ûnalyzed. If the code for the 

system does not prevent the hazard (Le., the hazard can occur), then the system is corrected. The 

success of appIying the technique depends on the ability of the analyst. It is a form of stmctured 

walk through that forces the analyst to view the program from a different perspective than during 

the development of the code. Programmers during development tend to concentrate on how the 

program should behave. When using the fauk tree analysis, the analyst focuses on how the system 

should 120t behave. Although the SFTA technique has been developed for the analysis of code, it 

could be applied in the requirements specification phase. For exarnple, the hazard is identified and 
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then requirements related to the hazard are identified and analyzed to determine if they preclude 

the hazard frorn occurring. In this phase, the requirernent analyst tends to focus on what the 

system should do. The application of fault tree analysis at this point in the SDLC would consider 

what the system should not do. Applying the technique earlier in the SDLC can assist in detecting 

and correcting problems in the requirements for a system. The expected result is a better quality 

requirernents specification document and a reduction in the time and cost for developing the 

sys tem. 

2.2.1 Use Cases 

The UML's use cases are currently a popular requirements specification based on using 

natural language Poo991. The use cases are lightly structured. Each one has a title, the normal 

sequence and then the altemate course(s) of action. There is no suggested or template phrasing 

that is defined by the approach nor is there a data mode1 supported in the use case approach. Since 

there are no constraints on the style, the approach does not prornote a blackbox style of wnting the 

use cases. 

The use cases use an extemal partitioning of the requirements. Each task the user needs to 

perform is descnbed in a use case. More specifically, the user's tasks are descnbed in corzcrele 

use cases. A concrete use case is triggered by an extemal event such as a request from the user to 

display data. 

In large system specifications, it is likely that a common sequence of actions is described 

in multiple use cases. To remove the duplication from the use cases, a sequence of actions that is 

used in multiple places may be documented, reviewed, and maintained in a single abstract use 

case and referenced, or triggered, by multiple concrete use cases. An abstract use case is always 
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triggered internaily. 

Specifying the data requirements in UhIL can be achieved with a separate domain object 

model. This model is a graphic representation of the data and the relationships arnong the data 

from the user's perspective. An object diagram in UML has the following symbols (refer to 

Figure 2.2): 

Symbol 

- 

Figure 2.2 Object Mode1 Symbols 

Represenfation 

object name:class object name:ciass 

attnbute, value attribute, value 

In the domain object model, the object is a real Iife "thing" that the customer can easily 

recognize. A link is an instance of an association between two objects. The links can represent 

different kinds of relationships including: 

rectangle represents an object 

line represents a link between 
two objects 

dependencies (one object "uses" another object) 

inheritance (one object "is denved from" another object) 

associations (one object "knows about" another object) 

The associations may have multiplicities (cardinality). The varieties of associations 

include: 

simple composition (whole/part relationship) 
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aggregation (variation on composition reiationship - more constrained) 

Many of the advantages of the use case approach are due to its use of natural language as 

the notation. The use case approach is perceived as being simple to learn and use. Training 

material that covers the basics of the approach is readily available in sessions that take approxi- 

mately one day. The weaknesses of use cases stem from its use of natural language as the 

approach's notation. Automated tool support is not available to detect defects or to automatically 

generate test specifications. As a result, al1 defects must be detected manually and al1 test case 

specifications must be generated manually. These manual processes are tirne consuming and 

prone to error. The use case approach does not impose a black-box style for the requirements 

specification and leaves the style of writing the requirements up to the author to choose. This may 

result in a wide variety of styles being used when a large system is being specified by 20 or more 

authors. This variety can make reviewing the requirements specification document more difficult. 

2.3 Forma1 Methods 

2.3.1 Z Notation 

Z is a well know formal requirements specification notation that has been used to describe 

system requirements Fot921. It is a mathematical notation based on typed, predicate logic. Since 

the mathematical notation is not based entirely on ASCII characters, tool support that provides 

mathematical symbols is necessary to document a specification (e-g., LATEX). 

Being a typed notation, Z allows a user to declare data types or constants (Le., data 

objects). Automated tool support is available to perforrn typechecking on the specifications. This 

automated tool support allows the authors to detect and rernove defects early in the SDLC, 

improving the quality and reducing the overall cost of development. 
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The basic unit of specification in Z is called a schema. It is a paragraph of the form: 

A schema may be viewed as the encapsulation of a list of dechrations and some associ- 

ated constraints that are expressed by a Iist of predicates. 

Research involving the Z notation has taken two interesting directions that are related to 

this work. The first is its use in the automated generation of test specifications from a specifica- 

tion wntten in Z [Hie97]. The benefits of automating this currently manual process include the 

potential to reduce the tirne to wnte system level test specifications, improve the quality of the test 

specifications, and reduce, as a result, the overall cost of developing a system. Secondly, research 

involving the Z notation has also turned to developing tool support to encourage its use in 

industry. 7'001 support to assist the developrnent and typechecking of requirements specifications 

[Vas931 as well as tool support for training specification authors in how to use Z [Mor93] are 

available. 

The disadvantages of using the Z notation inchide that it is challenging and time consurn- 

ing to learn and the notation is difficult to read and understand. This is of particular concern for 

customers who are not prepared to validate a requirements specification written in 2. A work 

around for this problem is to provide schema in Z and a natural language sumrnary of the schema. 

This work around however introduces a new problem in the requirements specification. If there 

are two descriptions of a requirement, then the two descriptions are difficult to keep consistent as 

requirements are updated. When the descriptions become inconsistent, the question aises as ro 

which requirement description is the one that is developed for the customer. 
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2.3.2 S Notation 

S is a higher order logic notation developed at The  University of British Columbia 

[Joy94]. It is described as a general purpose, ASCII based (Le., S can be wtïtten using standard 

text editors) notation. Tool support for the S notation includes a consistency checker, integration 

with a mode1 checker, and integration with a theorem prover using a tool that can translate S into 

the Higher Order Logic (HOL) system's meta-language. 

S has been developed as a lightweight alternative to using the HOL system. The following 

reasons have been noted in PayOO] : 

1. The infrastructure of the theorem prover is unnecessary for automated analysis 

2. The training time to l e m  to use the theorem prover is significant. The HOL systern is per- 

ceived as intimidating to a novice specifier 

3. The results of using the HOL theorem prover may not be useful because of the difficulty in 

determining the source of the defect causing a proof to fail. 

S and its tool support is simpler to l e m  than the HOL system; however, S is a shorthand 

mathematical notation. Although it uses ASCII characters instead of the mathematical symbols 

(e-g., fora11 x instead of Vx), S is a higher order logic. The author rnust learn the underlying 

mathematical concepts of higher order logic in order to use the S notation. This can be challeng- 

ing and time consuming. To further complicate learning this notation, there is no training material 

available for S .  

2.3.3 Software Cost Reduction 

Software cost reduction (SCR) is a tabular notation that has been developed by the Naval 
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Research Laboratory [Hei98a, Hei98bI. SCR is based on the tabular specification used to 

document the operational flight program of the United States Navy's A-7 aircraft. SCR has been 

used to specify the requirements for a number of systems including a telephone switching 

network, the shutdown for a nuclear power plant, and the operational flight program of 

Lockheed's C-130J aircraft. Specifications based on tables have the advantage that they are 

modular (one table can be used to describe one part of the system's functionality) and scalable. 

Underlying SCR7s tabular notation is a state machine model. The semantics of SCR have 

been defined and a collection of software tools for specifying and analyzing software require- 

ments is available. Automated tool support for SCR includes a consistency checker and validation 

tools including a simulator and a model checker. The consistency checker is a static analysis tool 

that detects type errors, circular definitions, variable name discrepancies, and missing cases. 

When an error is detected, the SCR consistency checker provides feedback to the user by display- 

ing the table containing the error and highlighting the error. The simulator can be used to assist in 

the validation of the specification. A series of scenarios can be executed to determine if the 

specification behaves the way the user intends it to. The model checker is a more recent addition 

to the SCR toolset. An SCR specification can be translated into the Process Meta Language 

(Promela) which is the input language of the model checker Spin mo197]. The user may invoke 

Spin within the toolset to determine that the specification satisfies properties of interest. 

For widespread acceptance and use in industry, there is one concern with the SCR 

notation. Due to its lower Ievel of abstraction, the training time to learn and use SCR effectively 

may be higher than a project manager is prepared to invest in the requirements engineering staff. 

For example, when specifying a table in SCR it is necessary to know how many rows and 
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columns there are in the table, the types of al1 the variables, and how the variables interact. The 

variables' tjrpes and interactions are not likely to be known until later phases in the SDLC. 

2.3.4 Requirements State Machine Language 

Requirements state machine language (RSML) is a notation that is based on a finite state 

machine model Kev941. The notation is derived from Harel's Statecharts mars71 and is well 

suited for modelling reactive, process control systems. The testbed for developing RSML is the 

traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS II). This is a real aircraft avoidance system 

that operates in an aircraft, independently of the air traffic control system. TCAS II provides 

traffic advisories and recornmended escape maneuvers to avoid conflicting aircraft. 

RSML retains rnany features of the statechart notation: 

Superstates. This allows states to be grouped and supports the principle of abstraction. 

AND decomposition. This allows two or more state machines to run in parallel. This 

reduces the size of the state machine model. 

State-machine array. This supports the description of identical state-machines that run 

in parallel. A specific machine is selected using an index number. 

Connectives. Conditional connectives are used when an event occurs that can move 

the machine out of one state and into one of two or more possible states based on the 

guard condition. 

In addition, RSML has made these changes to Statecharts: 
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Directed communication.In addition to the broadcast communication defined in state- 

charts, RSML has an additional point to point communication feature. Directed mes- 

sages can be sent and received over uni-directional channels between component state 

machines. 

Events. RSML has two types of events: intemal and external. The internal events are 

the sarne as the events defined in statecharts. These events are used to order the evalu- 

ation of a function within a component of a system. The new, extemal events support 

communication between different components of a system. 

Interface definitions. Each separately modelled component in an RSML specification 

has an interface definition. The interfaces for input and output variables are defined. 

The definition for each input variable includes the source and destination of the mes- 

sage, the triggering RECEIVE event and guarding condition, the mapping of the mes- 

sage field narnes and values to variable names and value, and any internally generated 

events that result from receiving the message. The output variables defined are the 

message source and destination, internal triggering event and guarding condition. the 

mapping of the output variable narnes and values to message field names and values, 

and the intemally generated external SEND event. 

Component state machine. Each component is composed of three parts, separated by 

double (thick), solid lines. The top part contains the input variables, the middle part 

contains the finite state machine, and the bottom part contains the output variables. 



Transition definitions. Each transition definition is composed of the identification, lo- 

cation, triggering event, guarding condition, and output action. A description, trace- 

ability, and comment section may also be added. 

State transitions. AND/OR tables are used to describe the state transitions. The rows 

have the kW logïcal condition and the columns have the OR logical condition. AND/ 

OR tables are considered to be readable and straightfonvard to review. Macros, or la- 

belled AND/OR tables, are also available to allow the logic in an AND/OR table to be 

re-used- 

Simplified graphics. For complex. fully or almost fully connected state machines, a 

transition bus is inciuded in RSML to simplify the graphical representation of the 

model. Labels are removed from the state machine to simplify the picture and page 

numbers are used to indicate where to find access information in the model. 

Timing. Timing functions are written as logical expressions in guarding conditions. In 

the specification of TCAS, only three temporal functions are needed: the value of a 

variable in a previous point in time, the tmth value of a logica! condition at some point 

in the past, and an implicitiy generated event based on time. 

Part of the TCAS II specification written in RSML has been manually translated into 

computation tree logic (CTL), the notation accepted by a rnodel checker called the symbolic 

mode1 venfier (SMV) [And96]. CTL is a branching time temporal logic. In CTL, propositional 

logic is extended with temporal operators that express how propositions change their truth value 

over time. SMV has been used to check properties of the translated TCAS II specification as well 

as some safety properties that are specific to the aircraft collision avoidance domain. Properties of 
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the CTL specification include transition consistency (checking for non-deterrninistic transitions), 

function consistency (checking for function cases that are not mutually exclusive), step termina- 

tion (checking for a step that does not terminate due to a cycle of events under the transition 

relation), and the presence of references in an ANDfOR table to variables that have not been 

defined. 

Learning to use the basic features of RSML is straightforward for because it is an 

extension of the farniliar extended finite state machine. However, if the mode1 checking capabili- 

ties are needed, learning to use CTL and the model checker SMV is chdlenging and time consum- 

ing. In addition, the manual translation of RSML into CTL is time consurning and prone to errors. 

Although RSML is well suited for describing reactive, process control systems, it is not a 

good choice for describing data intensive systems. There is no integrated data model in the RSML 

notation. The author is restricted to descnbing relationships between data objects and types with 

comments. 

2.3.5 Promela 

Promela is a verification modeling language that has been developed to describe distrib- 

uted systems. It is the input language for the mode1 checker Spin [Ho197]. The intended use of 

Spin is to venfy process behavior, described in Promela, with respect to properties the mode1 

should hold. A verification is typically performed in a series of steps, with the construction of 

increasingly detailed Promela models. Each model can be verified with Spin under different types 

of assumptions about the environment (e.g., message loss, message duplications, message comp- 

tion, etc.). Once the correctness of a model has been established with Spin, that fact can be used in 

the construction and verification in the subsequent, more detailed models. 
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Promela programs consist of variables, processes, and message channels. Variables are 

used to store the state of the model. Variables may be declared either locally or globalty. The 

scope of a variable is global if it is declared outside al1 process declarations and local if it is 

declared within a process declaration. Their values may only be inspected or changed by a 

process. 

Processes are global objects that desciibe behaviour. The body of a process declaration 

consists of a list of zero or more declarations of local variables and/or staternents. The declaration 

of a process called A below contains one local variable declaration and a single statement: an 

assigrnent of the value 3 to variable state: 

proctype A (  ) 

{ 

byte s t a te ;  

state = 3 

1 

A process is instantiated when it is run and terminates when its last statement has executed 

and any processes it spawns have terminated. An example of running process A is: 

i n i t  ( )  
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Message channels are used to mode1 the transfer of data from one process to another. A 

message may be declared either locally or globally. The state of a message channel can only be 

changed or inspected by processes. A message channel is a first-in-first-out queue. An example of 

a channel declaration is below. Here, a channel called qnarne is declared such that it can hold up 

to 16 messages of type short: 

chan qame =il63 of short 

Al1 communication between processes takes place via either messages or shared variables. 

Both synchronous and asynchronous communication are modeled using a general message 

passing mechanism. Every statement in Promela can potentially mode1 delay: it is either execut- 

able or not, in most cases depending on the state of the environment of the running process. 

Critical sections of the statements in a system can be described in Promela by pre-fixing 

the statements with the keyword "atomic": 

byte state = 1; 

proctype A() (atomic ( (state-1) -> state = state+l ) ) 

proctype B() {atomic ( (state==l) -> state = state-l ) ) 

init {run A(); run B() ) 

In this case the final value of state is either zero or two, depending on which process 

executes. The other process is blocked forever. 

Promela is a verification modeling language. There are, for instance, no elaborate abstract 
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data types, no more than a few basic types of variable, and no data model that describes the 

relationships among the data types and objects. A verification model is an abstraction of a 

protocol impiementation. The abstraction maintains the essentials of the process interactions, so 

that it can be studied in isolation. Once a model has been constructed, it becomes the basis for the 

construction of a series of "verification suites" that are used to verify its properties. To build a 

verification suite, assertions are added by the author to the model. The assertions formalize the 

invariant relations about the values of variables or about allowable sequences of events in the 

model. 

Given a model system specified in Promela, Spin can either perform random simulations 

of the system's execution or it can generate a C program that performs a fast exhaustive verifica- 

tion of the system state space. During simulation and verification spin checks for the absence of 

deadlocks, unspecified receptions, and unexecutable code. The venfier can also be used to verify 

the correctness of system invariants, locate non-progress execution cycles, and verify correctness 

properties specified in next-time free Iinear temporal logic properties. Learning to use Promela 

and Spin can be challenging and time consuming because the author must learn the underlying 

mathematical concepts of temporal logic in order to use the notation and tools. 

2.4 Hybrid Approaches 

Structured analysis and pseudo-natural language approaches have been placed into the 

hybrid üpproüch category. The pseudo-natural language approaches described here include the 

Thread-Capability technique (developed at Hughes Aircraft of Canada, Ltd.), Heninger's 

templates, and selected languages that are based on using a constrained subset of English 

gamrnar including Attempto Controlled English (ACE) and Newspeak. 
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2.4.3 Structured Analysis 

Structured analysis (SA) is an established requirements specification technique. The 

original structured analysis and design technique [Ros77a, Ros77bI provides a simple graphical 

notation (boxes and arrows) and strategies for applying the notation to requirernents specifica- 

tions (a hierarchical, top down decomposition of diagrams). Textual annotations of the diagrams 

is dlowed using footnotes (a note about a box or arrow) or metanotes (a note about the diagram 

a whole). 

The original SA has been extended to include data dictionaries, decision tables, and 

process specifications for the primitive level processes by pern793. At this point in its evolution, 

the SADT is restricted to descrïbing data flow diagrams and is not well suited for specifying real 

time systems. A real time extension to Demarco's structured analysis technique is introduced by 

[HatSS]. A real time extension that incorporates entity relationship diagrams (ERDs) and the 

concept of partitioning requirements from an extemal point of view are introduced by [War85]. 

The real time extensions integrate a controi model (using control flow diagrams and finite state 

machines) with the data flow model in a specification. 

2.4.3.1 Data Dictionary 
A data dictionary is used in requirements specification techniques to reduce the vocabu- 

lary used and to specify the components and structure of the data and control entities in a require- 

ments specification. The structure is specified using Backus-Naur Form (BNF) notation. 

Although there are many variants and extensions of BNF, it essentially consists of the following 

notation (refer to Table 2.1) 
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following notation: 1 

1 the disjunction symbol separates alternate production rules 

- 

Symbol 

..- ._- 

1 + 
1 the conjunction symbol 

-- 

Representation 

the production symbol used to declare a production rule 

1 double quotation marks delirnit literal strings 

-- 

1 Gterixes delirnit a comment 

[1 

(> 

{ )+ 

{ I* 

1 backslashes delimit a primitive term 

square brackets delirnit optional t ems  

parentheses group tems 

one or more iterations 

zero or more iterations 

Table 2.1 BNF Notation 

In a data dictionary, the relationships among data are restricted to those that can be 

described as a composition relationship. Data values, or objects, are described using comments. 

2.4.3.2 ERDs 
The basic object that the ER mode1 represents an entity, which is a "thing" in the real 

world with an independent existence. An entity may be an object with a physical existence (e .g ,  a 

particular person or book) or it may be an object with a conceptual existence (e.g., a company or 

job ). Each entity has particular properties, called attributes that describe it. For example, an 

employee entity may be described by the employee's narne, age, salary, and job. A particular 

entity has a value for each of its attributes. These attribute values that describe each entity become 

major part of the data stored in the database. 

A database usually contains groups of entities that are sirnilar. For example, a company 
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employing hundreds of employees may want to store simiIar information concerning each of the 

employees. These employee entities share the same attributes, but each entity has its own value(s) 

for each attribute. Such sirnilar entities define an entity type, which is a set of entities that have the 

same attributes. For most databases, many entity types can be identified. Each entity type is 

described by a name and a list of attributes. 

The entity type description is called the entity type scherna, or intension, and specifies a 

common structure shared by al1 of the entities of that type. The schema specifies the entity type 

narne, the name and meaning of each of its attributes, and any constraints that hold on the individ- 

ual entities. The set of particular instances at a particular instances at a particular moment in time 

is called an extension of the data type. The schema (intension) does not change often because it 

describes the structure of individual entities. The extension, however, may change often in a 

database. For example, each time an entity is added or removed from the entity type the extension 

changes. 

The relationships between entities can be described as relationship types or as specific 

relationship instances. A relationship type R among n entity types El, &, ..., En is a set of associ- 

ations among entities from these types. Each relationship instance ri in R is an association of 

entities, where the association includes exactly one entity from each participating entity type. 

Each such relationship instance represents the fact that the entities participating in ri are related 

together in some way in the user's world. 

Relationship types usually have certain constraints that lirnit the possible combinations of 

entities participating in relationship instances. The constraints are determined from the user's 
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world. Two main types of relationship constraints, cardinality ratio and participation, are the 

structural constraints of a relationship type. 

The cardinality ratio constraint specifies the number of relationship instances that an 

entity can participate in. Common cardinality rations for binary relationship types are l:N, 1: 1, 

and M:N. The WORKS-FOR binary relationship type DEPARTMENT:EMPLOYEE is of 

cardinality ration LN, meaning that each department entity can be related to nurnerous ernployee 

entities (numerous employees work for a department) but an employee entity can be related to 

only one department (an employee works for only one department). 

The participation constraint specifies whether the existence of an entity depends on its 

being related to another entity via the entity relationship type. There are two types of participation 

constraints, total and partial. The total participation of an entity means that every entity in the set 

participates in the relationship. For example, in the WORKS-FOR relationship the participation 

of the EMPLOYEE entity is total because every employee works for a department. The partial 

participation of an entity means that a subset of the entities participate in the relationship. For 

example, in the  MANAGES relationship, only some of the employees manage a department. 

An altemate way of specifying the structural constraints is to associate a pair of integer 

nurnbers (min, rnax) with each participation of an entity type E in a relationship type R, where 

O<=rnin<=max and max >=l. The numbers mean that for each entity e in E, e must participate in 

at least min and at most max relationship instances in R at al1 times. In this method min=O implies 

partial participation where min>O implies total participation. Using this method, structural 

constraints are simple to specify for relationship types of any degree. 
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An ERD is a graphic representation of the schemas (entity types and their relationships) 

for a database (refer to Table 2.2). 

ERD Graphic Symbol 

label 0 

label O 

label (2 

Representation 

A rectangle represents an entity type 

- - -- 

A double rectangle represents a weak entity type 

A diamond represents a relationship type 

A double diamond represents an identifying relationship 
type for weak entity 

An oval represents an attribute (not a key) 

An oval with a solid underlined narne represents a key 
attri bute 

An oval with a dotted underlined name represents a par- 
tial key 

-- - -- - 

A double oval represents a multivalued attribute 

Table 2.2 ERD Symbols 
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ERD Graphic Symbol 

Q(-g'i@ 
label 

Representation 

A composite attribute is represented by two or more 
atuibutes 

A dotted ovaI represents a derived attribute 

A line between an entity type and an attribute represents 
the relationship between the entity type and the attribute 

A single line between an entity type and a rehtionship 
type represents a relationship with partial participation 

A double line between an entity type and a relationship 
type represents a relationship with total participation 

A cardinality ratio (1 : 1, 1 :N, M:N) is represented by a 
cardinality label 

Table 2.2 ERD Symbols 

Although SA may not be considered as a popular, up to date technique, research in the 

area continues. More recently, research in SA has been rnoving toward the use of formal methods. 

The forrnalization of the data flow diagrams has been worked on by [Pet98]. This work is 

focussed on defining the semantics of the transformation schema. Other work is focussed on 
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translating the SA mode1 into a formal notation (e-g., 2) and then performing consistency 

checking between data and process diagrams [Kou96]. One limitation of this work is that the 
9 

translation is not fulIy automated. The process specifications are translated manually into 2, a 

time consurning and error prone activity. 

2.4.4 Pseudo-Natural Language Approaches 

2.4.4.1 Templates 
A technique described in men801 introduces a straightfonvard, template ciriven approach 

that had been designed to specify hardware interfaces for embedded software. An example of a 

template is: 

angle (?) is measured from line (?) to line (?) in the (?) direction, looking (?). 

The templates look like natural language sentences. The parameters are interspersed in the 

template as they are in natural language. The user needs to fil1 in values to replace the question 

marks in the template. For example, the ternplate provided above may be filled in like this: 

magnetic heading is measured from the line from the aircraft to magnetic north to the 

horizontal component of the aircraft X axis, in the clockwise direction, looking down. 

The informa1 templates improve the consistency and completeness of the interface specifi- 

cations that are written by different authors. As the templates do not have to followed exactly, the 

application of the templates may Vary. Manual reviews of the templates are performed, as no tool 

support is available. There is no training material available for the template approach. 

2.4.4.2 Thread-Capability 
The Thread-Capability technique has been developed by Hughes Aircraft of Canada, Ltd. 
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as their in house requirements specification notation for the CAATS and MAATS projects. A 

thread is a specification unit that specifies the actions performed by the system as the result of 

one o r  more stimuli. The thread specification unit is builr on the concept of a path through the 

system which connects an external event o r  stimulus to an output event or  response @Ieu88]. The 

threads, or tasks, are straightforward to identify with domain expert's assistance because they 

describe what tasks the user needs to do. The threads are similar in their purpose as a concrete 

use case. A capability is like an abstract use case, in that it is a re-use rnechanism and is triggered 

internally. 

A significant difference between the use case approach and the Thread-Capability 

technique is that the threads are constrained by the ternplate phrasing defined in the notation 

which promotes a "black box" point of view. 

The Thread-Capability approach is  a structured, natural language specification approach. 

A thread is composed of six sections: title; overview; stimulus; response; requirements; and 

performance. These are briefly described below. 

The title provides a unique identifier for the thread in the specification document. The title is a 

short, meaningful description of the thread. 

The overview section contains a high level description of the acceptance processing the thread 

provides, which is the processing perforrned if the stimuli are valid. 

The stimulus section describes the extemal stimuli that trigger the thread. They are grouped 

into broad classes based on their functionality; al1 of the stimuli in a category are processed 

identically in the requirements section. Each group is associated with a local stimulus name 

which is referred to in the requirements section. 

The responses section describes the output events that are generated by the thread. Like the 
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stimuli, L5e responses are grouped into categories based on their functionality. Each group is 

associated with a local response name, which is used in the requirements section. 

The requirements section describes the functional requirements that relate to the thread. Each 

requirement specifies the processing done on a class of stimuli to generate the corresponding 

class of responses. 

The performance section describes the mean and maximum response time categories for each 

stimulus-response pair in the thread. There are seven categories defined for the semi-formal 

t hreads. 

A key component of the Thread-Capability specification approach is the data dictionary. 

It consists of a list of terrns that describe the data required by atl of the threads for the system 

under development. The data dictionary is a global, centralized repository. This approach is well 

suited for small to medium sized projects. For large projects, however, it is more difficult to 

maintain a data dictionary that is consistent (the definitions do not contradict), correct (the 

definitions are right), unambiguous (the definitions only have one interpretation), complete (al1 

of the data definitions required are present), necessary (there are no extraneous definitions 

present), and up to date. 

There are writing style conventions defined which provide a systematic and standard way 

of writing the threads. This improves the consistency of the threads written by different authors. 

The approach, however, is a natural language approach. The threads are diificult to parse 

unarnbiguously and analyze for inconsistencies, omissions, or extraneous information. The semi- 

forma1 thread approach relies on manual reviews of the threads to detect and correct errors. 

There is no tool support or training material available for Thread-Capability technique. 
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2.4.4.3 Attempto Controiied English 
The specification language Attempto Controlled English (ACE) is a subset of English that 

has been defined for writing requirements specifications Fuc99al. ACE combines the familiarity 

of natural language with the rigor of formal languages. The underlying logic for ACE is first order 

logic. As a resuIt, typechecking specifications written in ACE is not possible. However, parsing 

and translating the specification to Prolog has been accomplished. 

The basic construcî of an ACE specification is the declarative sentence. A declarative 

sentence is composed of a subject, a finite verb, and an optional complement or object. The 

declarative sentences may be combined with constructors to write composite sentences. The 

composite sentences are built from simpler sentences with the help of constructors that mark 

coordination (and, or, either-or), subordination (if-then, who/which/that), negation (not), and 

negated coordination (neither-nor). An example of an ACE specification is: 

The customer enters a card and a numeric persona1 code. If it is not valid then the 

system rejects the card. 

An ACE specification that conforms to the grarnrnar is parsed deterministically. The tooi 

support paraphrases the specification and reports the paraphrased specification back to the user. 

The user can decide if the parsing is what they intended to specify. If it is not what they intended, 

the user must re-write the sentence to obtain the desired parsing. 

ACE specifications are machine processable. A specification may be parsed and/or 

translated into a knowledge base using Prolog. Since ACE is based on the concepts of English 

grarnmar, it is not a typed system. The following sentences are valid in ACE and would parse 

without an error: 
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The cow enters a card and a numeric personal code. If it is  not valid then the 

systern rejects the card, 

This kind of type error needs to be detected in a manual, peer review. 

If the specification is translated into Prolog, the knowledge base may be queried. This 

feature may be used to validate the requirements. A manual is  available for the ACE notation 

@?uc99bj. 

2.4.4.4 Newspeak 
The Newspeak notation in [Osb96] uses an extensive subset of English grammar as a 

foundation. The Alvey Natural Language toolkit (ANLT) has been selected in the Newspeak 

work as a basis in order to start with a controlled language that covers as rnuch of the language 

iised to construct SRSs as possible. The  ANLT contains one  of the broadest grammars in 

existence and contains 40,000 entnes in the lexicon. The selection of this grarnmar has been based 

on the idea that users of the Newspeak notation do not have to spend much time learning to use 

the controlled language. Instead, users can concentrate on the task of creating a readable SRS. 

Tool support for the Newspeak notation includes a parser. When one or more possible 

parses are detected, the top five choices are presented to the user. The parses that are presented to 

the user are ranked by the tool as having the highest probability of being the correct parse. There 

is no training material available for Newspeak. 

2.5 Sumrnary of Approaches 

There are numerous options to select from in choosing a notation to document a require- 

ments specification. The techniques discusses in this chapter are sumrnanzed in Table 2.3. The 
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technique include well established approaches that are used in industry as well as approaches that 

are being researched. The characteristics summarized include their readabiiity (Le., does the 

notation look like natural language), the availability of tool support for detecting defects and 

automating the generation of test specifications, the support for a black-box style, the presence of 

an integrated data model, and the availabiIity of training material. 

2.6 Conclusions 

Natural language (uncontrolled) has the advantages of being readable but lacks tool 

support to assist requirements author in detecting and correcting defects in the specifications. On 

the other hand, formal notations support a variety of automated tool support including parsers, 

typecheckers, model checkers, and theorem provers. However, formal methods using a mathemat- 

ical shorthand are not considered readable and require a significant training investment. The 

hybrid notations are attempts to bridge these two extremes. Ideally, a controlled natural language 

notation could be developed that has a black-box style and has automated tool support for detect- 

ing defects and generating test specifications. The tool support can assist the author in developing 

a requirements specifîcation of high quality in less tirne. In addition, the new notation needs to 

support an integrated data model in order to describe data intensive systems. 



SCR 1 S Tcniplatcs ACE Newspcak I l Characteristic 

Looks Like Natural 
Language 

Automated Grammar 
Checking 

Automated 
Typechecking 

Automated Input to 
Model Checker 

Automated Input to 
Theorem Prover 

Autornated Test Crise 
Specification 

Black-box Style 

Integrated Data 
Model 

Training Material 

Table 2.3 Requireinents Specification Notiitions 
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3.1 Introduction 

The process to create the formal SRRS notation is described in this chapter. The process 

begins with a semi-formal notation calIed Thread-Capability that has been used at Raytheon 

Systems Canada, Limited (Raytheon). The Thread-Capability notation has been used successfully 

on the CAATS and MAATS projects to document the software requirements specifications. 

These large scale projects have contracts valued at 500 million and 73 million Canadian dollars 

respectively [Aud96, RayOO]. The software requirernents specification for the CAATS project is 

documented in approximately 3 100 pages. The Thread-Capability notation is evaluated and an 

updated, semi-formal notation is developed called semi-formal SRRS. The updated notation 

addresses some of the problems identified in the original notation. At this point in the process the 

updated notation is stili a semi-formal notation, as its syntax and semantics are not formally 

defined. The semi-formal SRRS is then evaluated. In this evaluation, the error checks that needs 

to be done by the notation are the focus. A sample requirernents specification is written, reviewed, 

and corrected. The number and types of different errors are collected and four categories of 

defects are created. At this point, the notation is ready to be formalized by defining its syntax and 

the sernantics. The error checks in the notation are also defined in this step. 

3.2 The Formaiization Process 

The process used to formalize the Threads-Capabilities notation has five steps. Each of the 

steps is described in the sections below. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
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Thread-Capabili ty Technique 

S trengthsfWeaknesses Report 

initial defect checldist 

software requirements S trengthsNeaknesses Report updated defect checkiist 
S documentation, FUSS tool 

SRRS - 

editor 

SF SRRS: serni-formal SRRS 
S: a higher order logic notation 
FUSS: typechecker for the S notation 

edi tor 1 

-- - -- 

Figure 3.1 A Five Step Process to Formalize the Thread-Capability Notation 

3.2.1 Evaluate Thread-Capability Notation 

In order to improve the notation, it is necessary to evaluate its strengths and weaknesses 

[Coo97a]. The Thread-Capability notation's main strengths include: 

external partitioning of the requirements 
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blackbox style 

abstraction, or grouping, of the stimuli and responses 

readability of the notation 

highly structured format 

definition of terminology with a data dictionary 

The Thread-Capability notation has a number of drawbacks, however. These disadvan- 

tages inchde: 

lack of tool support to assist the authors in detecting defects 

difficulty in describing complex logical conditions 

lack of tool support to automate the development of system level (requirements based) 

testing 

lack of clearly defined matching rules used to pair a stimulus with a response 

lack of clearly defined re-use mechanism 

lack of training material 

3.2.2 Draft Serni-forma1 SRRS Notation 

The second step in the process is used to create the semi-forma1 SRRS notation. Two of 

the problems identified in the Thread-Capability notation are corrected in this step. The first 

correction is to clearly define the rnatching rules used to pair a stimulus with a response. Without 

these rules, the pairing of a stimulus with a response is ambiguous because different authors may 

each invent their own set of rules. Six matching rules are defined in the semi-formal notation. 

These rules are retained in the formal SRRS notation (refer to section 4.5). The second correction 

is to clearly define a re-use mechanism for the requirernents. In large systems, a set of require- 
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ments may be used in multiple tasks. An example of a set of re-used requirements is authenticat- 

ing a user's identify (e.g., confirrning the user identification and password). In the serni-formal 

SRRS notation, a set of signalling messages are defined that allow the author to clearly identify 

the requirements being re-used. This mechanism is retained in the formal SRRS notation. 

3.2.3 Evaluate Semi-formal SRRS Notation 

In the third step of the formalization process, the SF SRRS notation is evaluated 

[Coo97b]. The set of error checks the formal version of the notation should support are identified 

in this step. The evaluation of the semi-formal notation begins with the authors, engineers at 

Raytheon, writing a non-proprietary specification in the serni-formal notation. In four itentions, 

the specification is reviewed and updated, and the data of interest is collected. The data collected 

includes the number and type of errors as well as the amount of time spent working on the task. 

Based on the data collected, an estimated 89% of errors could be automatically detected with t001 

support. 

This evaluation led to describing four categories of errors including parsing, typechecking 

and type inference, analysis errors 1, and analysis errors II. The categories increase in their level 

of difficulty of detecting with automatic tool support. Detecting the parsing errors is the simplest 

to automate, while detecting the analysis errors II defects is the most difficult. 

Parsing errors are caused when a specification contains an illegal sequence of tokens, as 

defined by the grammar of the notation [Aho77, EId94J. 

Typechecking and type inference errors are categorized together, as they are often 

intenningled in the static checking process [Lou93]. An example that describes both typechecking 
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and type inference is the application of a function or  a predicate. In the application, the types of 

the actual parameters for arguments are checked to see if they match the types of the formal 

parameters (typecheck). If they do not match, then a typechecking violation occurs. A type 

inference error occurs when the actual result type of the application doesn't match the expected, 

o r  inferred, type (type inference). This may occur, for exarnple, when a function application is 

used as an actual argument in another function application. 

The analysis error I category contains error checks that indicate inconsistencies across 

sections of the specification that are straightforward to detect with automated tool support. 

Examples of these errors include types, constants, stimuli, or  responses that are declared but not 

used and rnissing declarations. 

The analysis error II category includes errors that are not straightforward to detect with 

automated tool support. Exarnples of these errors include duplicated functions or predicates with 

different names, rnissinp requirements, and superfluous requirements. These errors are manually 

detectec! in peer reviews, or inspections, of the requirements specification document. 

3.2.4 Formaiize Notation 

In this step, the syntax of the semi-forma1 notation is formalized, the semantics of the 

semi-forma1 notation are forrnalized, and the error checks identified in the previous step are 

defined in the notation. Refer to Chapter 4 for an overview of SRRS and to Appendix A for a 

detailed description. 

The syntax of the SF SRRS is formalized by describing it in BNE In order to determine if 

the syntax can be implemented, the tool support is developed at this point. A scanner and parser 
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are developed in lex and YACC- 

To define the semantics, the SRRS notation is translated into S, a higher order logic. S is 

the logic used in the FormalWare project. The first task is to determine what the S notation 

provides. An S specification consists of a sequence of paragraphs. There are four kinds of 

paragraphs: 

Type Declaration. A type declaration paragraph is a statement that introduces one or 

more new types of data objects. For exarnple, the type declaration below introduces 

the data types book and borrower. 

:book, borrower; 

Constant Declaration. A constant declaration paragraph is a statement that is used to 

introduce a new constant. in  the S notation, a constant declaration can introduce a new 

data object, a function, or a predicate declaration. The constant declaration below 

introduces a new data object, Joe, that has the type borrower. 

Joe: borrower; 

The constant declaration below is a predicate declaration: 

"the book has been charged out tom : borrower ->bool; 

Type Definition. A type definition paragraph is a statement that introduces a new type 

of data object and constants of the new type. In the S notation, the statement may be a 

constructive expression that introduces the data type book-status and three new con- 

stants on-shelf, rnending, and charged as below. 
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:book-status:= on-shelf 1 mending 1 charged ; 

AIternatively, the type definition paragraph may be a statement that is a function o r  

predicate application. For example, a predicate is applied below: 

"the book has been charged out to" Joe 

Constant Definition. A constant definition paragraph is a statement that introduces a 

new constant and introduces the definitional axiom for the new constant. For exarnple, 

add-2-dolIarsto-fine fine := fine + 2; 

Once the paragraphs in the S notation are understood, the next step is to manually translate 

the SRRS specifications into S specifications. The S paragraphs must pass typechecking using the 

FUSS tool. The S notation has a number of rules that must be adhered to if the translation is to 

successfully typecheck with the S tool support, EUSS. These rules are provided in the list below. 

1. White space is used as a delimiter in S. In the translation from SRRS to S, whitespace in the 

identifier for a data type, for example, is repIaced by an underscore. 

2. S does not support the flex-fix notation. The function and predicate dechrations and applica- 

tions must be converted from flex-fix into pre-fix notation. 

3. S does not support the declaration of subtypes. The subtypes are translated into S by declaring 

a type name for the subtype and declaring a function that reiated the subtype to the base type. 

4. Every parameter in a function application must be bound to a constant in S. This means that 

the data types and subtypes must be bound when translating a function application into S. For 

example, a reference to the data type <type 1> in an SRRS function application is bound in the 

translation to the data object called unnamed-type-1 with base type ctype-l>. 



5. The logical conditions are only recognized in S when wntten in upper case (Le., "OR,  

"AND", and "NOT"). 

6. Integer constants do not need to be declared as data objects in S .  For example, 42 is decIared 

with the syntax: 

42 ;  

S uses the identifier "num" to represent integers. 

7. S cannot create paths that relate one data type to another. FUSS can only typecheck the func- 

tion applications that are explicitiy provided. This means that for each indirect data reference 

the path must be created (by DSPEC or  the author) and then translated into S. 

After the translations are done manually, algorïthms are developed that can be used to 

automate the procedure. The  initial algorithms developed are in [Coo97b]. For example, the 

algorithm to translate a function declaration from an SRRS specification in the flex-fix foma t  

into a constant declaration in S in the pre-fix format is described below. The flex-fix format 

means that the forma1 arguments may be interspersed freely within the body of the function. The 

pre-fix format means that the formal arguments are placed at the end of the function body. 

w h i l e  no t  a t  the return type in the SRRS function declaration 

if body of declaration present 

add body to S constant declaration 

else i f  parameter list present 

for each argument i n  list 
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add the formal argument to the body of the S 
constant declaration 

add the forma1 argument to a list of f o r m a l  
arguments for the constant declaration 

save the return type 

f o r  each formal argument in list 

add the formal argument to the S constant declaration 

add the return type to the S constant declaration 

A symbolic exarnple of an SRRS predicate declaration and its translation into a constant 

declaration in S is in Table 3.1 

Table 3.1 Translation of a Predicate Declaration in SRRS into a Constant Declaration in S 

SRRS Predicate Dedaration 

1) "This is a flex-fix predicate declaration because the 
formal arguments (<type 1>) and (<type 2>) are inter- 
mingled with the body of the predicate" is a predicate. 

The categories of errors developed in the evaluation of the semi-forma1 notation are used 

as the basis for defining the error checks in SRRS. A total of 162 error checks are defined in the 

SRRS notation. 

S Constant Declaration 

"This is a flex-fix predicate declaration because the 
forma1 arguments <type 1> and <type 2> are interrnin- 
gled with the body of the predicate" : <type 1> -> 
<type 2> -> eboob;  

3.2.5 Evaluate Forma1 Notation (lab setting) 

The formal, SRRS notation is ready for evaluation at this point in the process. There are 

several ways to evaluate a technique including case studies, pilot projects, or experiments. In this 

work, an experimental evaluation is selected to objectively evaluate the SRRS technique. - 

The purpose of this experiment is to objectively evaluate the costs and benefits of using a 

formal version of the SRRS notation dong with its tool support in comparison to its semi-formal 
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version. The costs of introducing a formal notation include the cost of training employees in the 

tools and in the formal notation. To measure the costs, the amount of time spent in classroorn and 

on the job training is recorded. The benefits include the availability of tools to assist the authors in 

autornatically parsing, typechecking, and analyzing the specifications. The tool support is 

expected to reduce the time to develop the specifications and improve their quality. TO measure 

the benefits, the amount of time used to write, review, and correct the specifications is recorded in 

addition to the number and type of defects recorded in the peer review process. In summary, the 

two techniques are compared in terms of the quality of the specifications written (number and 

category of defects detected) and the effort required to wtite the specifications (training, writing, 

reviewing, and correcting specification units). More rigorously, the objectives of the evaluation 

are to test the following hypotheses (Ho is the nul1 hypothesis, Ha is the alternate hypothesis): 

1. Ho: The use of a notation with a completely defined syntax and automated tool 

support results in a requirement specification that has the same average detected 

defect rate per allocated requirement object than a notation that does not use a 

completely defined syntax and automated tool support. 

Ha: The use of a notation with a completely defined syntax and automated tool 

support results in a requirement specification that has a lower average detected 

defect rate per allocated requirement object than a notation that does not use a 

completely defined syntax and alitomated tool support. 

2.Ho: The use of a notation with a completely defined syntax and automated tool 

support resuits in a requirement specification that has the sarne average effort per 

allocated requirement object to describe than a notation that does not use a 
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completely defined syntax and autornated tool support. 

Ha: The use of a notation with a completely defined syntax and autornated tool 

support results in a requirement specification that has a lower average effort per 

alIocated requirement object to describe than a notation that does not use a 

completely defined syntax and automated tool support. 

3. Ho: The use of a notation with a completely defined syntax and automated tool 

support results in the same average training time per subject than a notation that 

does not use a completely defined syntax and automated tool support. 

Ha: The use of a completely defined syntax and autcmated tool results in a higher 

average training time per subject than a notation that does not use a completely 

defined syntax and automated tool support. 

The average detected defect rate is defined in terms of the total number of detected defects 

in the specification units divided by the totaI number of requirement objects allocated to the 

specification units written. 

The average effort per allocated requirement object identifier WOID) is the total amount 

of time in minutes used to write, review, and correct the specification units written divided by the 

number of requirement objects allocated to the specification units written. 

The average training effort per subject is the amount of time in minutes used to train the 

subjects in the notation both formally (in the classroom) and informally (independent study) 

divided by the number of subjects. 
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The results are very encouraging and indicate the SRRS technique is a cost-effective way 

to develop requirement specifications. The time to write, review, and correct the specification is 

reduced as are the number of defects detected in a peer review process. There is, however, an 

increase in the training time for the authors. A summary of the experimental design and results is 

provided in Chapter 7 and the details are available in Appendix C .  

3.3 Conclusions 

The forrnalization process used in this work is a systematic, step by step process that 

begins with a semi-formal notation, Thread-Capability, that has been used on large scale air 

traffic contrai projects at Raytheon Systems Canada Lirnited. The notation is updated using this 

process to correct two problems identified with the original notation. The updated notation is 

called semi-formal S'RRS. An evaluation of semi-forma1 SRRS leads to creating four categories 

of defects including parsing, typechecking and type inference, analysis errors 1, and analysis 

errors II. In the next step the semi-forma1 notation is formalized (syntax and semantics are 

defined) and its error checks are defined. The SRRS notation has 162 error checks. The advantage 

of defining the error checks is that defects in the specifications can be detected and reported to the 

user. The user can correct the problems and prevent them from being propagated into the next 

phases. The advantage of formalizing the notation is that the definition of the syntax and 

semantics supports the automatic translation of requirements into test case specifications. The 

requirements in SRRS can be translated in an S specification that can be used as the input to an 

automated test case generation tool. The test case generation tool has been developed as part of 

the work in [Don98]. This automatic translation is expected to reduce the amount of time and the 

cost of developing test cases by changing the step from a manual step to a step supported by a 

tool. The quality of the test case specifications is also expected to improve because errors are not 
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introduced using the automated process as they may be when the translation is done rnanually. 

The five steps described in this process have been tailored and described for this problem, 

however, they can be generalized and re-used for formalizing a different semi-formal notation. 

Refer to Figure 3.2 for the generalized process. 

editor '4f' 

Technique for using notation 

S trengths/Weaknesses Report 

SF notation 
initial defect checkkt 

software requireme StrengthslWeaknesses Report 
updated defect checklist 
target logic documentation and 
tool support 

~ o m a l i 3  è,orrnal notation 

notation tool 

Notation 

editor 1 

; 

Figure 3.2 A Five Step Process to Formalize a Notation 
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4.1 Introduction 

The SRRS notation is intended prîmarily for the specification of the software require- 

ments for large, software intensive systems that have complex data requirements. For the 

purposes of this work a system is considered large when it has at least several thousand distinct 

requirements and is documented by a team of 20 or  more authors over the course of a year or 

more. The data complexity may be characterized by a large number of related data definitions. 

The SRRS notation is introduced in this chapter. The detailed specification for the syntax 

and error checking are in Appendix A. The evolution and characteristics of the SRRS notation are 

described in Section 4.2. The components of a specification unit are discussed in Section 4.3. A 

sample specification is also provided in this section to illustrate the syntax and rules of SRRS. 

Section 4.4 describes in more detail the three kinds of requirements that are used in the SRRS 

notation. The stimulus response rules are provided in Section 4.5. The relationship between SRRS 

and DSPEC is described in Section 4.6. Section 4.7 maps SRRS to S, a higher order logic. The 

translation of SRRS into S supports the automatic generation of test specification. An example of 

a specification unit wrïtten in SRRS, translated to S, and the test specifications autornatically 

generated is provided in Section 4.8. Conclusions are in Section 4.9. 

4.2 Evolution and Characteristics of SRRS 

The SRRS notation has evolved from a long history of requirements specification 

notations (refer to Figure 4.1). The definition of the SRRS notation uses ideas and methods from 

over 20 years worth of requirements specification work. The important characteristics of the 
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SRRS [CooOO] 
- extemai partitioning 

of requirements 
- use of defined syntax, format 
- requirements described as 

stimulus, processing, response 
- generalized descriptions 

of data relationships 
- machine readable, automated 

tool support 

Thread-Capability Pai931 
- external partitioning 

of requirernents 
- use of data dictionary (BNF) 
- use of highly structured English 
- requirements described as  

Structured Analysis [War85] stimulus, processing, response 
-extema1 partitioning 
of reauirements 

- data ;cherna ERDs 

Structured Analysis (Ros77a. Ros77bl 

Software Cost Reduction (SCR) Tables 
Survèy paperwav77l 
-requirements described in terms of 

inputs, processing, outputs 

ERDs [Chen761 

Structured Analysis [Dem79] 
- use of data dictionary (BNF) 
- use of structured naturaI language Use Case [Jac92, Bo0991 

- external partitioning 
of requirernents 

- natural language 
- formatting constraints 

Figure 4.1 Evolution and Influences on the SRRS Notation 
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notation and where they have evolved from are described in this section. The characteristics 

include: partitioning of the requirements; stimulus response (blackbox) style; abstraction of inputs 

and outputs; 

structured natural language; and a means of expressing complex data relationships and logical 

conditions. 

4.2.1 Partitioning of Requirements 

Two broad categories for partitioning the software requirements for a system are "top- 

down" and "outside-inW[War85L The "top-down" decomposition is implementation dependent 

because an arbitrary choice of many possible decompositions is made.The "outside-in" approach 

uses the stimuli and responses to and from the system to partition the software requirements. The 

sources and sinks may be either human or other systems. An advantage of employing the 

"outside-in" partitioning is that the resulting specification is well suited to use as a cornrnunica- 

tion tool with the end user of the system. The specification is organized around the input and 

outputs of the system, which corresponds to a user's point of view. The "outside-in" partitioning 

is used in stmctured analysis War851, use cases [Jac92, Bo0991 and Thread-Capability [Hug93]. 

The SRRS technique applies the "outside-in" partitioning to structure the software 

requirement specification document. As a result, the documentation is straightforward to review, 

especially with respect to the scope of the system's capabilities. 

4.2.2 Stimulus Response (blackbox) Style 

A blackbox description of software requirements describes the behaviour of the system in 

terms of its external stimuli (inputs) and extemal responses (outputs). In general, every require- 
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ment is specified in terms of a relationship between an external stimulus and an extemal response. 

The advantages of using a blackbox approach for describing requirements include rninimizing the 

potential for including internal design details in the specification and maxirnizing the suitability 

of the specification for testing the system's software. Discouragîng the inclusion of design details 

in the specification decreases the likelihood of overly constraining the design and makes the 

specification simpler to maintain as the design details may change as the project develops. 

Minimizing the software's internal processing descriptions simplifies the development of 

blackbox test cases as the test engineers do not have to denve the requirements based test cases 

from descriptions of internal processing. A stimulus response styIe of requirements specification 

is seen as an important characteristic for testability early in requirements specification research 

Wav771. This style is used in Thread-Capability Wug93J. 

The SRRS notation uses the stimulus response style. The requirements are described in 

terms of a direct relationship between a group of externally generated stimuIi and a group of 

externally visible responses. Because of the blackbox style, a specification written in the SRRS 

notation is weH suited for use as a working document by the system test group. The blackbox 

approach also minirnizes the indusion of internal processing (design details) in the specification 

which simplifies the maintenance of the specification. 

4.2.3 Abstraction of Inputs and Outputs 

For systerns with a Iargz number of stimuli and responses it is convenient to group inputs 

(stimuli) and outputs (responses) and to be able to refer to these groups by name. This is an 

abstraction of the stimuli and responses. The use of group names supports the development of a 

specification which is concise and simple to maintain. For example, suppose there are six differ- 
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ent stimuli that trigger the same processing requirements in a system. If a name is given to this 

group of six stimuli, the narne can be used to describe trigering one requirement. The alternative 

is to repeat the requirement for each of the six different stimuli that triggers the processing. 

When groups of stimuli and groups of responses are related by a single requirement, rules 

are needed to explicate which stimulus is matched with which response. For example, if a group 

name represents six stimuli and a second group n m e  represents six responses, then the notation 

must have rules to determine which of the 36 possible requirements are represented. Grouping 

inputs and outputs is used in Thread-Capability LHug931. The Thread-Capability does not define 

the stimulus response matching rules used to explicate the requirernents. 

The SRRS notation uses an abstraction of the input and output to support the deveIopment 

of a concise and maintainable specification. The rules for matching the inputs and the outputs are 

defined in SRRS. 

4.2.4 Structured Natural Language 

Structured natural language is used in structured analysis techniques Dem79, War851 as a 

mechanism to improve the consistency of specifications by introducing writing constraints. The 

writing constraints reduce the vocabulary and restrict the grammar and style of the natural 

language text written. The idea of restricting the grammar and style is extended in [HengO], 

[Hug93], and [Coo97a] as standard, template phrasing is provided for the authors to use. This 

improves the consistency of the requirement specification document by providing a standard way 

of describing a problem that is encountered repeatedly. 

A further extension to structured natural Ianguage is the definition of a concrete syntax. 

When this is done, tool support can be developed to assist authors in determining if the require- 
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ments conform to the syntax. The SRRS notation has a concrete syntax to improve the consis- 

tency of the specification written by a large goup of authors. For exarnple, the concrete syntax for 

one requirement statement is: 

Upon receipt of a [ group stimulus name], the system shall send a [ group 
response name ] . 

The bolded words or chancters represent the standard part of the phrase. The plain type words are 

the parts of the sentence that are filled in by the author. 

The syntax also restricts the verbs that are used in the responses to a set of five action 

verbs. For exarnple, the verb send is used in the requirement above. The purpose of the reduced 

vocabulary is to ensure consistency among the requirements written by different authors. A 

second benefit of this wrïting constraint is that it discourages the inclusion of computer human 

interface (CM) dctails. The garnrnar does not include CHI related terminology such as "display", 

"double click", or "enter". The result is that the system is described in terms of a virtual environ- 

ment, which isolates the requirements from the CHI design and the interface technology used to 

implement the CHI design. As CHI requirements may change frequently, the exclusion of CHI 

details from the specification rnakes the document simpler to maintain. 

4.2.5 Describing Complex Data and Logical Conditions 

4.2.5.2 Data Models 

Data dictionaries and data schema are used to describe data, organize data, and describe 

how the data are related. The data repositories (data dictionaries or ERD models) encourage a 

reduction in the vocabulary. This restricts authors in their choice of words to describe the 

behaviour of the system. A well maintained data dictionary, for exarnple, is one means to reduce 

the variety of terms used in a project. Ideally, data items are re-used by different authors, rather 
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than each author creating duplicate entries in the data repository. This improves the consistency of 

the specification because al1 authors use the sarne terminology to describe the data in the require- 

ments. Data dictionaries defined in BNF are used in pem79, Hug931 to reduce and standardize 

the vocabulary in the specification. ERDs are used in [War85] to describe the data and their 

relationships. 

A variation on the standard BNF data dictionary or ERD data models is used in SRRS. 

The variations include a change in the scope of the data repository and the notation used. The 

SRRS notation uses a local data repository instead of a global, or project wide. repository- BNF is 

not used because it is restricted to the "is composed of' relationship. A more general data mode1 is 

used in SRRS that has the flexibility of an ERD and is ASCII based. 

4.2.5.3 Cornplex Logical Conditions 

Tabular formats for describing cornplex, logical conditions are concise and readable. 

Requirements specification techniques use tables either as a stand-alone notation or integrate 

them with other notations Pay981. The format of the tables supported in the SRRS technique are 

a variation of an ANDfOR table [Day98]. The tables have the following format: 

1 Title 

The label of each row in the predicate table is an expression. The cells of each row are 

predicates that are applied to the row's label. Each column represents a single case, where the 

Case n 

predicate 

predicate 

predic ate 

predicate 

Label 

Label 1 

Label 2 

... 
Label m 

... 

... 

... 

... 

predicate 

Case 1 

predicate 

predicate 

... 

predicate 

Case 2 

predicate 

predicate 

. . . 
predic ate 
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conjunction of the cells in the column is hue. Any other cases not described in the table explicitly 

are assumed to be false. The table represents an "if, else i f '  structure. The predicate table's name 

is in the Iast row of the table. 

The inclusion of a tabular format for describing complex conditions adds flexibility ta the 

SRRS notation. The author has the choice of describing simpler conditions in the style that looks 

more like natural Ianpuage and describing complex conditions in the tabular style. If a different 

tabular notation is preferred, then the tables in SRRS may be replaced in the future. 

4.2.6 Tool Support and Training Material for SRRS 

Tool support and training material have been developed for the SRRS notation. The tool 

support allows the authors of requirements specification units to check the format of their require- 

ments, execute the error checking that is defined in the notation, or translate the specification into 

S. The S translation may be used as input to a test case generation tool to automatically generate 

test specifications. The tool support for SRRS is described in detail in Chapter 5. 

Training material including lecture slides, user manual, and an introductory tutorial are 

available for SRRS [Coo99]. The lecture slides are designed for use in a one day training course. 

The course is cornposed of four modules and a hands-on exercise. The modules are organized as 

follows: 

Module 1: Overview of the Software Development Lifecycle 

Software Development Lifecycles (SDLCs) 

Introduction to Requirements 

Module 2: Initial Phases of Software Development Lifecycle 
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System Level Specification (SLS) 

Software Requirement Specification (SRS) 

Requirements Traceability & Management 

Module 3: Describing the Functional Requirements 

Stimulus Response Requirements Specification (SRRS) Approach 

Developing the Functional Requii-ements 

Module 4: The Requirements to System Test Interface 

System Integration Testing 

Test Case Generation 

The hands-on exercise is based on an ABC Video System level specification. This system 

may be used by a video rental store to support, for example, renting, returninp, adding, and 

deleting videos. The trainees write, review, and correct the Rent Tape specification unit. This 

specification unit allows a customer to rent one or more tapes from a store. 

4.3 Overview of a Specification Unit Written in SRRS 

A specification unit written in SRRS introduces a unique section of a software require- 

ments specification document. A specification unit is highly structured and is composed of seven 

parts: title, overview, stimuli, responses, requirements, declarations, and a performance section 

(refer to Figure 4.2). The purpose of each of these sections is surnmarized below. The detailed 

specification of the notation is presented in Appendix A. 
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Title: 

1 

Overview: I 
S tirnuli: 

Responses : 

Requirements: 

Declarations: 

Performance: 

Figure 4.2 Stnictured Stimulus Response Specification Unit Structure 

4.3.1 Title Section 

The title provides a unique identifier for the specification unit in the requirements specifi- 

cation document. The title should be a meaningful narne that indicates the contents of the specifi- 

cation unit. The title is not a testable requirement. 

4.3.2 Overview Section 

The overview section provides a summary description of the rejection and normal 

processing performed by the specification unit. There are no testable requirements in the 

Overview section. 
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4.3.3 Stimuli Section 

The stimuli section documents al1 of the stimuli that trigger the specification unit. The 

stimuli section is organized as a list of unique group stimulus names. Each group stimulus narne is 

the name for a list of (source, message) pairs or (source, message, message) triples. The source 

name indicates the origin of the stimulus message- The message indicates the data type of the 

stimulus message. The group stimulus name provides a name for referencing one or more of the 

elements of the list in the requirements section in a compact notation. 

4.3.4 Responses Section 

The responses section documents al1 of the responses that are generated by the specifica- 

tion unit. The responses section introduces unique group response narne declarations. The group 

response name is the name for a list of one or more unique (destination, message) pairs or 

(destination, message, message) triples. The destination indicates where the response is going. 

The message indicates the contents of the response. 

4.3.5 Requirements Section 

The requirements section describes the processing required to transform a stimulus into 

one or more responses. The requirements section is composed of one or more requirement 

statements that are written in a particular order. The order of the requirements is rejection require- 

ments, acceptance requirements, followed by general requirements. The rejection requirement 

describes the generation of a rejection with reason, for example, when a validation check fails in a 

requirement. The acceptance requirement descnbes the generation of an acceptance response. The 

purpose of the acceptance requirement is to document the requirement to provide feedback to the 
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user. A general requirement expresses either a relationship between a stimulus and one or more 

responses or the generation of one or more responses. 

A general requirement can be extended by describing response qz~alification andor 

response response requirements (refer to Section 4.4). A response qualification is either a 

predicate or a boolean condition. A response response requirement is a compact notation for 

additionai stimulus response requirements (Le., there is one response followed by another 

response). The interpretation of the stimulus response, response qualification, and response 

response requirements is presented in Section 4.4. 

4.3.6 Declaration Section 

The declaration subsections introduce data types, data subtypes, data objects (constants, 

variable system parameters, system state components), functions, and predicates. The functions 

and predicates are categorized as local (declared in this specification unit), externa1 (declared in 

another specification unit), or exported (declared in this specification unit for use in other specifi- 

cation units). Error checking in the specification unit is with respect to the context described. 

The context of a specification unit is composed of a type space and an object space. The 

type space contains the names of the data types and subtypes that the user declares in addition to 

the built in data types. The object space contains the narnes and types of the data objects the user 

declares in addition to the built-in data objects. The data objects include constants, variable 

system parameters (VSPs), and system state components. Constants are domain independent data 

objects that have values that do not change, for example ' T R U E  ,"FALSE, or the value of n. 

A VSP is a data object with a value that may be changed for the system in order to tailor the 

system for a specific installation. When a VSP is used in a specification unit, however, it is 
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considered to have a fixed value. An exarnple of a VSP is "Maximum number of 1ibrat-y items 

allowed for charge". The system state components are the domain specific data objects the author 

needs to use in the specification unit. For example, system state components are "'on-shelf7 or 

"in-mending". 

4.3.7 Performance Section 

The performance section describes the performance requirements for the specification unit 

as a logical condition. 

4.4 Stimulus Response, Response Response, Response Qualification 
Requirements 

The simplest requirement in the SRRS notation is a stimulus response requirement. The 

general structure documents the receipt of a stimulus and the generation of a response for a 

requirement. An example of a stimulus response requirement is: 

1) Upon receipt of a [w request] , the CSCI shall send an 
[x response] 

An optional logical condition can be present on a stimulus response requirement. For 

example, a stimulus response requirement with the logical condition "an important condition 

holds" is: 

1) Upon receipt of a [w request], if {an important 
condition holds), the CSCI shall send an [x responsel. 

A stimulus response requirement can be followed by one or more response qualification 

requirements. A response qualification is a postcondition that is associated with the response. The 

response qualification may be a data object of type bool, a subtype of bool, type bool, or a 

predicate application. For example, a stimulus response requirement with the response qualifica- 
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tion "The date in the response is set to the current date" is: 

1) Upon receipt of a [w request] , if (an important 
condition holds}, the CSCI shall send an [x response]. 
{The date in the response is set to the current date). 

A stimulus response requirement may be followed by one or more response response 

requirements. A stimulus response requirement followed by a response response requirement is a 

compact notation for two or more stimulus response requirements. There are four rules to apply in 

expanding the compact notation. The first rule is that the stimulus on the stimulus response 

requirement, if present, is added on to each of the response response requirements. The second 

rule is that the logical condition on each of the response response requirements, if present, is 

added to each of its subsequent response response requirements. The third rule is that the logical 

condition on the stimulus response requirement, if present, is added on to each of the response 

response requirements. The fouah rule is that response qualifications, if present, remain associ- 

ated with their stimulus response or response response requirement. An example of applying these 

rules is presented below. 

Before Applying the Response Response and Response 
Qualification Rules 

1) Upon receipt of a [ w  request] , i f  {an important 
condition holds), the CSCI shall send an [x response] . 
{The date in the response is set to the current date}. 
If the { [x response] } is sent and {some condition 
holds) , the CSCI shall commit a [y response] . If the { [y 
response 1 )  is committed and {some other condition 
holds} , the CSCI shall update a [ z  response] . {The 
colour is set to green in the updated response). 

After Applying the Response Response and Response 
Qualification Rules 

1) Upon receipt of a [w request] , if {an important 
condition holds) , the CSCI shall send an [x 
response].{The date in the response is set to the 
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current date). 

2 ) Upon receipt of a [w request] , if { {an important 
condition holds ) and {some condition holds)), the CSCI 
shall commit a [y response] . 

3 )  Upon receipt of a [w request], if {{an important 
condition holds) and {{some ccndition holds) and {some 
other condition holds))}, the CSCI shall update a [ z  

response]. {The colour is set to green in the updated 
response} . 

Once the stimulus response requirements are generated the stimulus response matching 

rules are applicable (refer to Section 4.5). 

4.5 Stimulus Response Matching Rules 

The requirement statements relate a group of stimuli that trigger the processing to one or 

more groups of responses using a compact notation. The stimuli and responses must be matched, 

however, to explicitly represent al1 of the requirements. The rules for generating the stimulus 

response pairs are described here. 

There are six cases to consider when matching the stimulus and response pairs. Cases one 

through four are for requirements that have a stimulus present. The logical condition is optional 

when the stimulus is present and does not affect the stimulus response matching rules. The cases 

shown below do not include a logical condition. Cases five and six are for requirements that do 

not have a stimulus present. The first case has no qualification on the source or destination. The 

second case has an unqualified source and a qualified destination. The third case has a qualified 

source and an unqualified destination. The fourth case has a qualified source and destination. The 

fifth case has an unqualified destination. The sixth case has a qualified destination. 

Case One 
Upon receipt of a [group stimulus nameIfthe system 
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shall send a [group response name1 

For each stimulus in the [group stimulus namel 
Obtain the source name 
For each response in the [group response namel 
If the source name is not an internal signal 

If the destination name matches the source name, 
pair the stimulus and response 

p a i r  the stimulus with the internal signals 
of the response 
Else 
p a i r  the stimulus and response 
pair the stimulus with the internal signals of 
the response 

In case one, for externally visible stimuli, a stimulus is paired with every response that 

has the same destination name as the source name. For internally s ipal led stimuli, a stimulus is 

paired with every response. 

Case Two 
Upon receipt of a [group stimulus name] £rom X ,  the 
system shall send a [group response name] . 

For each stimulus in the [group stimulus name] 
Obtain the source name 
If the source name is X then 

For each response in the [group response name] 
If the source name is not an internal signal 

If the destination name matches the source 
name,  
pair the stimulus and response 
pais the stimulus with the internal signals 
of the response 
Eîse 
pair the stimulus and response 
pair the stimulus with the internal signals 
of the response 

In case two, for externally visible stimuli, a stimulus with source name X is paired with 

every response with destination X and the associated intemal responses. For intemally signalled 

stimuli, a stimulus with source name X is paired with every response. 
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Case Three 

Upon receipt of a [group stimulus name], the system 
shall send a [group response name] to Y. 

For each stimulus in the [group stimulus name] 
Obtain the source name 
If the source name is Y then 

For each response in the [group response namel 
If the destination name is not an internal 
signal 

If the destination name matches the 
source name, 
pair the stimulus and response 
pair the stimulus with the internal 
signals of the response 

E l s e  
If the destination name matches the 
source name 

pair the stimulus and response 

In case three, for externally visible responses, a response with destination name Y and the 

associated internal responses are paired with every stimulus with source Y. For intemally 

signalled responses (i.e. the destination Y is an intemal send/cornmit/update signal), a response 

with destination name Y is paired with every stimulus that has source name Y. 

Case Four 

Upon receipt of a [group stimulus name] £rom X ,  the 
system shall send a [group response name] to Y. 
For each stimuliis in the [group stimulus namel 
Obtain the source name 
If the source name is X then 

For each response in the [group response name] 
If the destination name Y is not an internal 

signal 
If the destination name is Y 
pair the stimulus and response 
pair the stimulus with the internal signals 
of the response 

Else 
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If the destination name is Y 
pair the stimulus and response 

In case four, if Y is an extemally visible response, a response with destination name Y 

and the associated intemal responses are paired with every stimulus with source X. For internally 

signalled responses (i.e. the destination Y is an internal send/cornmit/update signal), a response 

with destination name Y is paired with every stimulus with source X. 

Case Five 

If {logical condition), the system shall send a [group 
response name] . 

For each response in the [group response name] 
generate a stimulus response requirement 
(stimulus is null) 

In case five, a stimulus response requirement is generated for each response in the group 

response name. 

Case Six 

If {logical condition), the system shall send a [group 
response name] to Y. 

For each response in the [group response name] 
If the destination name Y is not an internal 
signal 

If the destination name is Y 
generate a stimulus response 
requirement (stimulus is null) 
generate a stimulus response 
requirement for the internal 
signals of the response 
(stimulus is null) 

Else 
If the destination name is Y 

generate a stimulus response 
requirement 
(stimulus is null) 
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In case six, for extemally visible responses, a stimulus response requirement is generated 

for each response with destination name Y and the associated intemal responses. For intemally 

sipalled responses (Le. the destination Y is an intemal sendkomrnit/update/signal), a stimulus 

response requirement is generated for every response with destination name Y. 

4.6 SRRS and DSPEC 

The SRRS notation uses DSPEC as a foundation, or core, language. SRRS is a separate 

language that is designed for use in the software requirements specification phase of the software 

development lifecycle. This notation allows the users (requirements authors) to express require- 

ments about the relationships among data expressions and the logical conditions from a require- 

ments specification perspective. 

SRRS uses DSPEC by making requests to evaluate a logical condition or data expression. 

The logical condition or data expression is evaiuated using the DSPEC context. The data objects, 

data types, functions, and predicates declared in the SRRS specification unit are translated into 

the DSPEC context. The translation from the SRRS context to the DSPEC language context is 

described in Table 4.1 . Because DSPEC is designed to manage the logic and data complexity, 

SRRS Context 

1 ~erformance 1 Logical Condition 1 

DSPEC Context 

Responses 

Requirement 

LogicaI Condition 

N/A 

N/ A 

1 Logical Condition I 

Title 

Overview 

1 Data Expression 1 Data Expression 1 

N/A 

N/A 

Table 4.1 Translating the SRRS Context to the DSPEC context 
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r 

SRRS Context 

Type Name Declaration 

Subtype Declaration 

DSPEC Context 

Type Declaration 

Subtype Declaration 

Static Association Declaration 

Constant Dedaration 

- -- 

External Predicate Declaration 

Function Declaration 

Name Declaration 

System State Component Declaration 

Stimulus Response Cornponent Declaration 

Local Function Dechration 

Local Predicate Declaration 

External Function Declaration 

Exported Function Declaration 

Exported Predicate Declaration 

Variable System Parameter Declaration 1 Name Declaration 

Name Declaration 

Name Declaration 

Function Declaration 

Predicate Declaration 

Function Declaration 

Predicate Declaration 

Table 4.1 Translating the SRRS Context to the DSPEC context 

only the components from the SRRS notation that are related to this functionality are translated 

and subsequentIy used by the DSPEC language. 

4.7 Translation to S 

The SRRS notation can be translated to the typed, predicate logic S (refer to Table 4.2). 

The S output can be used to automatically generate test case specifications Pon981. 

1 Stimulus Response Requirement Cornponent 

Title 

Overview 

S Translation I 

NIA 

Stimuli 

Res ponses 

Performance 

NIA 

NIA 

Predicate Application or Boolean expression 

Table 4.2 Translation of SRRS to S 
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Stimulus Response Requirement Compoaent 

Logical Condition 

Data Expression 

Type Name Declaration 

Subtype Declaration 

Static Association Declaration 

Constant Declaration 
-- - 

Variable System Parameter Declaration 

System State Component Declaration 

Stimulus Response Component Dedaration 

Local Function Declaration 

Local Predicate Declaration 

External Function Declaration 

External Predicate Declaration 

Exported Function Declaration 
-- -- 

Exported Predicate Declaration 

stimulus condition response condition requirement 

stimulus condition response requirement 

stimulus response requirement 

condition response condition requirement 

condition response requirement 

S Translation 

Predicate Application or Boolean Expression 

Function Application or Data Object 

Type Declaration 

Type Declaration (unique name guaranteed) 
Constant Declaration (function, unique name guaran- 
teed) 
Constant Declaration (unnamed data object) 

Constant Declaration (unique name guaranteed) 

Constant Declaration (unique name guaranteed) 

Constant Declaration (unique name guaranteed) 

Constant Declaration (unique name guaranteed) 

Type Declaration (unique name guaranteed) 
Constant Declaration (function, unique name guaran- 
teed) 
Constant Declaration (unnarned data object) 

Constant Declaration 

Constant Declaration 

Constant Declaration 

Constant Declaration 

Constant Declaration 

Constant Declaration 

if (receive stimulus AND condition) 
then (response AND condition 

if (receive stimulus AND condition) 
then (response) 

if (receive stimulus) 
then (response) 

if (condition) 
then (response AND condition) 

if (condition) 
then (response) 

Table 4.2 Translation of SRRS to S 

4.8 Library Specification Unit Example 

The following specification unit is taken from a larger example for an Integrated On-line 
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Library System (IOLS). 

4.8.1 SpecEcation Unit 

Title: 

\ Search Catalogue \ 

Overview: 

The Search Catalogue specification unit describes the processing performed when an 

operator or external library requests to search for an item. The results of the search are 

sorted in alphabetical order. 

Stimuli: 

1) The IOLS shall satisfy the requirements descnbed below upon receipt of a [search 

request] from: 

a) Operator csearch request>; 

b) "Remote Operator" <searc h requesu; 

c) VPL csearch request>; 

d) SFU csearch request>; 

e)  W C  csearch request>; 

f) EPL csearch request>. 

Responses : 

1) As specified by the requirements described below, the library system shall return an 

[acceptance] to: 

a) Operator <acceptance>. 
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2 )  As specified by the requirements described below, the Iibrary system shall send a 

[search response] to: 

a) Operator csearch response>; 

b) "Remote Operator" csearch response>; 

c) VPL csearch response>; 

d) SFU csearch response>; 

e) W C  csearch response>; 

f) EPL aearch response>. 

Requirements: 

1) Upon receipt of a [search request], if { the input is not rejected}, the IOLS shall retum 

an [acceptance]. 

2) Upon receipt of a [search request], the IOLS shall send a [search response]. {The search 

response is sorted alphabetically } . 

Declarations: 

S ystem S tate Components: 

1) 'The search response is sorted alphabetically":<bool>. 

2) "the input is not rejected":cbool>. 

Stimulus Response Components: 

1) <search requestxcrequest message>. 

2 )  esearch response>:cresponse message>. 

3) VPL:<source>; 
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4) VPL:<destination>; 

5) SFU:<source>; 

6) SFU:<destination>; 

7) UVIIC:<source>; 

8) UWC :<destination>; 

9) EPL :<source>. 

10) EPL:<destination>. 

Local Predicates: 

1) 'The response times for the VO transactions described in this specification unit shall be 

in Class" (cintegen) is a predicate. 

Performance: 

1) {The response times for the UO transactions described in this specification unit shall be 

in Class ( 2 ) ) .  

4.8.2 Translation to S 

The S file is automatically generated with a request to the SRRS tool support. The S 

output is listed below. 

% fuss  session initialization 

% type declarations 
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: integer; 

: responsemessage; 

: source; 

: hour ; 

:miIlisecond; 

: second; 

: minute; 

: metre; 

: decimetre; 

: day; 

: year; 

:day-ofweek; 

: day-ofmonth; 

: celsius ; 

: litre; 
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% subtype declarations 

:Operator-source; 

:Operator-destination; 

:RemoteOperator~source; 

:RemoteOperator-destination; 

:intemal-send-signal-source; 

:internai-send-signal-destination; 

:internai-commit-signal-source; 

:intemal-commit-signal-destination; 

:internai-update-signal-source; 

:internai-update-signal-destination; 

:internai-signal-source; 

:intemal-signal-destination; 

:external-commit-destination; 

:externalupdate-destination; 

:Printer-source; 

:Printer-destination; 

:Plottersource; 

:Plotter-destination; 

:search-request-request-message; 
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% function declarations 

The~response~times~shall~beein~~lass~integerboo:integ 

eu -> bool; 

0perator~source:source -> source; 

Operator-destinati0n:destination -> destination; 

Remote~0perator~source:source -> source; 

Rernote~0perator~destination:destination -z  destination; 

internal~send~sig-nal~soiirce:source -> source; 

internal-send-signal-destinati0n:destination -> 

destination; 

internal~commit~signal~source:source -> source; 

internai-commit-signaldestination:destination -> 

destination; 
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internal~update~signal~source:source -> source; 

intemal-update-signal-destinati0n:destination -> 

destination; 

internal~signal~source:source -> source; 

intemal-signa1destination:destination -> 

destination; externa1~commitdestination:destination -> 

destination; 

extemal-update-destinati0n:destination -> destination; 

Printersource:source -> source; 

Printerdestinati0n:destination -> destination; 

Plottersource:source -> source; 

P1otterdestination:destination -> destination; 

search~request~request~message:request~message -> 

requestmessage; 

search~response~response~message:response~message -> 

responsemessage; 

acceptance~response~message:response~message -> 

responsemessage; 

VPL-source:source -> source; 

VPL-destination:destination -> destination; 

SFU~source:source -> source; 

SFU-destinati0n:destination -> destination; 

WIC~source:source -> source; 
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UV1Cdestination:destination -> destination; 

EPL-source:source -> source; 

EPL-destinati0n:destination -> destination; 

Stimulus~request~message~bool:source # request-message 

-> 5001; 

send~response~message~bool:destination # 

responsernessage -> bool; 

return~response~message~boo1:destination # 

responsernessage -> bool; 

commit~response~message~boo1:destination # 

responsernessage -> bool; 

update~response~message~boo1:destination # 

responsernessage -> bool; 

signa1~response~message~bool:destination # 

responsemessage -> bool; 

%Requirements 

RI := if ( Stimulus~request~rnessagebool ( 

unamed-Operator-search-request, 

unamed-search-request-requestmessage ) AND 

The-input-isnot-rejected-bool) then ( 

return~response~message~bool ( (  

unamed-Operator-acceptance , 
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unamed~acceptance~response~message)) 1 ;  

R2 := if ( Stimulus~request~message~bool ( 

unamed-Operator-search-request, 

unamed-search-requesi-requestmessage ) )  then ( 

send~response~message~boo1((unmed~0perator~search_resp 

onse, unamed~search~response~response~message)) AND 

(the~search~response(the_search_response_is_sorted_alphabetiisSs~rted~a1phabetically) ) ; 

R3 := if ( Stimulus~request~message~bool ( 

unamed-Remote-Operator-search-request, 

unamed-search-request-recyuest-message ) )  then ( 

~end~response~message~bool ( (  

unamed~Remote~Operator~search~response , 

unamed~search~response~response~message)) AND 

(the~search~response~is~sorted~a1phabetically~ ; 

R4 :=  if ( ~timulus~request~message~bool ( 

unamed-VPL-search-requestr 

unamed-search-request-request-message ) )  then ( 

send~response~message~bool ( (  

unmed-VPL-search-response , unamed-search-response 

dresponse-message)) 

AND (the~search~response~is~sorted~alphabetically) ; 

R5 := if ( Stimulus~request~message~bool ( 

unamed-SFU-search-wequest, 
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unamed-search-request-request-message ) )  then ( 

send~response~message~bool ( (  

unamed-SFU-search-response , 

unamed~search~response~response~message) ) AND 

(the~search~response~is~sorted~aIphabetica1ly)~ ; 

R6 := if ( Stimulus~request~message~bool ( 

unamed-WIC-search-request, 

unamed-search-request-request-message ) )  then ( 

send~response~message~bool ( (  

unmed_UVIC-search-response 

unamed~search~response~respon~e~message) ) AND 

(the~search~response~i~~sorted~a1phabetically)) ; 

R7 := if ( Stimulus~request~message~bool ( 

unamed-EPL-search-request, 

unamed~search~request~request~message ) )  then ( 

send~response~message~bool ( (  

unamed-EPL-search-response 

unamed~search~respon~e~response~message)) AND 

(the~search~response~i~~sorted~a1phabetically)~ ; 

Specification := R1 R2 AND R3 AM) R4 AND R5 AND R6 

AND R7; 
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4.8.3 Test Specification Generation 

The test specifications generated using the TCG [Don981 are listed below. 

%tcg -D -T 30 30 30 Specification 

Spec Specification: Test Frames for R I  AND R2 AND R3 AND 

R4 AND R5 AND R6 AND R7 

Generating test classes . . .  

Generating test classes took 9 seconds. 

(7 seconds spent rewriting.) 

Rewriting quantifiers for £rame stimuli took 1 second. 

Generating test £rames took O seconds. 

--Test Frame 1: 

Stimulus 

1) 
Stimulus-requestmes 
sagebool ( , 
unamed-Operator-sear 
ch-reques t 
unamed-search-reques 
t-requestmessage) 
2 
The-input-isnot-rej 
ected-bool 

1) 
return-response-mess 
agebool( , 
unamed-Operator-acce 
ptance 
unamed-acceptance-re 
sponse-message) 

Test Class 1 (detailed, implicant) antecedent DNF/CNF = 1/2 : 

Condition Criteria 
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--Test Frame 1: 

Stimulus 

Stimulus 

Condition 

1) 
Stimulus-requestmes 
sage-bool ( , 
unamed-Operator-sear 
ch-reques t 
unamed-search-reques 
t-requestmessage) 

Criteria 

Test Class 2 (detailed, implicant) antecedent DNF/CNF = 1/1 : 

Condition 

1) 
send-response-messag 
eboo 1 ( , unamed-Opera 
tor-search-response 
unamed-search-respon 
semessage) 
2) the 
search-response-is-s 
orted-alphabetically 

Criteria 

Test Class 3 (detailed, implicant) antecedent DNF/CNF = 1/1 : 

--Test Frame 1: 

Stimulus I Condition I Criteria 

1) 
Stimulus-requestmes 
sagebool ( , 
unamed-Operator-sear 
ch-reques t 
unamed-search-reques 
t-requestmessage) 

1)send-response-mess 
agebool ( , unamed-Rem 
ote-Operator-search- 
response 
unamed-search-respon 
semessage) 
2 ) the 
search-response-is-s 
orted-alphabetically 

Teçt Class $(detailed, irnplicant) antecedent DNF/CNF = 1/1 : 

1 --Test Frame 1: 
r -- - - -- 

Stimulus I Condition 

1) 
Stimulus-requestmes 
sagebool ( , 
unamed-Operator-sear 
ch-reques t 
unamed-search-reques 
t-requestmessage) 

Criteria 

1 ) send-response-mes s 
agebool ( , unamed-VPL 
- search-response 
unamedsearch-respon 
semessage) 
2) the 
search-response-is-s 
orted-alphabetically 
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Stimulus I Condition 

Stimulus 

1) 
Stimulus-requestmes 
sagebool ( , 
unamed-Operator-sear 
ch-request 
unamed-search-reques 
t-request-message) 

Criteria 

Test Class S(detailed, implicant) antecedent DNF/CNF = 1/1 : 

Condition 

-- - -- 

1)send~response~mess 
age-bool ( , unamed-SFU 
- search-response 
-mamed-searckirespon 
semessage) 
2) the 
search-wesponse-is-s 
orted-alphabetically 

Criteria 

Test Class 6 (detailed, implicant) antecedent DNF/CNF = 1/1 : 

--Test Frame 1: 

Stimulus I Condition I Criteria 

1) 
Stimulus-requestmes 
sage-bool ( , 
unamed-Operator-sear 
ch-request 
unamed-search-reques 
t-reques tmessage) 

1)send~response~mess 
age-boo 1 ( , -mamed-UV1 
C-search-response 
unamed-search-respon 
semessage) 
2) the 
search-response-is-s 
orted-alphabetically 

Test Class 7(detailed, implicant) antecedent DNF/CNF = 1/1 : 

Stimulus I Condition I Criteria 

1) 
Stimulus-requestmes 
sagebool ( , 
unamed-Operator-sear 
ch-request 
unamed-search-reques 
t-request-message) 

I)send-response-mess 
age-bool ( , unamed-EPL 
-search-response 
unamed-search-respon 
semessage) 
2) the 
search~response~is~s 

1 1 orted-alphabetically 
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4.8.4 Discussion of the Example 

The SRRS requirements specification notation is convenient for describing requirements 

which have a large number of stimuli/responses that are processedgenerated in the same way. 

For example, the second requirement in the example above represents six requirement 

statements. Rather than repeating the requirement statement six times, the author can use the 

notation to remove redundancy in the specification. In the exarnple given, the second 

requirement is: 

2) Upon receipt of a [search request], the library system shall send a 

[search response]. {The search response is sorted alphabetically }. 

The six requirements that are actually represented in the SRRS notation are: 

2) Upon receipt of a Operator csearch requesb, the library system 

shall send a Operator <search response>. {The search response is 

sot-ted alphabetically ). 

2) Upon receipt of a "Remote Operatof' aearch requesb, the 

library system shall send a "Remote Operator" <search response>. 

{The search response is sorted alphabetically ). 

2) Upon receipt of a VPL aearch request>, the library system shall 

send a VPL csearch response>. {The search response is sorted 

alphabetically ). 

2) Upon receipt of a SFU <search requesu, the library system shall 

send a SFU csearch response>. {The search response is sorted 

alphabetically ). 
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2 )  Upon receipt of a UVIC <search requesv , the library system 

shall send a UVIC aearch response>. {The search response is 

sorted alphabetically } . 

2) Upon receipt of a EPL csearch requesu, the library systern shall 

send a EPL aearch responsel. (The search response is sorted 

alphabetically }. 

The single requirement statement documented in the SRRS notation is compact. The 

expansion of the one statement into the six is achieved using the algorithms described in Section 

4.5. 

4.9 Conclusions 

Far large systems, the useiulness as a communication tool, maintainability, consistency 

and conciseness are important characteristics of a requirement specification to consider. The 

partitioning of the requirement specification provides the customer with an overview of the 

capabilities of the system, as seen from the end users point of view. A maintainable specification 

is desctibed using techniques that support a blackbox description of the system. This helps to 

avoid descri bing interna1 processing which may constrain the design or create additional work to 

interpret the requirements for the system. Writing conventions in a specification technique 

promote writing the requirements in a consistent style. This is of particular interest when a large 

number of authors are developing the specification over a lengthy period of time. The writing 

constraints also promote describing a comrnon idea with the same phrasing and vocabufary in 

different parts of the specification. To encourage a concise description of the requirements, a 

mechanism to group inputs and outputs that trigger the sarne requirements and are generated by 

the same requirements is useful for systems with a large number of unique input and outputs. This 
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grouping aIIows the requirements to be written once, rather than for each member in the group. 

SRRS uses an extemai partitioning of the requirements; promotes a stimulus response 

(blackbox) style; avoids computer human interface (CHI) detaïls; supports the description of data 

and their relationships; and has a defined syntax that Iooks like natural language. These concepts 

and ideas are used to assist the author in writing understandable, unambiguous, concise, precise, 

verifiable, and maintainable specifications. 

The SRRS notation has an English-like concrete syntax. However, the braces used in the 

concrete syntax to support the  unambiguous parsing of a logical condition o r  data expression 

complicate the requirement specification and make it look less like English text. One way to work 

around this shortcoming of the notation is to provide additional tool support that could either hide 

the braces (remove them from sight temporarily) or strip the braces from the file (remove them 

permanently). Removing the braces may introduce enors o r  ambiguities in logical conditions that 

are boolean expressions, however, if the braces have been used to over-ride precedence rules. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The principles of modularity (dividing a complex system into simpler pieces) and separa- 

tion of concerns (dealing with individual aspects of a problem separately) are fundamental in 

software engineering [Ghegl]. These principles are applied in this work by dividing the problem 

of specifying a system with complex data rerationships into two subproblems, or modules. The 

first module is concemed with providing requirements authors with a notation for describing the 

requirements. The notation defined to support this activity is SRRS (refer to Chapter 4). The 

second module is concerned with providing users with a means of describing the data in the 

system; descnbing the relationships between the data; typechecking data expressions and logical 

conditions; and conveniently and unambipuously referencing data in data expressions and logical 

conditions. The data specification @SPEC) notation is defined to support these activities. 

A concrete syntax is defined for the DSPEC notation and is implemented in the tool 

support for the notation (refer to Chapter 6). The detailed specification for the notation is in 

Appendix B. The syntax for introducing the context for the DSPEC notation is straightfonvard. 

The context for DSPEC is composed of declarations for data objects, data types, data subtypes, 

associations and functions. This context is used when a data expression or a logical condition is 

checked to determine if it the data references typecheck correctly and are unarnbiguous. The rules 

for determining if a data reference is unarnbiguous are defined in the DSPEC notation using g a p h  

t heory. 

In this work, the data references are checked using algorithms that are based on graph 

theory. Each data type in the context is represented by a node in a directed graph. The functions 

are represented by arcs in a directed graph. An unambiguous data reference is defined by the 
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presence of exactly one path in the directed graph from one type to another type. The paths are 

found using a set of rules described in this chapter. 

This chapter is organized a s  follows. Following the introduction, the evolution and 

important characteristics of the DSPEC notation are presented in Section 5.2. An overview of 

DSPEC is presented in Section 5.3. The evaluation rules for data references are described in 

Section 5.4. Data expressions and logical conditions supported in DSPEC are presented in 

Sections 5.5 and 5.6. The translation of DSPEC into S is in Section 5.7. The conclusions for the 

chapter are in Section 5.8. 

5.2 Evolution and Characteristics of DSPEC 

The DSPEC notations is a typed notation that is designed to support the description of 

complex data expressions and logical conditions. DSPEC is a typed notation and and is specified 

with typechecking capabilities. The significant advantage of DSPEC over other notations that 

support the description of data and their relationships is that the DSPEC notation supports a 

mechanism that simplifies referencing data and provides feedback to the user about these data 

references. The basic idea is that DSPEC can build the relationships, or paths, between data types 

based on the context. This alleviates the user from having to specify every function application 

that is needed to reference one type to another type. 

For data expressions, the DSPEC notation uses concepts from established data modelling 

techniques including entity relationship diagrams and data dictionaries. DSPEC can be used to 

describe data types, data subtypes, data objects, and the relationships between these data entities. 

Commonly used data types and objects are built into the notation (e.g., units of tirne, distance, 

temperature, and volume, bool, TRUE, FALSE). Domain specific data entities, functions, and 
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predicates may be declared by the user. 

For logical conditions, the DSPEC notation supports the basic boolean operators (not, and, 

or) and predicates. The important characteristics of the notation and where they have evolved 

from are described in this section. 

5.2.1 Type Checks 

DSPEC is a typed notation that uses both typechecking and type-inferencing when 

evaluating data expressions and logical conditions. A typecheck asks the question "are you of 

type x?" whereas a type-inference asks the question "what type could you be?". A significant 

advantage of a typed specification notation over a non-typed notation is the ability to support 

mechanized, or autornated, type checking [Lam98]. Automated support can rnake the detection of 

errors in a specification faster to detect and correct. 

5.2.2 Building Paths 

DSPEC is designed to simplify making data references. When a user makes a data 

reference, ihey do not need to specifiy every function application that is necessary to refer to the 

data needed. The DSPEC notation is designed to build these function applications, or paths, for 

the user. The Following simple example illustrates the mechanism DSPEC supports to build paths 

for the user. In this example, there are three data types (<type O>, ctype 1>, and <type 2>) and 

two functions (fl and f2) in the context (refer to Figure 5.1). In the figure, the circles represent the 

type sets and the arcs represent the functions that relate a domain with a CO-domain. 

If the user needs to reference a data element in <type 2> that is associated with a data 

element in ctype O>, then the user can descnbe this evaluation request as follows in DSPEC: 
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the <type 2> associated with <type O> 

Based on this request, the DSPEC notation builds the function applications needed to go 

from ctype O> to <type 2> from the associations and function dechrations in the context. DSPEC 

builds these nested function applications for the user: 

In contrast, a request to evaluate a data reference written in a higher order logic requires 

that the user explicitly wrïte al1 the function applications. For example, the same request in S 

requires the user to wnte the nested function applications themselves: 

For small exarnples like this, having the user build the function applications may not be an 

issue. However, in a large complex data model, DSPEC is designed to simplify referencing data 

from the user's perspective. DSPEC also allows the user to reference the data by building the 

function applications, too. 

5.2.3 Data Expressions 

5.2.3.1 Data Dictionary 

The idea of using a data dictionary to define the data entities or data types in a domain is 

an established technique that has been used in structured analysis for over 15 years [Hat88, 

War851. The data dictionary provides a centralized repository in which the data for a system 

development project can be captured. Advantages of a centralized data dictionary include that it 

requires the requirements authors to document the data they are refening to in the domain in one 
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ctype 2> 

-- -- - - - 

Figure 5.1 Simple Example of DSPEC Building Paths 

place and reduces the introduction of multiple terms that represent the sarne data (e.g., the terrns 

on-shelf and reshelved). This simplifies the review and interpretation of the requirements specifi- 

cation. A disadvantage of a data dictionary is that it is restricted to describing composition 

relationships between data types. For exarnple, the data relationship describing that a "Borrower" 

data type is composed of a number of data types including narne, address, outstanding fines, and 

charged (signed out) items can be described. However, a data dictionary cannot be used to 

describe other types of relationships, such as the inheritance relationship "is a". Data dictionaries 

are not well suited to describing subtypes or data objects. To describes these in a data dictionary, 

the user can place this additional information in a comment. For exarnple, the States of a book in 

the library system such as ON-SELF, CCHARGED, or MENDING are described as a comment 

in BNF in this manner: 

* the book state values may be ON-SHELF, CHARGED, or MENDING * 
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5.2.3.2 Entity Relationship Diagrams 

Entity relationship diagams (ERDs) are a gaphical notation that can be used to describe 

relationships between two or more data types. ERDs are also a well established notation that has 

been used for over 20 years in database development work to describe data types and their 

relationships. A significant advantage of this notation is that it is extremely flexible. The user may 

define any kind relationship they choose between two data types (e.g., "is a", "uses", "is 

composed of') the cardinality of the relationship (e-g., N:M), and the participation constraint 

(total or partial). In practice, two disadvantages of ERDs have been that they have not been 

integrated with the functional descriptions of the requirements and that for large projects the 

ERDs become di=cult to work with because there is no encapsulation technique supported. 

5.2.4 Logical Conditions 

The DSPEC notation supports the boolean operators "not7', "and", and "or". These 

operators may be used with data entities of type bool (data types, data subtypes, data objects) or 

predicates. For convenience, the type <bool> is built into the DSPEC notation. 

5.3 Overview of DSPEC 

The DSPEC notation supports the description of the data entities and the relationships 

between the data entities that needed by the user. A data specification may be written in the 

DSPEC notation. A data specification is composed of seven parts: data types, data subtypes, data 

objects, function declarations, associations, data expressions, logical conditions (refer to Figure 

5.2). The first five parts are used to build the DSPEC context. The last two parts are used to parse 

a request to evaluate a data expression or logical condition with respect to the DSPEC context. 

For example, a data expression is evaluated with respect to the data types, subtypes, objects, 
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Data Types: 

Data Subtypes: 

Data Objects: 

Associations: 

Function Declarations: 

Data Expressions: 

Logical Conditions: 

Figure 5.2 Data Specification Structure 

functions and associations declared using a set of rules defined in the notation. A logical condition 

is evaluated with respect to the boolean operators, the predicates applied, and al1 of the data 

referred to in the logical condition. Note that a parameter for a predicate may be a data expression. 

The purpose of each of these sections is surnmarized below. The detailed specification of 

the notation is presented in Appendix B. 

5.3.1 Data Types 

The purpose of this section is to introduce the user declared data types into the DSPEC 

context. A data type is a set of data objects. For example, the set of integers is a data type that 

includes the data objects (... , -3, -2 ,-1 ,O , 1,2, 3, ... }. In the DSPEC syntax, the declaration of the 
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data type integer is: 

5.3.2 Data Subtypes 

The purpose of this section is to introduce the user declared subtypes into the DSPEC 

context. A data subtype is a subset of a base type. For example, the set of positive integers is a 

subtype of the base type integer. In the DSPEC syntax, the declaration of the subtype positive 

integers is: 

1) <positive integer> is a subtype of <integer>. 

When the user declares a subtype, the DSPEC notation automatically introduces a 

function that relates the base type to the subtype. The parameters are included as part of the 

function body to ensure the function is unique. The function introduced for the subtype above is: 

1 )  "<positive integer> is a subtype of <integer>" 

(<integer>) : <positive integer>. 

5.3.3 Data Objects 

The purpose of this section is to introduce the user declared data objects. A data object is 

the narne of a unique entity of a specific type. For example, the data object 42 is a unique entity in 

the integer data type. The declaration of 42 is: 
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5.3.4 Association Dedaratioas 

The purpose of this section is to introduce the user declared associations into the DSPEC 

context. An association is a simple function declaration. The cardinality and the participation 

constraints are defined in the declaration. The parameters are delimited with parentheses in the 

function declaration. An example of an association declaration is: 

1) Every <type O> is associated with exactly one <type 1>. 

Cardinality and Participation of Associations 

In the previous example, the association that has been used descnbes a 1: 1 cardinality 

relationship with total participation constraints. The DSPEC notation supports the description of 

more general cardinality relationships and both partial and total participation constraints to 

provide the flexibility necessary in large systems with complex data relationships. The cardinaltiy 

describes the number of elements that may be involved in the relationship (e.g., N:M,l:M,N:l). 

The associations that use cardinaIity N or M in the relationship are refemng to a set of data 

elements. The associations that use cardinality 1 in the relationship are refemng to an individual 

data element. The participation constraint describes whether a data element is required to partici- 

pate (total participation) or is optional (partial participation). It is important to note that when an 

association with partial participation is used by the notation to build a path, the assumption used is 

that the data element is participating. The associations supported in DSPEC are surnmarized in 

Table 5.1. 

5.3.5 Function Declarations 

The purpose of this section is to introduce the user declared functions and predicates into 
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DSPEC Example Cardinality Participation 1 
Constraint 1 

type 1 :total 
type 2:total 

1: I 

1 <type 1> is associated with 1 or more Qype 2> 

type I:total 
type 2:partial 1-- 

type 1 : total 
type 2:total 

1 <type 1> is associated with O or more <type 2> 

1 <type 1> is associated with 1 <type 2> 

type i:total 
type ?:tom[ 

1 or more ctype l>  is associated with 1 ctype 2> 

type 1:total 
type 2:totai 

1 or more <type L> is associated with 1 or more ctype 2> 

type 1:totaI 
type 2:totaI 

type 1:totaI 
type 2:partiaI 

O or more ctype 1> is associated with 1 <type 22 

1 or more <type 1> is associated with O or more <type 2> 

type 1 :partial 
type ?:total 

O or more ctype 1> is associated with L or more ctype 2> 

type ?:partial 
O or more <type l >  is associated with O or more <type 2> 

Table 5.1 CardinalIity and Participation Constraints 

the DSPEC context. Note that a predicate is a special case of a function, as its return type is 

always bool. A user declared function or predicate has total participation. A function declaration 

is written in the "flex-fix" notation. This format does not restnct the user to writing the functions 

in pre-fix, post-fix, or in-fix. Instead, the user can intersperse the parameters in the body of the 

function as they need to. The parameters are delimited with parenthesis in the function declara- 

tion. This allows the function declaration to be structured more like an English sentence. An 

cxarnple of a predicate declaration is: 

1) "The x c o o r d i n a t e  is less than" ( < i n t e g e r > )  "and greater 

than" (<integer>) : bool .  
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5.3.6 Data Expressions 

The data expressions in this section may be evaluated in two ways. The first is evduating 

the type of the data expression using type-checking and type-inference rules. The second is 

determining if a data expression references the data in the context unambiguously or not. The 

mles defined in the DSPEC notation are used to do the evaluation (refer to Section 5.4). The data 

expressions supported in DSPEC are described in detail in Section 5.5. 

The simplest data expressions include the request to evaluate a data type, data subtype, or 

data object. In these cases, the data entity is looked up in the context. If the data entity is found, 

then the evaluation type returned to the user is the base type of the data entity and the evaluation is 

considered successful. An exarnple of this kind of data expression is: 

Data expressions also support the request to evaluate a function application. The parame- 

ters of a function application are data expressions. Each parameter's data expression is evaluated 

according to the data expression evaluation rules. An example of a function application is: 

2 )  The product of ( 4 2 )  and {IO). 

In this example, the parameters 42 and 10 are simple data references. More complex 

applications may have functions as their parameters. If this is the case, each parameter of each 

function application is checked in the evaluation. 

The data expression section may also be used to determine if there is an unarnbiguous data 

reference. The user may request to determine if there is a unique path from one data entity to 
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another data entity, based on the context. An example of such a request is: 

1) {the {<type 1>) associated with {< type  O>))  

The response to this request is a list of al1 possible paths found in the directed graph that 

begin at the node representing <type O> and end at the node representing <type I>. 

53.7 Logical Conditions 

The request to evaluate a logical condition is a special case of evaluating a data expres- 

sion. The logical conditions may be references to data entities of type bool, predicate applications, 

or may be combined using boolean operators. The logical conditions must evaluate to type bool in 

order to pass the evaluation. The logical conditions supported in DSPEC are described in detail in 

Section 5.6. 

The simplest logical conditions include the request to evaluate a data type, data subtype, 

or data object. In these cases, the base type of the  data entity is looked up in the context. If the 

base type is cboob ,  then the data entity passes the evaluation check. An example of this logical 

condition is: 

1) {TRUE). 

Logical conditions also support the request to evaluate a predicate application. The 

parameters of a predicate application are data expressions. Each data expression is evaluated 

according to the data expression evaluation rules. An example of a predicate application is: 

2 )  (The x coordinate is less than ( 4 2 )  and greater  than 

{ 1 0 1 )  - 
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In this example, the parameters 42 and 10 are simple data references. More complex 

predicate applications may have functions as their parameters. 

Boolean operators (not, and, or) are available to the user, allowing them to build more 

complicated logical conditions. When these operators are used, each of the operands is evaluated. 

An example of a boolean expression is: 

3 )  {{TRUE) o r  {The x coordinate is less than ( 4 2 )  and greater  

than C10))). 

5.4 Evaluation Rules 

The set of rules used to deterrnine if a data reference is unambiguous is described in this 

section using exarnples and pseudocode. There are two rules defined: 1) parent rule; 2) building 

paths rule. These rules are applied when a request is made that requires DSPEC to build al1 

possible paths from one data type to another data type. The rules are used in the order listed 

above. For example, the first evaluation is done using the parent rule. If this is successful, then the 

evaluation for the data reference succeeds. If the parent rule evaluation is not successful, then the 

build paths rule is applied in the evaluation. If the evaluation using the building paths rule is 

successful, then the evaluation is successful. Othenvise, the evaluation fails. 

A small, DSPEC context is used in this section to provide a working exarnple. The context 

is composed of: 

D a t a  Types: 
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2) :cthat type>, 

3) :<the other type>. 

4) ssome type>. 

5 ) : csome other type>. 

6) : <integer>. 

Data Ob jects : 

1) important-constant:cinteger>. 

2 )  important~consta.nt:~some other type>- 

Function Declarations: 

1) "my function body" (cthis type>) : cthat type>. 

2) "my other function bodyW(cthis type>) : cthat type>. 

3) "another function body" (<the other type>) : cthis type>. 

4) "some function body" (cthis type>) : <the other type>. 

5) "a function body" (<the other type>) : csome type>. 

6) "this function body" (csome type>) : csome other type>. 

The directed graph of the context is derived from these declarations (refer to Figure 5.3). 

The nodes in the graph represent the data types. The arcs in the graph represent the functions. 



another function body 

some function body 

cthat type> 

<the other type> 

important-constant 

csome other type> 

Figure 5.3 Directed Graph of Data Specification Example 

54,l Parent Rule 

The parent rule is used to detennine if there is exactly one parent child relationship in the 

directed graph representing the context. If the parent mle applies, the data reference is unarnbigu- 

ous. For example, the parent mle applies to the data references summarized in Table 5.2. 

-- - 

Table 5.2 Exarnple of Parent RuIe EvaIuations 

Parent Rule Applies 

Yes 

From Data Reference 

cthis type> 

To Data Reference 

<the other type> 
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From Data Reference 

cthis type> 

ahis  type> 

<this type> 

cthis type> 

cthis type> 

<the other type> 

<the other type> 

To Data Reference [ Parent Rule Applies 

esome type> I No 

cthat type> 

csome other type> 

No 

esome type> 

<the other type> 

ethis type> 

1 Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

1 <the other type> 

1 

1 cthe other type> 1 a h a t  type> 

1 <the other type> 1 ùntegen  

1 <the other t y p e  1 a h e  other type> 

1 csome type> 1 csorne other types 1 yes 1 

csome type> 

esome type> 

Csome type> 

1 csome other type, 

<this type> 

<that type> 

-- 

any type 

No 

No 

1 cthat type> 

Table 5.2 ExampIe of Parent Rule Evaluations 

<the other type> 

cintegen 

esorne type> 

anY type 

The pseudocode for the parent rule is: 

No 

No 

No 

No 

get £ r o m  type 

get t o  type 
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initialize number of paths = O 

for every function declaration 

if ( (dornain = £ r o m  type) and (range = to type) ) 

increment number of paths 

re tu rn  number of paths 

If the nurnber of paths retumed is equal to  one, then the parent rule applies and the data 

reference is unambiguous. If the number of paths retumed is greater than one, then the parent rule 

does not apply and the data reference is ambiguous. If the number of paths is zero, then the parent 

mle does not apply. In this case, the data reference is not known to be ambiguous o r  unambigu- 

ous. Another rule, the building paths nile, needs to be applied to determine if there is unique path 

in the gaph .  

5.4.2 Building Paths Rule 

The building paths rule uses a depth first search to determine the paths in the g a p h  from 

the from data type to the tu data type. The search starts a t  the from type. Every possible path is 

attempted to reach the to data type in the data reference. For example, if the from data type is <the 

other type> and the to type is a o m e  other type>, the following path is found in the graph (refer to 

Figure 5.3): 

path 1 

from <the other type> to csome type> 

from esorne type> to a o m e  other type> 

109 
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Since exactly one path is found, this data reference is unarnbiguous. 

The graph is not restricted to being an acyclic graph and an additional check must be used 

in the search to determine if a path has a cycle in it. If this check is not made, then the data 

reference rnay have an infinite number of paths and the search does not terminate. If a cycle is 

detected, then the path currently being built is added to the paths and the next possible path is 

attempted. For exarnple, if the from data type is <this type> and the to data type is Csorne other 

type>, then the following paths are found in the graph: 

path 1 

£ r o m  < t h i s  t y p e >  t o  <the o the r  t y p e >  

£ r o m  <the other t y p e >  t o  <so rne  type> 

£ r o m  <some t y p e >  t o  c s o m e  o ther  t y p e >  

path 2 

£ r o m  < t h i s  t y p e >  t o  < t h e  o the r  t y p e >  

£ r o m  < t h e  o ther  t y p e >  t o  c th i s  t y p e >  

£ r o m  c this  type> t o  < t h e  o the r  t y p e >  

£ r o m  <the other  t y p e >  t o  < s o m e  t y p e >  

£ r o m  c s o m e  type> t o  < s o m e  o t h e r  t y p e >  

Since more than one path is found, this data reference from <this type> to a o m e  other 
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type> is ambiguous. In this exarnple, the loop in the graph is detected when the second path is 

built- 

5.5 Data Expressions 

One of the characteristics of the DSPEC notation is the flexibility in describing and 

refemng to data and their relationships. The notation suppoas data expressions that allow the 

user to reference individual data entities, associations between data entities, and use functions. 

Using an exarnple context, the evaluation type and the interpretation of the expressions are 

illustrated the following sections. 

5.5.1 Simple Data Entity 

The simplest data expression in the DSPEC notation is a reference to a single data entity 

in the context. The data entity may be a data type, data subtype, or a data object. When this 

expression is used, the evaluation type of the expression is the data type of the entity. The 

interpretation of this data expression depends on the entity that is used. The data expression 

allows the user to reference an un-named data object of a particular type or subtype, or a named 

data object. To illustrate this data expression, a symbolic example is provided here. An example 

context is initially composed of the following data types, subtypes, and data objects: 

Data Types: 

Subtypes : 

Data Objects: 

I I I  
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My-constant :< type  O> 

The DSPEC notation supports the data references in Table 5.3 using this data expression 

that references a simple data entity. Rows one and two of the table provide an example of the 

Lnterpretation of Data Expression 

- - 1 2 / { clubtype 0,) csubtype O> r 
1 

The reference is to an un-narned object of subtype <sub- I ' Y P ~  0, 

1 <type O> 1 

data expression using a data type and a data subtype entity. In these cases, when the user makes a 

reference to a data type or a subtype, the interpretation is that the user is refemng to one of the 

elements in the type set, but the user does not explicitly state which element. The third row 

provides an example of using a data object as the data entity. In this case, the data element 

referenced in the type set is clearly identified by the user. Al1 the data references in this exarnple 

context typecheck successfully. 

1 ( My-constant } 

5.5.2 Association Between Two Data Entities 

<type O> 

A more cornplex data expression is used to reference one data entity that is associated, or  

related, either directly or indirectly to a second data entity. The data entities may be a data type, 

data subtype, data object, or function application. The type evaluation of this expression is the 

type of the first data entity. In crder to illustrate this data expression, an exarnple context is 

composed of the following constants, types, subtypes, and associations: 

Data Types: 

The reference is to an un-named object of type <type O> 

Table 5.3 Data Expression: Example of Basic Data Entity Reference 

r 

<type O> 
- - - - 

The reference is to the data object My-constant of type 
ctype O> 
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:<type O> 

:<type 1> 

:<type 2> 

Subtypes : 

csubtype O> : <type O> 

csubtype l> : ctype 1> 

Data Objects: 

My-constant :<type O> 

Associations: 

1 {<type O > )  i s  associated w i t h  1 {<type 1>) 

1 {<type 1>) is associated with 1 {<type 2>) 

The association references the user may request for evaluation based on this context are 

sumrnarized in Table 5.4. 

Data Expression 
Expression 
Evaluation 

Interpretation of Data 
Expression 

Type 

1 (the (<type i>) associated with {<type O>} ) ctype l> The reference is to an un-named 
data object of type <type l> that 
is associated with an un-named 
data object of type <type O> 

2 The reference is to an un-narned 
data object of type ctype 1> that 
is associated with a named data 
object Myconstant of type <type 
O> 

Table 5.4 Data Expression: Examples of Association References 

{the {<type b} associated with (My-constant)) ctype 1> 
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Data Expression 

{the {<type 2>} associated with {ctype b} ) 

{ the {csubtype 1>} associated with {<type O>) ) 

- -- - 

{ the [csubtype 1>) associated with 
(My-constant } ) 

{the (<type 2>) associated with {Csubtype 1>} ) 

{the (<type 2>) associated with {<type O>} } 

(the (<type 2>) associated with {My-constant) } 

-- 

Data 
Expression 
Evaluation 

V P ~  

ctype 2> 

csubtype L> 

csubtype 1> 

Interpretation of Data 
Expression 

The reference is to an un-named 
data object of type ctype 2> that 
is associated an un-narned data 
object of type ctype l> 

The reference is to an un-named 
data object of subtype csubtype 
1> that is associated with an un- 
named data object of type ctype 
O> 

The reference is to an un-nmed 
data object of subtype Csubtype 
1> that is associated with a 
narned data object My-constant 
of type <type O> 

The reference is to an un-narned 
data object of type <type 2> that 
is associated with an un-named 
data object of subtype csubtype 
1 > 

The reference is to an un-named 
data object of type <type 2> that 
is associated with an un-named 
object of type ctype O> 

The reference is to an un-narned 
data object of type <type 2> that 
is associated with a named data 
object Myconstant of type <type 
O> 

Table 5.4 Data Expression: Examples of Association References 

The first three rows of the table describe data reference associations between two entity 

types that have evaluated successfully based on the parent mle. Rows four to eight are examples 

of irzdirecr associations. In these indirect data references, more than one association in the 

context is used to establish the association between the data entities. These data references are 

unambiguous based on this context because they have succeeded using the build paths rule. 

The association reference in DSPEC is meant to be a general purpose, built-in mechanism 
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to support describing that a relationship exists between two data entities. If this is not suitable for 

the users (e.g., the user would like to have a more specifically named function such as "is a"), 

then the users can define their own functions and predicates to relate data entities. 

5.5.3 Function Application 

The first step in this evaluation is to determine if a matching function dechration exists in 

the context. If it does, then each of the parame ters in the application is evaluated. If the  parameter 

evaluations are successful, then the evaluation of the function application is successful. 

5.6 Logical Conditions 

DSPEC supports the basic boolean operators (not, and, or), user declared data entities of 

type bool, and user deciared predicates. For the user's convenience, the basic data entities for 

logical conditions including the data type bool and the data objects true and false, are built into 

DSPEC. The logical conditions are summarized in Table 5.5. 

ID 
# 

The reference is to an un-named object of type c b o o b  

4 

- -- 

The reference is to an un-named object of subtype < S U ~ -  
type boob  with base type c b o o b  

The reference is to a named object, TRUE, of type 
<booi> 

The reference is a predicate application that returns an 
un-narned data object of type cboob.  
The first parameter is a simpIe data expression that eval- 
uates to type <integer>. 
The second parameter is a simple data expression that 
evaluates to type cintegen. 

The reference is a logical or condition that retums an un- 
named data object of type <bool>. 

Interpretation of Logical Condition Logical Condition 

The value is less 
than (42) and 
greater than ( 10) 

- -- - 

cal Condition Examples 

Logical Condition 
EYaluation Type 

c b o o b  
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Logical Condition 

( (The value is less 
than (42) and 
greater than { 10) ) 
and {TRUE) } 

(not {csubtype 
boob } ) 

Logical Condition 
Evaluation Type Interpretation of Logical Condition 

c b o o b  

The logical conditions evaluated in rows 1-3 are typechecked. If the data entities are 

declared in the context, the evaluation is successful. Row 4 is an example that requests the evalua- 

tion of a predicate application. The first step in this evaluation is to determine if a matching 

predicate declaration exists in the context. If it does, then each of the parameters in the application 

is evaluated. If the parameter evaluations are successful, then the evaluation of the logical 

condition has a successful evaluation. Rows 5-7 are examples of requests to evaluate boolean 

expressions. DSPEC supports the "not", "and, and "or" boolean operators. Each of the operands 

is evaluated using the appropriate rules. If the operands evaluate successfully, then the logical 

condition has a successful evaluation. 

<bool> 

The DSPEC notation also supports existentially and universally quantified expressions. 

The quantified variable may be either a data type or a data subtype in a logical condition. These 

expressions are summarized in Table 5.6. 

The reference is a logicai and condition that returns an 
un-named data object of type cboob. 

The reference is a lotical negation that returns an un- 
named data object of type cboob.  

I 

t 

Table 55 Logical Condition Examples 

Quantified Expression 

Table 5.6 Quantified Expressions 

( one or more of the <type O> such 
that (the colour of (<type O>} is 
blue) } 

Quantified Expression 
EvaIuation Type 

Interpretation of Quantified 
Expression 

<bool> The reference is to an existential quanti- 
fier for the type <type O> in the predicate 
application. 
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Quantified Expression 
Quantified =prsion 1 Eraluation VpP 

1 

colour of {<type 2>} is orange) ) 

Interpretation of Quantifid 
Expression 

{ one or more of the csubtype O> 
such that { the colour of {<subtype 
O>)  is blue) ) 

{ al1 of the <type 1> such that {the 
colour of {<type 1>} is green)} 

{ a11 of the csubtype I> such chat 
{the colour of (<subtype i>)  is 
green ) ) 

The reference to the negation of an exis- 
tential quantifier for the type <type 2> in 
the predicate application. 

c b o o b  

<bool> 

5.7 Translation into S 

The reference is to an existentiaI quanti- 
fier for the subtype esubtype O> in the 
predicate application. 

The reference is to a universal quantifier 
for the type <type 1> in the predicate 
application. 

{ none of the csubtype 2> such 
thatjthe colour of {csubtype 2>)  is 
orange) } 

Translating DSPEC into S,  a higher order logic, is used to provide an operational 

semantics for the DSPEC notation. The translations of the DSPEC data expressions are 

summarized in Table 5.7. Examples of translations are provided in this section to dernonstrate the 

translation. 

<bool> 

Table 5.6 Quantified Expressions 

c b o o b  

The reference is to a universal quantifier 
for the subtype esubtype 1> in the predi- 
cate application. 

The reference is to the negation of an 
existential quantifier for the subtype 
csubtype 2> in the predicate application. 

Constant DecIaration (function, unique name guaran- 
teed) 

Data Specification Component 

Type Name Declaration 

Subtype Declaration 

1 Constant Declaration (un-named data object) 

S Translation 

Type Dechration 

Type DecIaration (unique name guaranteed) 

Data Object Declaration 
i 

Constant Declaration (unique name guaranteed) 

Association Declaration 1 Constant Declaration (unique name guaranteed) 

Function Declaration Constant Declaration 

Table 5.7 Summary of Translating DSPEC Components Into S 
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Data Specification Component 

Predicate DecIaration 

Data Expression 

Table 5.7 Summary of Translating DSPEC Cornponents Into S 

S Translation 

Constant Declaration 

Function Application or Data Object 

Logical Condition 

The S notation has a number of rules that must be adhered to if the translation is to 

successfully typecheck with the S tool support, FUSS. These rules are provided in the list below. 

Predicate Application or Boolean Expression 

White space is used as a delimiter in S. In the translation from DSPEC to S, whitespace in the 

identifier for a data type, for exarnple, is replaced by an underscore. 

S does not support the flex-fix notation. The function and predicate declarations and applica- 

tions must be converted from flex-fix into pre-fix notatiorr. 

S does not support the declaration of subtypes. The subtypes are translated into S by declaring 

a type name for the subtype and declarîng a function that related the subtype to the base type. 

Every parameter in a function application must be bound to a constant in S. DSPEC allows the 

user to reference a data type, subtype, or object in a data expression. In S, however, only data 

objects are allowed. This means that the data types and subtypes rnust be bound when translat- 

ing a function application into S. For example, a reference to the data type <type 1> in a 

DSPEC function application is bound in the translation to the data object called 

unnamed-type-1 with base type <type-b. 

The logical conditions are only recognized in S when written in upper case (i.e., "OR", 

"AND", and "NOT"). 

Integer constants do not need to be declared as data objects in S. For exarnple, 42 is declared 

with the syntax: 
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42 ; 

S uses the identifier "num" to represent integers. 

7. S cannot create paths that relate one data type to another. FUSS can only typecheck the func- 

tion applications that are explicitly provided. This means that for each indirect data reference 

the path must be created (by DSPEC or the author) and then translated into S. 

5.7.1 Example Data Context Translations 

An example of translating the DSPEC data type, data subtype, data object, association, 

and function declarations is provided in Table 5.8. 

DSPEC 

Data Type 

Data Subtype 

Data Object 

Association 

Function 
Declaration 

{ csubtype l >  } 

Exactly 1 <type l>  is 
associated with 
exactly 1 ctype O>. 

The value is Iess than 
(cintegen) and 
greater than (cinte- 
gen) :  c b o o b  

:<type-b; 
unamed-type- 1 :type-1 ; 

declarations in S 

:<subtype-l>; 

c s u b t y p e ~ l ~ ~ i s ~ a ~ s u b t y p e ~ ~ f ~ ~ t y p e ~ l >  : ctype-l> -> csubtype-l>; 

unamed-subtype-1:subtyp-1; 

declarations in S 

:<type-b; 

Myconstant:<type-b; 
-- 

declarations in S 

exactly~l~~type~l>~is~associated~with~exact1y~i~ctype~~ : 
<ty pe-O> -> <type- 1 >; 

The-value-is-less-than-cinteger>-and~aterthan-<integen: 
cin tegen -> cintegen -> cboob;  

Table 5.8 Example Translation of Declarations in DSPEC into S 
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5.7.2 Example Data Expression Translations 

Exarnples of the translation of data expressions written in DSPEC into S are provided in 

Table 5.9.. 

a. Path build by DSPEC to reIate ctype 2> to <type 1>, and then a y p e  l> to <type O>. 

5.7.3 Example Logical Condition Translations 

Examples of translations of Iogical conditions written in DSPEC into S are provided in 

Table 5.10. 

DSPEC 

not 1 {not {esubtype b o o b  ) ) NOT unamed-subtype-bool: 

and 

or 

exists (unamed-type-0:type-O).the-<type-O>-is 
coloured-blue unamed-type-0; - 

existential quantifica- 
tion 

universal quantifica- 
tion 

{ {TRUE) and {cbool>) ) 

{ {The value is less than 
(42) and greater than 
{ IO) ) OR {FALSE) } 

- - 

{ one or more of the ctype 
O> such that {the {<type O) 
is coloured blue) ) 

{ a11 of the <type 1> such 
that {the {csubtype b) is 
coloured green) ) 

TRUE AND unnamedbool; 

The-value-is-less-than-<num>-andsreate~han-cn 
um> 42 10 OR FALSE; 
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5.8 Conclusions 

The DSPEC notation is a typed notation that supports the description of data entities (data 

types, data subtypes, and data objec ts), the relationships between these data enti ties (functions and 

predicates), a simplified means of referencing data, and requests to evaluate data expressions and 

logical conditions. 

S 

NOT (exists (unarned-subtype-2:subtype-2). 
the-csubtype-2>-is -coloured-orange 
unamed-subtype-2; 
1; 

DSPEC 

The DSPEC notation evaluates these data expressions and logical conditions at two levels. 

First, the requests are type checked with respect to the context. This provides the user with 

feedback regarding type mismatches and missing declarations. The user c m  quickly detect and 

correct these type errors in a specification. The second evaluation determines whether the data 

references are unambiguous or not. In a complex data model, data entities may be used in multiple 

places and referencing the correct one rnay not be straightforward. The evaluation checks defined 

in DSPEC c m  provide the user with immediate feedback and assist them in developing an 

unambiguous data model. Tool support bas been developed to support the evaluations checks in 

DSPEC and is described in Chapter 6 .  

Table 5.10 Translation of Logical Conditions in DSPEC into S 

negation of universal 
quantification 

The complexity of defining the DSPEC capabilities has warranted the use of the divide 

and conquer strategy in this work. With this strategy, the DSPEC notation is also available for use 

by other notations (in addition to the SRRS notation). For example, users wishing to develop a 

test specification notation could re-use the DSPEC notation as a core, or foundation notation 

( none of the <subtype 2> 
such that {the csubtype 
2>) is coIoured orange) } 
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(refer to Figure 5.4). This test specification notation may be useful for users who need to develop 

test specifications for testing third party software, for example, but do not believe writing a 

requirernents specification would add value to their development programme- 

I 
Test Specification Notation 

I 
I I 

DSPEC 

I L - - -  

Evaluation ' Evaluation -'- - -4- - - 

Figure 5.4 Re-use of DSPEC as a Foundation Notation 

Reques t 
I 

Response 1 
1 

1 
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6.1 Introduction 

Tool support has been developed for the SRRS and DSPEC notations. The tool support is 

needed to deomonstrate that the notations are feasible to irnplement and to support the evaluation 

of SRRS (refer to Chapter 7 for a discussion of the experimental evaluation). This chapter 

provides a description of the tool built for the SRRS and the DSPEC notations including the 

requirements in Section 6.2, architecture in Section 6.3, and a summary of the implementation 

effort in Section 6.4. Future enhancements are in Section 6.5 and the conclusions for the chapter 

are presented in Section 6.6. Due to their lengths, the functional requirements for the SRRS 

notation and the DSPEC notations are in Appendices A and B. 

6.2 Software Requirements 

The functional requirements for the SRRS notation is availabIe in Appendix A and the 

functional requirements for the DSPEC notation is available in Appendix B. The non-functional 

requirements for the tool support are listed below: 

1. The input to the tool shall be in an ASCII file. 

2 .  The error messages displayed to the user shall be ASCII text. 

3. The implementation language shall be the C progarnrning language. 

4. The unix prograrnrning tools lex and yacc shall be used to scan and parse the specification. 

5. The tool shall be developed for the UNIX platform. 

6 .  The S translation, if requested, shall be output to an ASCII file. 
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6.3 Architecture Mode1 

The  architecture combines a pipeline and layer architectural styles. The pipeline 

component of the architecture is based on the scanning, parsing, validation, and translation 

options specified in the SRRS tool. If the user chooses the option to parse the specification, then 

the scanning and parsing moduies are used. Altematively, if the user chooses to validate the 

specification, the scanning, parsing, and validating modules are used. Finally, if the user chooses 

to translate the specification into S ,  then the scanning, parsing, validating, and translating 

modules are used- 

The layered component of the architecture is the re-use of the DSPEC engine to check 

data references. When a the validation module is used and a logical condition is present, the 

DSPEC engine is used to deterrnine if the data references in the logical condition are unique. The 

purpose of using a layered architecture is to support the re-use of the DSPEC engine with other 

notations. For example, if a notation for describing test cases is defined, the DSPEC engine could 

be re-used in its tool development. 
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The architecture is modelled using a stmctured analysis technique [War85]. The diagrams 

are in Figures 6.1-6.5. The data and control flow diagams are combined into one set of diagrams 

because they are straightfonvard to model. The process specifications, conîrol specifications, and 

data dictionary are docurnented after the figures. 

6.3.1 Structured Analysis Diagrams 

m User request 

t Stimulus 
Response 

Requirements 

Error message Specification 

1 system I I 
unix file 

1 1 specification unit 

S translation 

Figure 6.1 Context Diagram 
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specification unit 

Parsing request - - - - - - - Parsing response 

SRRS requirements 

/ 
1 

1 parsing ok 

Validation request - - - - -  
Validation response 1 SRRS requiremen 

1 SRRS context DSPEC requirements 

DSPEC context 

1 
1 

1 validation ok 

Translation request - - 
Translate ) = Translation response 

S Translation 

1 SRRS Reauirernents 

Figure 6.2 Diagram 1 SRRS System 
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Parsing request- - - - - - +; Parsing I- - - - + parsing ok 
1 

Specification 

S R R S  1 1 
requirements C 

Parsing response C 

SRRS I I 

Parsing response f 

Diagram 1.1 

Figure 6.3 Diagram 1 - 1 Parse Specification 
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0 - -  \ ' Controi \ 
/ 

Validation request - - - - - - * Validation & - - - - parsing ok 
I 

SRRS validation ok 
I 

0 I 
0 

SRRS context / 1 
I 

I 
Validation results 1 

/ 
/ 

/ 
DSPEC context ok 

Create 
SRRS context Parse Tree of 

DSPEC 
DSPEC context Context 

Validation results 4 

Expanded requirements ok 1 
I 

SRRS context Create 
1 

SRRS requirernents l 

Expanded requirements Requirements 
1 

1.2.4 
l 

Validation results I 
I 
I 

DSPEC check ok I 

DSPEC context 
DSPEC 

Expanded requirements Validation 
Checks 

Validation results 

Figure 6.4 Diagram 1.2 Validate Specification 
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/ 
Translation request - - - - - -), ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ i ~ ~  & - - - - - Validation ok 

/ 

1 Translation ok 

SRRS context Translation response 

Expanded requirements S translation 

Figure 6.5 Diagram 1.3 Translate Specification 

6.3.2 Primitive S pecifications 

The process and control specifications are described in this section. They are listed in 

alphabetical order by name. 

Name: ControI Parsing, number 1.1.1 

Type (process or control): control 
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Inputs: Parsing request 

Outputs: Parsing ok 

Description: The Control Parsing CSPEC is a sequentia1 state transition diagram (refer to Figure 

6 -6) 

/errer de tected 

parsing ok = False, parsing response = error message 

parsing request 

Activate Process 1.1 2 
not active specification 

parsing ok =Tme 

Figure 6.6State Transition Diagram for CSPEC 1.1-1 

Name: Control Translation, number 1.3.1 

Type (process or control): control 

Inputs: translation request, validation ok 

Outputs: translation ok 

Description: The Control Translation CSPEC is a state transition diagram (refer to Figure 6.7). 
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validation ok = False 

translation ok = FaIse,translation response = error message 

translation request 

/error detected 1 

not active 
I 1 

validation ok = True 

Activate Process 1.3.2 

/ translation done 

- 

Activate Process 1.2.1 

transiation ok = FaIse, 

translation ok =Tme 

Figure 6.7 Srate Transition Diagram for CSPEC 1.3.1 

Name: Control Validation, number 1 2 . 1  

Type (process or control): control 

Inputs: validation request 

Outputs: validation ok 

parsing and validating 
specification 

translation response = error message 

Description: The Control Validation CSPEC is a sequential state transition diagram (refer to 

- 

translating 
specification into S 
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Figure 6.8). 

/errer detected 

validation ok = FaIse,validation response = error message 

validation request 

Activate Process I. 1.1 parsing 
not active specification 

parsing ok =Tme, 
/errer detected Activate Process 1.2.2 

SRRS validation ok = FaIse, 
validation response = error message performing SRRS 

validation checks 

lerrnr detected 1 SRRS validation ok =Tme. . - - - - - -. - . - - - - - 

Activate Process 1-23 
DSPEC context ok = False, 

validation response = error message 
creating DSPEC 

-- 

I context I 

/error detected 

/ context parse tree built 

DSPEC context ok =Tme, 
Activate Process 1.2.4 

expanded requirements ok = False, 
validation res~onse = error message A - 1 creating expanded 1 

1 Requirements 1 
/ requirement parse tree built 

lerror detected expanded requirements ok =T'rue, 
Process 1.2.5 

DSPEC check ok = False, 
validation response = error message performing DSPEC 

validation checks 

I 1 checking done 

Figure 6.8 State Transition Diagram for CSPEC 1.2.1 
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Narne: Create Expanded Requirements, number 1.2-4 

Type (process or control): process 

Inputs: SRRS context, SRRS requirements 

Outputs: expanded requirements, validation response, expanded requirements ok 

Description: The purpose of the Create Expanded Requirement process is to convert the require- 

ments written in the compact SRRS notation into the stimulus response requirements represented. 

If an error occurs in the conversion, then an error message is displayed to the user (validation 

response), the control flow expanded requirements ok is set to False, and conversion ends. 

Otherwise, the control flow expended requirements ok is set to True. 

Narne: Create DSPEC Context, number 1.2.3 

Type (process or control): process 

Inputs: SRRS context 

Outputs: DSPEC context, validation response, DSPEC context ok 

Description: The purpose of the Create DSPEC Context process is to convert the SRRS context 

parse tree into the DSPEC context parse tree. If an error occurs in the conversion, an error 

message is displayed to the user (vaIidation response), the control flow DSPEC context ok is set 

to False, and the conversion ends. Otherwise, the control flow DSPEC context ok is set to True. 
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Name: Create Parse Tree of SRRS Requirernents, number 1 - 1.3 

Type (process or control): process 

Inputs: token strearn 

Outputs: parse tree of SRRS requirements, parsing response, parsing ok 

Description: The purpose of the Create parse tree of SRRS ïequirernents is to parse the tokens and 

create a parse tree of the requirements. If an error occurs in the parsing, an error message is 

displayed to the user (parsing response), the control flow parsing ok is set to False, and parsing 

ends. Otherwise, the control flow parsing ok is set to True. The unix programrning tool yacc is 

used to describe the g r a m a r  rules. 

Name: Create Parse Tree of SRRS Context, number 1.1.4 

Type (process or  control): process 

Inputs: token strearn 

Outputs: parse tree of SRRS context, parsing response, parsing ok 

Description: The purpose of the Create parse tree of SRRS context is to parse the tokens and 

create a parse tree of the context. The context is composed of data objects and data types. If an 

error occurs in the parsing, then an error message is displayed to the user (parsing response), the 
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control flow parsing ok is set to False, and parsing ends. Otherwise, the control flow parsing ok is 

set to True. The unix prograrnming tool yacc is used to describe the gammar rules. 

Narne: Perforrn SRRS Validation Checks, nurnber 1.2.3 

Type (process or control): process 

Inputs: SRRS context, SRRS requirements 

Outputs: validation response, SRRS validation ok 

Description: The purpose of the process is to perform the validation checks specified in the SRRS 

notation. If an error is detected, then an error message is displayed to the user (validation 

response), the control flow SRRS validation ok is set to FaIse, and processing ends. Otherwise, 

the control flow SRRS validation ok is set to True. 

Name: Perform DSPEC Check, number 12.5 

Type (process or control): process 

Inputs: Expanded requirements, DSPEC context 

Outputs: validation response, DSPEC check ok 

Description: The purpose of the Perform DSPEC Check process is to perform the validation 
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checks specified in the DSPEC notation. If an error is detected then an error message is displayed 

to the user (validation response), the control flow DSPEC check ok is set to False, and processing 

ends. Othenvise, the control fIow DSPEC check ok is set to Tme. 

Narne: Translate Specification to S, number 1.3 -2 

Type (process or control): process 

Inputs: SRRS context, Expanded requirements 

Outputs: S translation, Translation ok 

Description: The purpose of the Translate Specification to S is to translate the expanded require- 

ments and the SRRS context into the S notation. If an error is detected, then an error message is 

displayed to the user (translation response), the control flow translation ok is set to False, and 

processing ends. Otherwise, the control flow translation ok is set to True. 

Narne: Scan Specification, number 1.1.2 

Type (process or control): process 

Inputs: specification unit (from file) 

Outputs: tokens, parsing response, parsing ok 

Description: The purpose of this process is to lexically analyze the specification unit in the file 

narne. The process generates a sequence of tokens. If an error occurs in the scanning, an error 
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message is displayed to the user (parsing response), the control flow parsing ok is set to False, and 

scanning ends. Othenvise, the control flow parsing ok is set to True. The Unix progamming tool 

lex is used to scan the specification. 

6.3.3 Data Dictionary 

Name: Expanded requirements 

Type (data or control): data 

Description: The expanded requirement item is a parse tree of the expanded stimulus response 

requirements. 

Name: Expanded requirements ok 

Type (data or control): control 

Description: The Expanded requirements ok item is used to indicate whether the expansion of the 

SRRS requirements is successful (value = True) or not (value = False). 

Name: Parsing ok 

Type (data or control): control 

Description: The Parsing ok item is used to indicate the request to parse a specification unit is 

successful (value = True) or not (vaIue = False). 
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Narne: Parsing request 

Type (data or control): control 

Description: The Parsing request item is used to indicate the user has requested to parse a specifi- 

cation unit. 

Name: Parsing response 

Type (data or control): data 

Description: The parsing response item is used to present a detected parsing error to the user. 

Narne: DSPEC check ok 

Type (data or control): control 

Description: The DSPEC check ok item is used to indicate whether the validation checks 

performed on a logical condition is successful (value = True) or not (value = False). 

Narne: DSPEC context 

Type (data or control): data 
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Description: The DSPEC context item is a parse tree of data objects and data types that are in the 

DSPEC notation, 

Name: DSPEC context ok 

Type (data or control): control 

Description: The DSPEC context ok item is used to indicate whether the creation of the DSPEC 

context is successful (value = Tue)  or not (value = False). 

Narne: SRRS context 

Type (data or control): data 

Description: The SRRS context is a parse tree of the data objects, data types, stimuli, and 

responses that are in the SRRS notation. 

Name: SRRS requirements 

Type (data or control): data 

Description: The SRRS requirements is a parse tree of the SRRS requirements 
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Name: SRRS validation ok 

Type (data or control): control 

Description: The SRRS validation ok item is used to indicate whether the validation checks 

performed on the SRRS context and requirements are successful (value = True) or not (value = 

Fa1 se). 

Name: translation ok 

Type (data or control): control 

Description: The translation ok item is used to indicate whether the translation of the specification 

is successful (value = True) or not (value = False). 

Name: Translation request 

Type (data or control): control 

Description: The Translation request item is used to indicate the user has requested to translate a 

specification unit into S .  

Narne: translation response 
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Type (data or control): data 

Description: The translation response item is used to present a detected translation error to the 

user. 

Name: user request 

Type (data or control): control 

Description:= parse request 1 validation request 1 translation request 

Name: validation ok 

Type (data or control): control 

Description: The validation ok item is used to indicate whether the validation of the specification 

is successful (value = True) or not (value = False). 

Name: Validation request 

Type (data or control): control 

Description: The Validation request item is used to indicate the user has requested to perfonn the 

validation checks on a specification unit. 
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Narne: validation response 

Type (data or control): data 

Description: The validation response item is used to present a detected validation error to the user. 

6.4 Implementation Summary 

The tool suppoa is developed using the Unix programming tools Iex and yacc &ev92] and 

the C prograrnrning language [Ker88]. The total development is approximately 19 KSLOCs (refer 

to Table 6.1). 

Tool or 
Language KSLOCs 

yacc 5.2 

C 8.75 

DSPEC engine 
KSLOCs 

0.25 

0.90 

3.10 

Table 6.1 Implementation Effort Surnmary 

6.5 Future Enhancements 

The following future enhancements may be added into the requirements specifications for 

the SRRS notation and subsequently the tool support: 

1. Generate an error if every local naine in stimuli section is not used in requirements section and 

performance section 

2. Generate an error if not every local name in responses section is not used in requirements sec- 

tion and performance section 

3. Generate an error if every source/type-name pair is not used in requirements section 

4. Generate an error if every destinationltype-name pair is not used in requirements section 
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5. Generate w error if a declaration is not used (type, subtype, constant, VSP, system state com- 

ponent, function, predicate) in specification unit 

6. Generate an error if a requirement is duplicated 

7. Support an interactive mode in addition to the file based input/output 

8. Generate reports on requirements represented in SRRS notation 

9. Generate reports on data reiationships described 

10. DeveIop a GUI for the tool support 

6.6 Conclusions 

The tooI support developed for the SRRS notation supports requests to parse, validate, and 

translate a specification unit into S. The architecture selected is combines a pipeline style with a 

layered style. The pipeline style is a standard solution for this compiler-like tool. The layered 

style allows the re-use of the DSPEC engine for other notation and tool developrnent efforts. 

The SRRS notation is shown to be a formal notation by the ability to translate the specifi- 

cations written in SRRS into S. The S translations typecheck with version 2.5.1 of the F'USS tool. 

The ability to translate the specification units written in the SRRS notation into S supports 

the automated generation of system level test specifications directly from the requirements 

Pon981. This automation offers a reduction in the time to generate the test specifications and 

improves the quality of the test specifications generated. The process is automated which removes 

the time to manually generate the test specifications and averts the human errors introduced in the 

manual process. 

In total, the development effort for SRRS and the DSPEC engine is approximately 19 
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KSLOCs of  source code. The flexibility in the SRRS notation requires the development of a 

YACC source file tkat exceeds 5 KSLOCs lines. 
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7.1 Introduction 

Every new technique needs to be objectively evaluated to determine its costs and benefits. 

There are several ways to evaluate a technique including case studies, pilot projects, or experi- 

ments. In this work, an experimental evaluation is selected to objectively evaluate the SRRS 

technique. An overview of the experimental design, results, and the conclusions based on the 

experimental data are presented in this chapter. The results are very encouraging and indicate the 

SRRS technique is a cost-effective way to develop requirement specifications. The time to write, 

review, and correct the specification is reduced as are the number of defects detected in a peer 

review process. There is, however, an increase in the training time for the authors. 

This chapter overviews the experimental design used to evaluate the SRRS notation in 

Section 7.2 and presents a summary of the results in Section 7.3. Conclusions drawn from the 

experimental evaluation are described in Section 7.4. The complete experimental design and 

results are available in Appendix C. 

7.2 Experimental Design 

The problem statement for the experiment and an overview of the experimental design are 

presented in this section. 

7.2.1 Problem Statement 

The evaluation of requirements engineering techniques have been performed using case 

studies. pilot projects, and experiments Pri94, Cra94, Lar96, Por95, Por98, San981. Evaluations 

are used to discover strengths and weaknesses in a technique, determine the costs of applying a 
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technique, or detennine the benefits of using a technique. The evaluations provide qualitative and/ 

or quantitative results that cm be used by project managers to decide if the technique is going to 

be used on a particular project PeaBl]. For new techniques developed in the acadernic world, 

such evaluations are important because the results may be used to encourage the transfer of the 

new technique to industry. The costs of introducing a forma1 notation include the cost of training 

employees in the tools and in the formal notation. The benefits include the availability of tools to 

assist the authors in automaticaIly parsing, typechecking, and analyzing the specifications. With 

this tool support the author can detect and correct defects earlier in the develop lifecycle and 

reduce the cost of developing the software. These costs and benefits are subjective unless data is 

rigorously gathered and analyzed through empirical studies. These studies are expensive and time 

consuming to perform. 

The purpose of this experiment is to objectively evaluate the costs and benefits of using a 

formal version of the SRRS notation dong with its tool support in cornparison to a sirnilar, serni- 

formal version. The costs of introducing a forma1 notation include the cost of training employees 

in the tools and in the formal notation. To measure the costs, the amount of time spent in 

classroom and on the job training is recorded. The benefits include the availabiIity of tools to 

assist the authors in autornatically parsing, typechecking, and analyzing the specifications. The 

tool support is expected to reduce the time to develop the specifications and improve their quality. 

To measure the benefits, the arnount of time used to write, review, and correct the specifications is 

recorded in addition to the number and type of defects recorded in the peer review process. In 

surnmary, the two techniques are compared in terms of the quality of the specifications wntten 

(number and category of defects detected) and the effort required to write the specifications 

(training, writing, reviewing, and correcting specification units). More rigorously, the objectives 
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of the evaluation are to test the following hypotheses: 

1. Ho: The use of a notation with a completely defined syntax and automated tool 

support results in a requirement specification that has the sarne average detected 

defect rate per allocated requirement object than a notation that does not use a 

completely defined syntax and automated tool support. 

Ha: The use of a notation with a completely defined syntax and automated tooI 

support results in a requirement specification that has a lower average detected 

defect rate per allocated requirement object than a notation that does not use a 

completely defined syntax and automated tool support. 

2.Ho: The use of a notation with a completely defined syntax and automated tool 

support results in a requirement specification that has the same average effort per 

allocated requirement object to describe than a notation that does not use a 

completely defined syntm and automated tool support. 

Ha: The use of a notation with a completely defined syntax and automated tool 

support results in a requirement specification that has a lower average effort per 

allocated requirement object to describe than a notation that does not use a 

cornpletely defined syntax and automated tool support. 

3. Ho: The use of a notation with a cornpletely defined syntax and automated tool 

support results in the same average training time per subject than a notation that 

does not use a compietely defined syntax and automated tool support. 
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Ha: The use of a completely defined syntax and automated tool results in a higher 

average training time per subject than a notation that does not use a completely 

defined syntax and automated tool support. 

The average detected defect rate is defined in terms of the total number of detected defects 

in the specification units divided by the total number of requirement objects allocated to the 

specification units written. 

The average effort per allocated ROID is the total amount of time in minutes used to write, 

review, and correct the specification units written divided by the number of requirement objects 

allocated to the specification units written. 

The average training effort per subject is the amount of time in minutes used to train the 

subjects in the notation both formally (in the classroorn) and informally (independent study) 

divided by the number of subjects. 

7.2.2 Experimental Design Overview 

The overall structure of the experimental design is based on the lab package made 

available by [Por95] and has been tailored to meet the needs of this experiment. In this experi- 

ment, the treatment variable is the requirements specification technique used to wnte the specifi- 

cation units. The control group uses a semi-formal notation and the experirnental group uses a 

formal notation with its tool support. The expenment evaluates the effort required (training time, 

writing time, reviewing time, correcting time) and the quality (total number and category of the 

defects found) in developing a set of specification units. 

As in For951, the experiment begins with a formal training session for the subjects. As part 
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of the formal training, a hands-on practice exercise is given. When the formai training is complete, 

the subjects begin work on the expenmental exercise. 

The formal training for both the contrul and the experimental goups is structured as a set 

of four modules that are presented in a lecture format. Module one provides a brief introduction to 

the Formalware project (to provide the context for the work), reviews the waterfall and spiral 

software development lifecycle models, and describes the characteristics of a "good" requirement. 

Module two covers the initial phases of the software development lifecycle. It clarifies the distinc- 

tion between a system level specification (SLS) and a software requirements specification (SRS), 

describes the process to develop a SRS, and reviews traceability. Module three introduces the 

requirements specification notation used by the group and describes the six step process used to 

describe the functional requirements in an SRS (refer to Figure 7.1). Module four reviews the 

requirements to system level testing interface and ernphasizes the impact the quality of an SRS 

has on the development of system Ievel test cases. 

Modules one, two, and four are exactly the same for the control and the experimental 

groups; however, module three is tailored. The third module in the training material for the 

control group introduces the semi-forma1 stimulus response requirements specification notation to 

describe the functional requirements in an SRS. The training material for the experimental group 

introduces the formal stimulus response requirements specification notation. The six step process 

used to develop the specification units differs only in the use of the SRRS tool support by the 

experimental group in steps three and five. 

The six step process is a top down refinement process for writing a specification unit. The 

inputs for the first step in the process are the SLS, the title of the specification unit to be 
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Figure 7.1 A Six Step Process to Develop a Specification Unit 

developed, and a list of ROIDs that are allocated to the titie. The first step in the process is to 

ensure that each of the allocated ROIDs should be allocated and to determine if any ROIDs are 

missing from the allocation. After the ROIDs are checked, the author drafts an outline of the 
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specification unit in step two. The section headers are entered and each section is outlined in point 

form. In the third step, the author completes the version of the specification unit by refining the 

outline and filling in the details of the specification unit. In addition to completinp the first 

version, a traceability report is generated to indicate how the allocated ROIDs have been 

addressed in the specification unit. The specification unit and the traceability report are submitted 

for a peer review in step four. The author's peers review the specification unit and record defects 

according to type, category, defect checklist identifier, and a bnef description. When the peer 

review is complete the specification unit, traceability report, and the defect recording sheet(s) are 

returned to the author. The author corrects the specification unit and revises the traceability report 

as necessary in step five. The review cycle is complete in the experiment when the specification 

unit has no defects detected or when the review cycle has occurred twice. The final version is 

submitted in the last step of the process. 

The formal training session also includes a hands-on practice exercise. The exercise is 

based on a video rental system exarnple in which patrons can rent and return video tapes. The 

subjects develop the Rent Tape specification unit using the notation and the six step process 

described in the third training module. The example and sample exercise are exactly the same for 

control and the experimental groups. 

A package of support materials is provided at the beginning of the formal training session 

to each subject. The package consists of the four module training course, samples of the forms 

used to collect data, the checklist used to assist data collection, the SLS for the video rental 

systern example, and the titles of the identified specification units and their allocated requirements 

for the video rental system exercise. The experimental group is also provided with a copy of the 
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SRRS user manual and the tutonal. 

Two forms are used to assist in the colIection of the expenmental data: time and defect 

recording sheets. Time recording sheets are used to record the subject name, date, specification 

unit identifier, specification version number, and the amount of time spent on an activity. The 

possible activities are formal training, informal training, wnting version 1, peer review, revising 

version, and "other". Defect recording data sheets are used to record the subject narne, date, 

specification unit identifier, specification version number, and the defects detected. The defects 

are reported with an identification number, type of error, category of error, checklist identifier, 

and a textual description. A checklist of different defects is provided to assist the reviewer (Refer 

to Appendix C for samples of the data collection forrns and the defect checklist). 

The experimental exercise uses a SLS derived from a request for  proposa1 for an 

integrated on-line library system [Cor87]. The SLS consists of 652 requirement objects. From this 

SLS, 52 specification units are identified and 432 software requirements are allocated to them. 18 

of the specification units are randomly selected and written by both the control and the experi- 

mental groups. 

7.3 Experimental Results 

A summary of the experimental results is presented in Tables 7.1 - 7.3. The complete 

results are available in Appendix C. 

7.3.1 Defect Rates 

The hypotheses for this test are: 
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Ho: The use of a notation with a completely defined syntax and automated tool 

support results in a requirement specification that has the same average derected 

defecr rate per allocated requirement object than a notation that does not use a 

completely defined syntax and automated tool support- 

Ha: The use of a notation with a completely defined syntax and automated tool 

support results in a requirement specification that has a lower average detected 

defect rate per allocated requirement object than a notation that does not use a 

completely defined syntax and automated tool support. 

The experimental results for the defect rates are summarized in Table 7.1. The results 

show a reduction in the syntax, type, and analysis defects for Group 2. The % difference between 

the two groups using the semi-forma1 notaiton (Group 1) and the formal notation (Group 2) for 

the total number of defects per allocated ROID shows an 81% reduction in detected defects. 

Group 2 

1 5% Difference 

The test statistics used to evaluate the training time hypothesis are a 2 sample t-test and a 

p-value calculation. The calculations, perforrned with the tool Minitab, are sumrnarized below. 

Number of syntax 
defectdROID 

0.99 

0.09 

-90.9 1 

P a i r e d  T T e s t  and Cl: C 2 ,  Cl 

P a i r e d  T for CS-Cl 

N M e a n  

Table 7.1 Summary of Defects Recorded 

Number of type 
defectdROID 

0.74 

0.0 1 

-98.65 

Number of analysis 
defects1ROID 

0.88 

0.39 

-55.65 

Total number of 
defects/ROID 

2.6 1 

0.49 

-8 1.23 
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C2 3 0.582 O. 1823 

Cl 3 2.373 0.797 

Difference 3 -2.215 0.928 

95% upper bound for mean distance: -0.871 

T-test of mean =O (vs > ) :  T-value = -4.81 P-value = 0 . 0 2 0  

A P-value < 0.05 indicates the results have statistical significance. The results support 

rejecting the nul1 hypothesis. 

7.3.2 Training Time 

The hypotheses for this test are: 

Ho: The use of a completely defined syntax and an automated parsingkypecheck- 

inghemantic analysis tool results in the sarne average training tirne per subject 

than a requirement specification that does not use a completely defined syntax and 

an automated parsing/typechecking/semantic analysis tool 

Ha: The use of a completely defined syntax and an automated parsingltypecheck- 

ing/analysis tool results in a higher average training tirne per subject than a 

requirernent specification that does not use a completely defined syntax and an 

aütornated parsing/typechecking/semantic analysis tool. 

The training time is a metnc of interest for individuals considering the use of the forma1 

notation in cornparison to its semi-formal notation. In this experiment, the formal training time 

includes the time the subjects are in the lecture style format plus the amount of time they spend on 

the hands-on exercise. In addition, the amount of time it takes the subjects in the experimental 
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group to work through the tutorid for the SRRS tool is considered as forrnal training. The formal 

training time is recorded as the number of minutes of formal training per author. The informai 

training includes the time the subjects use to review their training material or ask questions about 

the notation as they write the specification units. The informa1 training is recorded with respect to 

the nurnber of dlocated ROIDs. The total training time recorded is the sum of the forrnal training 

time and the informal training tirne per author. The experimental results for training time are 

summarized in Table 7.2. They show an increase in both the formal and informal training time for 

Group 2. The % difference between Group 1 and Group 2 is a 186% increase in total training 

time. 

Formal Training 
Time 

minutedauthor 

1 % Difference 1 98.81 1 1468.75 1 186.62 1 

Group 1 

Group 2 

Table 7.2 Summary of Training Time 

Informal Training 
Time 

minutes/ROlD 

The test statistics used to evaluate the training time hypothesis are a 2 sarnple t-test and a 

p-value calculation. The calculations, performed with the tool Minitab, are surnrnarized below: 

Total Training 
Time 

rninuteslauthor 

420.00 

835.00 

2-Sample T for Cl  vs C2 

N Mean 

CS 3 1245 

Cl 3 448.3 

Difference = mu Cl - mu C2 

Estimate for difference: 837 

0.32 

5.02 

448.33 

L285.00 
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95% lower bound for distance: 3 8 3  

T - t e s t  of mean =O (vs > ) :  T-value = 3 . 9 3  P-value = 0 . 0 0 9  D F  = 4 

Both use pooled StdDev = 261 

A P-value < 0.01 indicates the results have high statistical significance. The results 

support rejecting the nul1 hypothesis. 

7.3.3 Effort 

The hypotheses for this test are: 

Ho: The use of a notation with a completely defined syntax and automated tool 

support results in a requirement specification that has the same average effort per 

allocated requirement object to describe than a notation that does not use a 

completely defined syntax and automated tool support. 

Ha: The use of a notation with a completely defined syntax and automated tool 

support results in a requirement specification that has a lower average effort per 

allocated requirement object to describe than a notation that does not use a 

completely defined syntax and automated tool support. 

The effort is a rnetric of interest for individuals considering the use of the forma1 notation 

in cornparison to its semi-formal notation. The effort to write and put the specification unlts 

through a peer review is surnrnanzed in Table 7.3. The experimental results show a decrease in 

the amount of time to write and review requirements for Group 2. The % difference between 

Group 1 and Group 2 for the total amount of time to write and review requirements is a reduction 
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Group 1 

Group 2 

Table 7.3 Summary of Writing and Reviewing Time 

8 Difference 

The test statistics used to evaluate the training time hypothesis are a paired t-test and a p- 

value calculation. 

Average time to write 
per ROiD 
minutes 

17.58 

10.58 

Paired T Test and Cl: C2 , Cl 

Paired T for C 2 - C l  

N Mean S tdDev SE M e a n  

CS 3 2 1 . 4  7 . 4  4 . 3  

Cl 3 36 .4  1 8 . 6  1 0 . 7  

Difference 3 -14 .95  11 .45  6 . 6 1  

95% upper bound for mean distance: 4.35 

T-test of mean =O (vs 0 :  T-value = -2.26 P-value = 0 . 0 7 6  

A P-value S . 0 5  indicates the results do not have statistical significai~ce. The results do 

not support rejecting the nul1 Rypothesis. 

-39.82 

7.4 Conclusions 

Average time to review 
and correct per ROiD 

minutes 

1528 

9.42 

The formai and informa1 training time both increased as expected for the Group using the 

forma1 notation in comparison to the group using the semi-formal notation. The additional burden 

of working through a tutorial, learning how the tool support works, and understanding the organi- 

Average total time per 
ROID 

minutes 

32.86 

20.00 

-38.35 -39.14 
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zation of the user manual al1 contribute to this increase. 

The large increase in the informal training time is an interesting result. An explanation for 

this large increase is the additional complexity of having a concrete syntax and the tool support 

for the notation. Since the syntax must be conformed to and the validation checks al1 passed, the 

authors of the requirements may need to check the user manual, training material, and the tutorial 

documents more frequently as they work on the specifications. 

The expeximental results show a reduction in the nurnber of defects detected in the peer 

review process. The concrete syntax in addition to the tool support that enforces the syntax and 

provides validation checks on the specification units allow the author to check their specifications 

before submitting them for review. Since only specifications that have a clean validation mn (no 

erron are reported) with the tool support are allowed to g o  through the peer review process in the 

experiment, the reviewers receive a version that has had at least some of the defects removed. As 

a result the specification units have a lower detected defect rate and have a higher quality. The 

benefit of removing the machine detectable defects before the peer review is that the reviewen 

can concentrate on finding defects in the specification that need human analysis. 

The expenmental results also indicate there is a reduction in effort to write, review, and 

correct the specification units when using the formal notation in cornparison to the semi-formal 

notation. The reduction can be attributed to the readability of the forma1 notation and the tool 

support. The reduced writing, review, and correction time indicates that the formal notation is at 

least as readable as the serni-formal notation. If the forma1 notation is not as readable, the time to 

write, review, and correct is expected to exceed the time when the semi-formal notation is used. 

The tool support allows the author to obtain feedback on syntax, type, and a small number of 
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analysis defects as the specification is being written. These defects can be removed before the 

specification is subrnitted for peer review. This reduces the number of defects in the specification 

making the remaining defects simpler and faster to identify in the peer review. A reduction in time 

is a benefit to the project, as it reduces the cost of developing the requirements specification. 

The test statistics support rejecting the nu11 hypotheses for the training time and the 

defects per ROID. The test statistics do not support rejecting the nul1 hypothesis for the effort to 

develop a specification. One recommendation is to re-run the experiment with a larger sample 

size. The sample size for this run of the experiment is small and may be impacting the test statis- 

tics. 

Application of Results 

Given the experimental results, estimates can be made for the total time needed to train the 

authors and develop the specifications for a specific project. The caveat in the estimates made 

here is that the data used in the calculations is derived from one experimental project with 432 

allocated ROIDs. The data has not been confirmed in projects of different sizes in different 

settings (i.e., academic vs. industrial setting). 

Given the notation proposed, number of authors, and number of allocated R O D s  to be 

written the following caIculation cm be used to estimate the training time: 

training tirne= A x T + R x D 

where 

A is the number of authors 

T is the training time per author for a given notation 
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R is the number of ROIDs 

D is the development time per ROID for a given notation. 

For example, if the formal notation is used, the T is 835 rninutes/author and D is 5.02 minutes/ 

ROID. 

Similarly, the experimental results can be used to estimate of the development time for a 

project. Given the notation proposed and nurnber of allocated ROIDs to be written the following 

calculation can be used to estimate the development time: 

development time= R x D 

w here 

R is the number of ROIDs 

D is the development time per ROID for a given notation. 

For example, if the formal notation is used, then D is 5.02 minutes1ROID. 

The point at which it becomes feasible to use the formal notation can be estimated using 

the experimental results. For example, if a project has 2000 ROIDs and proposes to use 20 

authors, the time to train, wnte, and review the specifications can be estimated for both the formal 

and semi-forma1 notations. The total time estimate is calculated as the sum of the training tirne 

(EQ1) and the development time (EQ2). 

total time = training time + development time 

Using the semi-formal notation, the calculation of the total time is: 
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training time = 20 x 420 + 2000 x 0.32 
= 9040 minutes 

development time = 2000 x 32.86 
= 65720 minutes 

total time = 9040 + 65720 
= 74760 minutes 

Using the formal notation, the calculation of the total time is: 

trainin% time = 20 x 835 + 2000 x 5.02 
= 26740 minutes 

development time = 2000 x 20.00 
= 40000 minutes 

total time = 9040 + 65720 
= 66740 minutes 

With these two caIculations the forma1 notation shows a savings in time of approximately 

three weeks. If the project is scaled up, then a more dramatic time savings is calculated. For 

example, if the number of authors and the number of requirements are scaled up by an order of 

magnitude and the calculations shown above are repeated, the formal notation has a calculated 

tirne savings of approximately seven months. The selection of the formal notation in this case 

offers significant cost savings to the project. If the project is scaled down by an order of 

magnitude, then the formal notation has a calculated time savings of approximately 13 hours. 

Given a srnall project involving a couple of authors and 200 requirements, there is a very slipht 

advantage in selecting the forma1 notation. 

The results of this experiment have quantified the costs and benefits of using a formal 

notation with tool support in comparison with a sirnilar, semi-formai version of the notation. The 

costs are increased classroom and on the job training time. The benefits include a reduced effort to 



write and review the specification units and a reduced defect rate- The experimental results 

support the use of the forma1 notation in that the additional costs of training (in terms of time) are 

overcome by the gains achieved in the reduction of the arnount of time to write and review the 

specification units. The challenge that follows this work is to verify the experimental results by 

replicating the experiment, perhaps as done by por98, San981 and then determine if tne formal 

notation with its tool support are feasible for use in industry by running a small pilot project. 
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8.1 Contributions to Knowledge 

There are four main contributions to knowledge in this work. The first contribution is the 

definition of a new requirements specification notation, SRRS. This notation has been designed to 

support the specification of large systems with cornplex data and logical conditions in the require- 

ments (e-g., air traffic control) using a readable, yet mathematically defined, notation. SRRS is a 

synthesis of many ideas and research areas. Due to the complexity of the problem, a divide and 

conquer approach has been used to define SRRS. SRRS uses the DSPEC notation to manase the 

complexity of the logical conditions and data expressions. 

The second main contribution to knowledge is the definition of a re-usable foundation 

notation, DSPEC, that has been designed to evaluate logical conditions and data expressions for 

the user on request. The advantage DSPEC provides over other notations that are used to describe 

logical conditions and data expressions is that DSPEC has rules built into the notation that can use 

the concext to build paths, or nested function applications, for the user. In other notations, such as 

a higher order logic, the user must build the function applications themselves. This can be time 

consuming and error prone. 

The third contribution of this research is to define a process to develop the SRRS notation. 

The process has five steps and describes a systematic refinement of an existing notation. The first 

step is an evaluation of the existing notation for strengths and weaknesses. In the second step, the 

results are used to update the notation and correct some of the identified problems. When this is 

done, the updated notation is evaluated and error checks are identified in the third step. The fourth 

step is the formaIization of the notation (defining the syntax and semantics) and defining the error 
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checks needed in the notation. The resulting forma1 notation is objectively evaluated for its costs 

and benefîts in the last step. 

The fourth main contribution is the experimental evduation of SRRS. As few objective 

evaluations of requirements specification notations are available in the literature, the work done in 

this research can be expected to promote the use of experimental evaluation in requirements 

engineering. The experiment has been designed, run, and analyzed. The results have indicated 

that the SRRS notation significantly reduces the number of defects in a specification (81%), 

reduces the development time for the specification (39%), and has a minimal additional cost of 

additional training (3 days instead of one day for its semi-forma1 version). 

8.1.1 SRRS 

The SRRS notation has evolved from a long history requirements specification notations. 

Notations that have been drawn on to define SRRS are summarized in Figure 4.1. This figure is 

replicated for convenience below (refer to Figure 8.1) Components of the SRRS notation can be 

seen €rom early specification techniques that desct-ibe requirements using an input (stimulus), 

processing, and output (response) style [Dav77]. From an early structured analysis technique 

Pem791 the data dictionary is used as a mechanism to describe the data in the system and the 

composition relationships between data using BNF. The idea of using a structured natural 

language is also introduced in [Dem79] and templates are introduced in [Hen80]. A Iater 

structured analysis technique [War85] promotes an outside-in, or external, partitioning of the 

requirements and generalizes the data relationships described as data schema using ERDs. 

Influences from the forma1 methods such as Z and HOL [Spi88,Gor93], include providing a 

mathematical foundation which supports automated typechecking as well as the translation into 
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Thread-Capability pai93] 
- external partitioning 
of requirements 

- use of data dictionary (BNE) 
- use of highly structured English 
- requirements described as 

Structured Analysis [War85] stimulus, processing, response 
-extemal prtitioning 
of requirements 

- data schema ERDs 

SRRS [Co0001 
- external partitioning 

of requirements 
- use of defined syntax, format 
- requirernents described as 

stimulus, processing, response 
- generalized descriptions 

of data relationships 
- machine readable. autornated 
tool support 

Structured Analysis wos77a, Ros77bI 

Software Cost Reduction (SCR) Tables 
Survey paperpav771 
-requirernents described in terms of 

inputs, processing, outputs 

ERDs [Chen761 

Structured Analysis [Den1791 
- use of data dictionary (BNF) 
- use of structured natural language Use Case [Jac92, Bo0991 

- external partitioning 
of requirements 

- natural language 
- formatting constraints 

Figure 8.1Evolution and Influences on the SRRS notation 
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other notations. Use cases [Jac92] use the external partitioning of requirements and move the 

requirements specification notations toward a natural language notation with some formatting 

constraints (normal course of events is described first followed by one or more aIternate courses). 

The external partitioning, stimulus, processing, response style, writing constraints (formatting and 

highly structured natural language), and the use of a data dictionary are synthesized into the 

Threads-Capabilities technique [Pai93]. In turn, the SRRS notation draws on the Threads- 

Capabilities techniques, ERD concepts, tabular specifications, natural language processing and 

compiler construction techniques. SRRS relies on the DSPEC notation to manage the complexity 

of data relationships and logicai conditions. 

The important characteristics of SRRS are surnrnarized in below in terms of characteris- 

tics of "good" requirements specification Dav93, IEE931 and the practical application of the 

SRRS notation: 

Understandable. There are a number of characteristics in S m S  that contribute to the 

requirements specifications being understandable. The English-like syntax of SRRS 

makes the requirements specifications readable, because the notation is familiar. The 

highly structured format of the requirements specification makes the specification 

readable, because they follow a consistent format (there are no surprises to the reader). 

Concise. The ability to group stimuli and responscs in SRRS can be used by the user to 

descrïbe the transformation of multiple inputs into multiple outputs using a single re- 

quirement. SRRS also supports a list format that allows the user to descrïbe multiple 
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requirements that are applicable when a particular stimulus message is received and a 

tabular format that is suitable for describing complex, logical conditions in a concise 

format. 

Precise and Unarnbiguous. The mathematical interpretation of the requirements speci- 

fication makes the requirements precise and unambiguous. Logical conditions and 

data references in the requirements are evaluated to determine if they are unarnbigu- 

OUS. 

Testable. The SRRS notation encourages a testable, blackbox style with its stimuIus 

response format, defined syntax, and defined semantics. Test specifications have been 

automatically generated using the TCG tool @long81 from an SRRS requirements 

specification. 

Training. The training for SRRS is available in a course that takes approxirnately two 

days, including practice exercises that provide hands-on experience. A user manual 

and tutorial are also available for SRRS and the tool support. 

Cost Effective. The experimental evaluation of SRRS found that in cornparison to us- 

ing a semi-formai version of the notation that did not have tool support, the time to 

train the authors in the classroom and on the job increased by 186%. The authors using 

the formal notation have the additional burden of learning the concrete syntax and 

working through the tutonal for the notation. The experiment also shows a reduced ef- 

fort to write, review, and correct the specifications as well as an improvement in the 

quality of the specifications generated. The effort was decreased by 39% and the num- 

ber of defects detected in peer review decreased by 81%. The tool support provides 
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feedback to the authors on the specifications before they are reviewed by their peers. 

This is an application of a desk check step in Bum951. Overall, the costs of the addi- 

tional training are outweighed by the benefits of the reduced development time and 

improved quality of the specifications. 

Estimation Metrics. Estimates of the total effort required to train the authors and gen- 

erate the specifications are developed based on the experimental results. These estima- 

tion calculations are new and could be useful in developing project schedules. 

8-1.2 DSPEC 

The DSPEC notation is a typed notation that supports the description of data entities (data 

types, data subtypes, and data objects), the relationships between these data entities (functions and 

predicates), a simplified means of referencing data, and requests to evaluate data expressions and 

logical conditions. Commonly used data types and objects are built into the notation (e-,o., units of 

time, distance, temperature, and volume, bool, TRUE, FALSE). Domain specific data entities, 

functions, and predicates may be declared by the user. 

The DSPEC notation evaluates these data expressions and logical conditions at two levels. 

After DSPEC builds complete paths (nested function applications) for the user, the requests are 

type checked with respect to the context. This provides the user with feedback regarding type 

mismatches and missing declarations. The user can quickly detect and correct these type errors in 

a specification. The second evaluation determines whether the data references are unambiguous 

or not. In a complex data model, data entities may be used in multiple places and referencing the 

correct one may not be straightforward. The evaluation checks defined in DSPEC can provide the 

user with immediate feedback and assist them in developing an unambiguous data model. 
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8.1.3 Experimental Evaluation of SRRS 

The results of this experiment have objectively quantified the costs and benefits of using a 

formal notation with tool support in cornparison with a similar, semi-forma1 version of the 

notation. The costs are increased classroom and on the job trainin3 time. The benefits include a 

reduced effort to write and review the specification units and a reduced defect rate. The expen- 

mental resuIts support the use of the formal notation in that the additional costs of training (in 

terms of time) are overcome by the gains achieved in the reduction of the are overcome by the 

gains achieved in the reduction of the amount of time to write and review the specification units. 

The challenge that follows this work is to verify the experimentai results by replicating the experi- 

ment, perhaps as done by por98, San981 and then determine if the formal notation with its tool 

support are feasible for use in industry by running a small pilot project. 

8.2 Future Work 

There are many interesting areas to pursue based on this work. The results obtained from 

the experimental evaluation of the SRRS notation in a Iab setting are very prornising. Replicating 

the experiment is necessary to confirm the results and extensions to the experiment could include 

an evaluation of the notation in an industrial setting with the subjects selected from a pool of 

professional software developers. This would provide an indication of the feasibility of the 

notation for use in industry. A smail pilot project in industry may be suitable for this step in the 

evaluation process. 

In the development and evaluation of SRRS, possible modifications and extensions have 

been noted. These include changes to both simplify and generalize the notation: 
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Simplify the signal coupling mechanism. Questions in the training session indicate that the 

signaling coupling mechanism is difficult for trainees to understand and apply. The intemal 

s i s a l s  couple with "commit", "update", or "send" responses could be removed. The gene 

purpose "signal" could be used instead making the notation sirnpler 

Remove the special case of the "retum" response verb for acceptance and rejection process- 

ing. The verb "send" can be used here rnaking the notation sirnpler 

Add the verbs "create" and "delete". Currently the notation supports the specification of read- 

ing and modifying data but does not support the specification of creating or deleting data. 

Adding these two verbs generalizes the notation 

Irnport data declarations and relationships from files in other formats. For exarnple, importing 

data declarations and relationships from a file in ASN. 1 may be convenient 

Provide options for the style of punctuation used on labelled lists. The outline style in the Chi- 

cago manual of style [Chi93I7 for example, does not use punctuation on each item in a labelled 

list 

The scope of this work has been restricted to working within one specification unit. The 

following extensions would expand the scope of the research to include working across two or 

more specification units: 

1. Match the external and exported functions and predicates across specification units. This 

would ensure that every extemal function or predicate declaration is available in the specifica- 

tion unit title by being declared as an exported function or predicate 

2.  Synthesize and analyze a data dictionary from the declarations in the individual specification 

units 
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DSPEC could be re-used with the definition of a test specification notation. This test 

specification notation may be useful for users who need to develop test specifications for testing 

third party software, for example, but do not believe wtiting a requirernents specification would 

add value to their development programme (rekr  to Figure 8.2) 

I Test Specification Notation I 
I 1 

l 1 L - - -  

Evaluation Evaluation 

-'- 1 - -4- - - - 

Request Response 1 
t 

I DSPEC 

Figure 8.2 Re-use of DSPEC as a Foundation Notation 
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Appendix A. Definition of the Stimulus Response Require- 
ments Specification Notation 

1. Introduction 

The stimulus response requirements specification (SRRS) notation is defined in this 
Appendix. The definition is the requirements specification of the notation and is not intended to 
constrain the design or implementation of the tool support for the notation. 

The structure of this Appendix is as follows. The basic components of the notation are 
described in Section 2,  User comrnands and error messages are provided in Section 3. The SRRS 
notation is introduced in section 4. This introduction to the notation uses an exarnple from an 
integrated on-line library system (IOLS) (refer to Appendix D).The requirements evaluation 
rules are described in Section 5. The detailed syntax and evaluation niles are provided in Section 
6. Sections 7 and 8 overview the data expressions and logicd conditions supported in SRRS via 
the DSPEC notation. 

2. Basic Components of the SRRS Notation 

The lexical elements, reserved keywords, built-in components, and the underlying 
concepts of the notation are described in this section. 

2.1 Lexical Elements 

The lexical elements in SRRS include cornmenrs, labels, integers, prrrzc&zration, 
systern-nanzes, and phrases. 

A comment is a string of printable ASCII characters that are delimited by the percent 
sign character 

A label element is composed of one or two ASCU characters followed by a closing pa- 
ren t hesi s c harac ter 

A ïz~trrrber element is an integer 

A pnnctztatiort element may be a comma, period, semi-colon, full-colon, opening or 
closing brace, opening or closing square bracket, opening or closing parenthesis, open- 
ing or closing angle bracket, double quote, or the backslash character 

The systern-name element is a string of one or more printable ASCII characters that 
does not include punctuation characters or whitespace characters (tab, space, newline) 

A phrase element is composed of one or more printable ASCII characters that does not 
contain opening and closing braces, opening and closing square brackets, opening and 
closing parentheses, opening and closing angle brackets, the percent sign character, or 
the backslash character. A phrase that is delineated by angle brackets, square brackets, 
backslashes, or double quotes may contain whitespace characters. One or more con- 
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secutive whitespace characters in a delineated phrase are scanned as a single occur- 
rence of the space character. Whitespace at the beginning and the end of a phrase 
(delineated or not) are removed 

The number of characters in a phrase, systern-name, or comment must not exceed 1024 
or include the EOF. 

2.2 Reserved Keywords and Characters 

The reserved keywords and characters in SRRS are described in Table 1: 

Reserved Keywords 

a 1 Every 1 Parameters 1 signal 
I 1 1 

A 1 for 1 Predicates 1 signaled 

1 rejection 1 Stimuli 

acceptance 

al1 

Func tions 

from 

at 

Associations 

by 

1 event 1 Overview 

cancel 

canceled 

commit 

comrnitted 

Components 

Constants 

Declarations 

exactly 

I Reserved Characters 

previously 

reason 

an 

in 

instance 

interna1 

Tabie 1: Resewed Keywords and Characters in SRRS 

specified 

State 

receipt if 

i s 

Static 

response 

Responses 

return 

S ystem 

the 

this 

request to 

Type 

upon 

Upon 

Variable 

VSP 

with 

zero 

more 

Names 

requirements 

Requirements 

none satisfy 

not 

of 

one 

or 

send 

set 

sent 

shall 
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2.3 Built-in Components 

The built-in types, sources, destinations, and constants in SRRS are described inTable 2: . 

Built-in Type Names 

Table 2: Built-in Cornponents in SRRS 

TRUE :<bool> 

2.4 The SRRS context 

<day> 

<me tre> 

<kilometre> 

unillimetre> 

<centimetre> 

cdec i me tre> 

<mi 1 lili tre> 

<decilitre> 

<litre> 

cboob  

<integer> 

uequest message> 

uesponse message> 

<source> 

<destination> 

-=Y'=* 

unonth> 

cday of year> 

FALSE:cbool> 

The context of a specification unit includes: 

<cekius> 

<date> 

uniliisecond> 

<second> 

uninute> 

<heur> 

cday of month> 

<day of w e e b  

data types. A data type is the narne for a set of objects. For example, "integer" is the 
name of the data type that contains al1 the integers 

Built-in Source, Destination Names 

data subtypes. A subtype is the name for a subset of a data type. For example, "posi- 
tive integers" is the name of a subtype that contains only the positive integers 

constants. A constant is a data object that has a value that does not change, for exam- 
ple, 'TRUE" , "FALSE", or a physical constant such as "pi" 

"interna1 send signal" 

Printer 

"extemal update" 

Operator 

"intemal commit signal" 

Plotter 

"interna1 signal" 

Built-in Constants 

"Remote Operator" 

"intemal update signal" 

"extemal commit" 
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variable system parameters (VSPs). A VSP is a data object with a value that may be 
tailored for a specific installation of the system. When a VSP is used in a specification 
unit, however, it has a fixed value. An example of a VSP is "Maximum number of li- 
brary items allowed for charge" 

system state components. The system state components are domain specific data ob- 
jects the author needs to use in order to describe the system. For example, narnes of 
system state components in a library system are "ON SHELF" or "The search re- 
sponse is sorted alphabetically" 

stimulus response components. A stimulus response component is a subtype for a 
source name, destination name, source message, or destination message. For example, 
the name "Administration Operator" may be introduced as a subtype of the source 
narne. AIthough they are subtypes, the stimulus response components are placed in 
their own subsection to make the inputs and outputs of the specification unit clear 

static associations, functions, and predicates. A static association is a template version 
of a local function or a local predicate declaration. Functions and predicates are cate- 
gorïzed as local, external, or exported 

The niles for naming the type names, subtype narnes, constants, VSPs, system state 
components, stimulus response components, functions, and predicates are descnbed in this 
section. The restrictions on the names allow the user to reference an item in the specification unit 
unarnbiguously. 

Type narnes must be uniquely identified and may not be used as a subtype narne or a 
data object name 

Subtype narnes, including the stimulus response components, must be uniquely identi- 
fied by their name and may not be used as a type name or a data object name 

Constants, VSPs, and system state components must be uniquely identified by their 
name and type. The name of a data object may be re-used if the type name is different 
for each data object using the same name 

Statics Associations, Functions and Predicates must be üniquely identified by the 
body, parameter placement, and return type 

3. SRRS User Commands and Error Messages 

This section describes the user command options available and the error messages 
displayed by SRRS. The examples use the syntax of the tool support developed to demonstrate 
the comrnands. 
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3.1 User Commands 

3.1.1 Introduction 

There are three options that are supported by the SRRS. The first option dlows the user 
to parse a requirements specification unit written in the SRRS notation. The second option 
allows the user to apply al1 validation checks that apply to the requirernents specification unit. 
The third option allows the user to translate a requirements specification unit written in SRRS 
into the S notation. 

3.1.2 Parse Requirements Specification 

The user may determine if the requirements specification unit conforms to the SRRS 
syntax. If the requirements specification conforms to the gramrnar, the tool does not display any 
messages. If the requirements specification does not conform to the gramrnar, an error message 
is reported to the user along with the line number the error is detected on. In the example below 
(Refer to Figure 3.1) the user is requesting to parse the specification in the file 
search-catalogue.vl. Error messages are documented in Section 3 -2. 

a. Sucessful Parsing Request 

cascadec24>SRRS search-catalogue.vl 
ERROR: parse error detected near ' 1) ' 

line: 6 
cascadec25> 

b. Unsucessful Parsing Request 

Figure 3.1 a. Successful Parsing Request, b. Unsuccessful Prirsing Request 

3.1.1 Validate Requirements Specification 

The user may determine if the requirements specification unit conforms to the SRRS 
gramar .  In the example below (refer to Figure 3.2), the user is requesting to parse the 
requirements specification in the file search-catalogue.vl and determine if the requirements pass 
the validation checks. 

If the requirements specification conforms to the garnmar and passes the validation 
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a. S ucessful Validation Request 

cascade<24>SRRS -v search-catalogue.vl 
ERROR: declaration missing 

The the search response is sorted alphabetically 
line: 34 

cascade<25> 

b. Unsucessful Validation Request 

Figure 3.2 ri. Successiul Validation Request, b. UnsuccessfuI Validation Request 

checks, then no message is displayed (Figure 3-21). If the requirements specification does not 
confom to the grammar or does not pass a validation check, an error message is reported to the 
user dong with the line number the error is detected (Figure 3.2b). In this exarnple, the user has 
accidentally typed in the word "the" twice when using a constant on line 34. As a result, SRRS 
cannot find a declaration that matches and reports the error. Error messages are documented in 
Section 3.2. 

3.1.4 Translate Requirements Specification into S 

The user may translate a requirements specification unit into S. In the example below 
(Figure 3.3), the user is requesting to translate the requirernents specification in the file 
search-catalogue.vl into S. 

If the requirements specification conforms to the garnrnar, passes the validation checks, 
and translates to S, then no message is displayed (Figure 3.3a). If successful, the translation to S 
is written to an ASCII file called trans1ate.s in the current working directory. If the file translates 
already exists, the old file is overwritten. The trans1ate.s file passes typechecking using the S 
typechecking tool N S S  [Il, version 2.5 1. 

If the requirements specification does not conform to the grarnmar, pass a validation 
check, or translate to S, an error message is reported to the user and the program exits (Figure 
3.3b). If the validation checks are successful, the only way a translation to S can fail is due to 
insufficient memory. Error messages are documented in Section 3.2. 

3.2 Error messages 

A failure on parsing, performing validation checks, or translating the requirements to S is 
reported to the user with a bief textual message. A line number is also reported when the error is 
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a. Sucessful Translation Request 

cascade<24>SRRS -t search-catalogue-vl 
ERROR: declaration missing 

The the search response is sorted alphabetically 
î ine:  3 4  

cascade<25> 

b. Unsucessful Translation Request 

Figure 3.3.a. Successful Translation Request, b. Unsuccessful Tran slation Request 

due to a problem in the requirements specification file. Line numbers are not reported when the 
error is due to insufficient mernory. 

Expected parsinp, validation, and translation errors are described in Table 3. The error 
messages output to the user al1 begin with the word ERROR and indicate a problem with the 
input requirernents specification or the detection of a resource limitation (memory). In the table, 
the error messages are sorted alphabetically. Error messages that begin with the words 
INTERNAL ERROR are unexpected errors and indicate the tool has entered an unexpected state. 
These errors should be reported to the system maintainer. 

1 ing 

Error Message 

dec laration missing 

destination, message declaration 
rnissing in response group 

destination name declaration miss- 

Error Description 

A data type or object is used that has not been declared 
and is not built-in. 

The destination, message used has not been declared in 
the response group. 

The destination name used is not declared. 

- - - p- 

destination name is an intemal signal 

destination name not used in 
response group 

The destination name used is an intemal signal. Only 
external destination names may be used. 

The destination name is not used in the response group. 

Table 3: Error Messages in SRRS 
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duplicate object 

Error Message 

duplicate list component 

duplicate static association 

- - 

Error Description 

A group stimulus or response n m e  has a duplicate Iist 
component. Duplicated list components are not 
allowed. 

duplicate stimulus response compo- 
nent 

1 The object has already been declared. Duplicate objects 
1 are not allowed- 

' The static association has already been declared. Dupli- 
cate static associations are not allowed. 

The stimulus or response component has already been 
declared. Duplicate stimulus response components are 
not allowed. 

duplicate subtype name 

duplicate type name 

The subtype name has already been declared as a sub- 
type name. Subtype names must be unique in the con- 
text. 

The type narne has already been declared. Type names 
must be unique in the context. 

-- 

end of Overview section not found 1 The end of the Overview section cannot be detected. 
- 

file narne missing 

file not found 

function already declared in 
exported function section 

The comrnand line interface requires a file name as an 
argument. 

The input file name does not exist in the current work- 
ing directory. 

The function has already been declared in the exported 
function section. Duplicate functions are not allowed. 

- -  -- -- - 

Table 3: Error Messages in SRRS 

function already declared in external 
func tion section 

function already declared in local 
function section 

function or predicate declsiration 
missing 

incorrect switch provided 

input string too long, lirnit 1024 

The function has already been declared in the extemal 
function section. Duplicate functions are not allowed. 

The function has already been declared in the local 
function section. Duplicate functions are not allowed. 

A function or predicate has been applied but not 
deciared and is not built-in. 

The switch provided by the user is not supported by the 
tool. The two switches supported are -v (validate) and - 
t (translate to S ) .  

A comment, phrase, or systern name has exceeded the 
maximum length. 
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Error Message 

insufficient memory 

- - - 

labelled lists must have two or more 
elements 

logical condition not of type bool 

rnissing closing brace 

multiple matches found 

multiple relationships found 

no relationship found 

- 

object already declared in constant 
section 

object already declared in type name 
section 

object already declared in subtype 
section 

object already declared in vsp sec- 
tion 

object already declared in system 
state component section 

parameter must be angle bracket 
delimited 

parse error detected near 

predicate already declared in 
exported predicate section 

predicate already declared in exter- 
na1 predicate section 

Error Description 

The program does not have enough memory to run. The 
heap has been exhausted. 
- - -- 

A labelled list has been used that only has one element 
in the list. 

A logical condition does not evaluate to type bool. 

A logical condition is missing a closing end brace. 

Multiple matches to a name have been faund. The name 
is ambiguous. 

Two or more ways of referencing the data have been 
found.The data reference is ambiguous. 

Zero ways of referencing the data have been found by 
building paths. The data reference is ambiguous. 

The object has aiready been declared in the constant 
section. Duplicate object declarations are not ailowed. 

-- -- -- 

The object name has already been declared as a type 
name. Type narnes must be unique in the context. 

The object narne has already been declared as a subtype 
nme.  Subtype narnes must be unique in the context. 

The object has aiready been declared in the vsp section. 
DupIicate object declarations are not allowed. 

The object has already been declared in the system state 
component section. Duplicate object declarations are 
not allowed. 

A parameter in a function or predicate declaration is not 
delimited by angle brackets. 

A general error message that indicates the requirements 
specification does not conform to the grammar. 

The predicate has aIready been declared in the exported 
predicate section. Duplicate predicates are not ailowed. 

The predicate has already been declared in the extemal 
predicate section. Duplicate predicates are not allowed. 

Table 3: Error Messages in SRRS 
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Error Message 

predicate already declared in local 
predicate section 

request message declaration rnissing 

response group declaration missing 

response message declaration rniss- 
mg 

response group used does not match 
the declaration in the responses sec- 
tion 

retum type of a function cannot be 
bool 

source message declaration missing 

source, message declaration rnissing 
in stimulus group 

source narne declaration rnissing 
-- 

source narne not used in stimulus 
group 

static association must related types 

static association not relating two 
unique types 

stimuius group declaration missing 
. 

stimulus response component 
already declared in constant section 

stimulus response component 
already declared in subtype section 

stimulus response component 
already declared in system state 
component section 

- - 

stimulus response component 
already declared in type section 

stimulus response component 
already declared in vsp section 

Error Description 

The predicate has already been declared in the local 
predicate section. Duplicate predicates are not allowed. 

The request message used has not been declared. 

The response group narne used has not been declared. 

The response message used has not been declared. 

The response group used does not match in the 
response action to its declaration. 

The function declaration cannot have return type bool. 

-- - - - - - 

The source message used has not been declared. 
.... - - - 

The source, message used has not been declared in the 
stimulus group. 

The source narne used has not been declared. 

The source name is not used in the stimulus group. 

The static association declared has a data object name. 
The association m u t  be between data types. 

- - 

The static association declared has the type narne asso- 
ciated with itself. The two types must be different. 

The stimulus group narne used is not declared. 

The stimulus or response component has already been 
declared in the constant section. 

The stimulus or response component has already been 
declared in the subtype section. 
- - 

The stimulus or response component has already been 
declared in the system state component section. 

The stimulus or response component has already been 
declared in the type section. 

The stimulus or response component has already been 
declared in the vsp section. 

Table 3: Error Messages in SRRS 
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Error Message 

subtype name already declared as a 
type name 

type mismatch 

unexpected group response narne 

-- - -- 

unexpected placement of parameter 

Error Description 

The subtype name has aiready been declared as a type 
name. Subtype n m e s  must be unique in the context. 

The actual type does not match the expected type. 

The actual group response narne does not match the 
expected group response narne in a response qualifica- 
tion. 

A parameter is found in a response qualification but is 
not expected. 

Table 3: Error Messages in SRRS 
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4. Introduction to a Requirements Specification Unit in SRRS 

A specification unit written in SRRS introduces a unique section of a software 
requirements specification document. A specification unit is composed of seven sections: title, 
overview, stimuli, responses, requirements, declarations, and a performance section (Figure 4.1). 

Title: 
- 

Overview: 

1 Stimuli: I 

Responses: 

Requirernents: 

Declarations: 

r 

Performance: 

Figure 4.1. Stimulus Response Requirernents Specification Unit Structure 

The purpose of each of these sections is summarized beIow. 

4.1 Title Section 

The title provides a unique identifier for the specification unit in the requirements 
specification document. The title should be a meaningful narne that indicates the contents of the 
specification unit. The titre is not a testable requirement. 

4.2 Overview Section 

The overview section provides a summary description of the rejection and normal 
processing performed by the specification unit. There are no testabIe requirements in the 
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Ovex-view section, 

4.3 Stimuli Section 

The stimuli section documents al1 of the stimuli that trigger the specification unit. The 
stimuli section introduces unique group stimulus names. Each group stimulus name is the name 
for a list of one or more (source name, message) pairs. The source narne indicates the origin of 
the stimulus message. The message indicates the contents of the stimulus. The group stimulus 
name provides a name for referencing one or more of the elements of the list in the requirements 
section in a compact notation. 

4.4 Responses Section 

The responses section documents al1 of the responses that are generated by the 
specification unit. The responses section introduces unique group response narnes. A group 
response name is the narne for a list of one or more unique (destination name, message) pairs or 
(destination name, message, message) triples. The destination name indicates where the response 
is going. The message indicates the contents of the response. The group response name provides 
a narne for referencing one or more of the elements of its list in the requirements section in a 
compact notation. The order of the responses is: rejection declaration, acceptance declaration, 
and lastly send, commit, update, and signal declarations. 

4.5 Requirements Section 

The requirement section describes the processing required to transform a stimulus into 
one or more responses. The requirements section is composed of one or more requirements in the 
following order: rejection requirements, acceptame requirements, followed by stinzulrrs response 
requirements. A rejection requirement describes the generation of a rejection with reason 
response. For example, it may be used when a check has failed and an appropriate rejection 
message must be returned to the user indicating why the check failed. An acceptance 
requirement describes the generation of an acceptance response. The purpose of the acceptance 
requirement is to provide feedback to the user. A stimrrlrts resporzse requirement expresses either 
a relationship between a stimulus and one or more responses, or the generation of one or more 
responses under specified conditions (the stimulus is optional). 

A stinzul~is response requirement can be extended by describing response qualification 
andlor resporzse response requirements. A resporzse qrialification describes a postcondition on 
the requirement. A response response requirement is a compact notation for additional stimulus 
response requirements. The evaluation of the stimrilris response, response qualificarion, and 
response response requirements is presented in Section 5. 

4.6 Declaration Section 

The declaration section describes the context for the specification unit. The section 
introduces data types, data subtypes, static associations, constants, variable system parameters, 
system state components, stimulus response components, functions, and predicates. The 
functions and predicates are categorized as local (declared in this specification unit), extemal 
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(declared in another specification unit), or exported (declared in this specification unit for use in 
other specification units). 

4.7 Performance Section 

The performance section describes the performance requirements for the specification 
unit. The performance requirements are described as a list of zero or more logical conditions. 
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5. Requirement Evaluation Rules 

The compact notation supported by the SRRS notation requires an evaluation 
(preprocessing) in order to represent al1 the requirements explicitly. The stimzdzts response 
rnatching rules, response response requirernent, and response qzralificatton requirement 
evaluation rules are described in the foIlowing sections- The explicit representation of al1 of the 
requirernents is necessary for validation checlcing and the translation to S. 

Stimulus Response Matching Rules in SRRS 

The requirement statements relate a group of stimuli that trigger the processing to one or 
more groups of responses using a compact notation. The stimuli and responses must be rnatched, 
however, to represent al1 of the requirements. Three sets of rules for generating the stimulus 
response pairs are described in this section. The kind of response determines which set of rules 
are used to evaluate the stimulus response requirements. 

5.1.1 Return Response 

There are four cases to consider when a stimulus is rnatched with either a rejection with 
reason or an acceptance return response. The cases are based on whether a source andlor the 
destination name are qualified, or specified, in the requirement. The first case has no 
qualification on the source or destination. The second case has a qualified source and a 
unqualified destination. The third case has an unqualified source and a qualified destination. The 
fourth case has a qualified source and qualified destination. The cases are illustrated below using 
the acceptance retum response. The matching rules are the sarne for the rejection wiih reason 
retum response. Each case begins with an illustrative example and is followed by the pseudocode 
to match, or pair, the stimulus and response into a requirement and a bnef summary of the rules. 

Case One 

Example : 
Upon receipt of a [group stimulus name], the system shall return an  [accep- 

tance] . 

Pseudocode: 
For each stimulus in the [group stimulus namel 

Obtain the source name 
For each response in the [acceptancel 
If the source name is not an interna1 signal 

If the destination name matches the source name, 
pair the stimulus and response 

E l s e  
pair the stimulus and response 

In case one, for extemally visible stimuli, a stimulus is paired with every response that 
has the sarne destination name as the source name. For internally sigpalled stimuli, a stimulus is 
paired with every response. 

Case Two 
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Example : 
Upon receipt of a [group stimulus name] from X, the system shall xeturn an 

[acceptance] . 

Pseudocode : 
For each stimulus in the [group stimulus namel 

Obtain the source n m e  
If the source name is X then 

For each response in the [acceptance] 
If the source name is not an interna1 signal 

If the destination name matches the source 
name, 

pair the stimulus and response 
Else 

pair the stimulus and response 

In case two, for externaiiy visible stimuli, a stimulus with source narne X is paired with 
every response with destination name X. For internally signalled stimuli, a stimulus with source 
name X is paired with every response. 

Case Three 

Example : 
Upon receipt of a [group stimulus narne], the system return an [acceptancel 

to Y. 

Pseudocode : 
For each stimulus in the [group stimulus namel 

Obtain the source name 
If the source name is Y then 

For each response in the [acceptance] 
If the destination name is Y 

pair the stirulus and response 

In case three, a response with destination narne Y is paired with every stimulus with 
source narne Y. 

Case Four 

Example : 
Upon receipt of a [group stimulus name] £rom X, the system shall return an 

[acceptance] to Y. 

Pseudocode : 
For each stimulus in the [group stimulus name] 

Obtain the source name 
If the source name is X then 

For each response in the [acceptance] 
If the destination name is Y 

pair the stimulus and response 
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In case four, a response with destination narne Y is paired with every stimulus with 
source narne X. 

5.1.2 Send Response 

There are six cases to consider when a stimulus is matched with a send response. Cases 
one through four are for requirements that have a stimulus present. Cases five and six are for 
requirements that do not have a stimulus present (the stimulus is optional). The first case has no 
qualification on the source o r  destination. The second case has a qualified source and an 
unqualified destination. The third case has an unqualified source and a qualified destination. The 
fourth case has a qualified source and qualified destination. The fifth case has an unqualified 
destination. The sixth case has a qualified destination. Each case begins with an illustrative 
example and is followed by the pseudocode to match, o r  pair, the stimulus and response into a 
requirement and a b k f  sumrnary of the rules. 

Case One 

Example : 
Upon receipt of a [group stimulus naiie], the system shall send a [group re- 

sponse name]. 

Pseudocode: 
For each stimulus in the [group stimulus namel 

Obtain the source name 
For each response in the [group response name] 
If the source name is not an internal signal 

If the destination name matches the source name, 
pair the stimulus and response 
pair the stimulus with the internal signals 
of the response 

Else 
pair the stimulus and response 
pair the stimulus with the internal signals of 
the response 

In case one, for extemally visible stimuli, a stimulus is paired with every response that 
has the same destination narne as the source name. For intemally signalled stimuli (intemal send 
signal, internal update signal, intemal commit signal, internal signal), a stimulus is paired with 
every response. 

Case Two 

Example : 
Upon receipt of a [group stimulus name] from X, the system shall send a 

[group response name] . 

Pseudocode : 
For each stimulus in the [group stimulus name] 

Obtain the source name 
If the source name is X then 
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For eacn response in the [group response name] 
If the source name is not an internal signal 

If the destination name matches the source 
name, 

pair the stimulus and response 
pair the stimzlus with the internal 
signals of the response 

pair the stimulus and response 
pair the stimulus with the internal signals 
of the response 

In case two, for externally visible stimuli, a stimulus with source narne X is paired with 
every response with destination X and the associated internai responses. For intemally sipalled 
stimuli, a stimulus with source narne X is paired with every response. 

Case Three 

Example : 
Upon receipt of a [group stimulus name], the system shall send a [gxoup re- 

sponse name] to Y. 

Pseudocode: 
For each stimulus in the [group siimulus namel 

Obtain the source name 
If the source name is Y then 

For each response in the [group response name] 
If the destination name matches the source name 

pair the stimulus and response 
pair the stimulus with the internal 

signals of the response 

In case three, a response with destination name Y and the associated intemal responses 
are paired with every stimulus with source narne Y. 

Case Four 

Example: 
Upon receipt of a [group stimulus name] from X, the system shall send a 

[group response namel to Y. 

Pseudocode: 
For each stimulus in the [group stimulus namel 

Obtain the source name 
If the source name is X then 

For each response in the [group response name] 
If the destination name is Y 

pair the stimulus and response 
pair the stimulus with the internal 
signals of the response 

In case four, a response with destination narne Y and the associated intemal responses are 
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paired with every stimulus with source name X. 

Case Five 

Example : 
If {logical condition), the system shall send a [group response namel. 

Pseudocode: 
For each response in the [group response namel 

generate a stimulus response requirement 
(stimulus is null) 

In case five, a stimulus response requirement is generated for each response in the group 
response name. 

Case Six 

Example : 
If {logical condition), the system shall send a [group xesponse name] to Y -  

Pseudocode: 
For each response in the [group response name] 

If the destination name is Y 
generate a stimulus response requirement 

(stimulus is null) 
generate a stimulus response requirement for the 

interna1 signals of the response 
(stimulus is null) 

In case six, a stimulus response requirement is generated for each response with 
destination name Y and the associated intemal responses. 

5.1.3 Commit, Update, or Signal Response 

There are three cases to consider when a stimulus is matched with a commit signal, 
update signal, or signal response. The first case has no qualification on the source or destination. 
The second case has an qualified source and an unqualified destination. The third case has no 
stimulus and an unqualified destination. The matching mies are the same for commit, update, 
and signal responses. The commit response is used in the cases below. Each case begins with an 
illustrative example and is followed by the pseudocode to match, or pair, the stimulus and 
response into a requirement and a bief sumrnary of the niles. 

Case 1 

Example : 
Upon receipt of a [group stimulus name], the system shall commit a [group 

response namel . 

Pseudocode: 
For each stimulus in the [group stimulus namel 

For each response in the [group response namsl 
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pair the stimulus and response 
pair the stimulus with the internal signals of 
the response 

In case one, every stimuIus is paired with every response. 

Case 2 

Example : 
Upon receipt of a [group stimulus name] from X, the system shall commit a 

[group response namel . 

Pseudocode: 
For each stimulus in the [group stimulus namel 

If the source name is X 
For each response in the [group response namel 

pair the stimulus and response 
pair the stimulus with the internal signals of 
the response 

In case two, every stimulus with source name X is paired with every response. 
Case 3 

Example : 
If {logical condition), the system shall commit a [group response namel. 

Pseudocode: 
For each response in the [group response name] 

generate a stimulus response requirement 
(stimulus is nul11 

generate a stimulus response requirement for the 
internal signals of the response 

(stimulus is nul11 

In case three, the (null) stimuIus is paired with every response. 

Response Qualification Evaluation Rules 

A stimulus response requirement followed by one or more response qualification 
requirements is a stimulus response requirement with one or more postconditions associated with 
the response. If there are two or more response qualification requirements present, they are 
evaluated as a conjunction. The response qualifications may be a data object of type bool, a 
subtype of bool, the type bool, or a predicate application. 

5.3 Response Response Evaluation Rules 

A stimulus response requirement followed by one or more response response 
requirements is a compact notation for two or more stimulus response requirements. When a 
response response requirement is evaluated, the compact notation may be expanded in three 
ways. The first expansion is that the stimulus on the stimulus response requirement, if present, is 
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added on to each of the response response requirements. The second expansion is that the logical 
condition on the stimulus response requirement, if present, is added on to each of the response 
response requirements. The third expansion is that the logical condition on each of the response 
response requirements, if present, is added to each of its subsequent response response 
requirements. 

5.4 Requirement Evaluation Example 

The exarnple illustrates the application of the stimulus response matching rules for a send 
response and the response qualification evaluation rules. The stimulus, response, requirement, 
and a system state component declaration used in the evaluation of the example are presented in 
the SRRS notation. Subsequently, the actual requirements represented in the exarnple are 
presented. 
Stimuli: 

1) The IOLS shall satisfy the requirements described beiow upon receipt of a [search request] 

from: 

a) Operator <searc h requeso; 

b) "Remote Operator" csearch request>; 

c) VPL Csearch requesb; 

d) SFU csearch request>; 

e) UVIC Csearch request>; 

f) EPL Csearch requestx 

Responses: 

2) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall send a [search response] to: 

a) Operator csearch response>; 

b) "Remote Operator" csearch response>; 

c) VPL aearch  response>; 

d) SFU csearch response>; 

e)  W C  csearch response>; 

f) EPL esearch response>. 

Requirements: 

2) Upon receipt of a [search request], the IOLS shall send a [search response]. {The search 

response is sorted alphabetically ). 
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System State Components: 

1) "The search response is sorted alphabetically7':<bool>. 

In the requirement written above, the stimulus response requirement is "Upon receipt of a 
[search request], the IOLS shall send a [search response]". The evaluation of this requirement is 
based on the send response rnatching rules for the case that has an unqualified source and 
destination. 

Following the stimulus response requirement is the response qualification requirement 
"(The search response is sorted alphabetically}". This response qualification is a data object of 
type bool that is declared in the system state component declaration subsection. 

After evaluation, the six stimulus response requirements generated are: 
1) Upon receipt of a Operator csearch requesu, the IOLS shall send a Operator cseanih 

responsex {The search response is sorted alphabetically). 

2)  Upon receipt of a "Remote Operator" csearch requesu, the IOLS shall send a "Remote 

Operator" csearch response>. {The search response is sorted alphabetically }. 

3) Upon receipt of a VPL <search requesb, the IOLS shall send a VPL csearch responsei. {The 

search response is sorted alphabetically ). 

4) Upon receipt of a SFU csearch requesb, the IOLS shall send a SFU csearch responsex {The 

search response is sorted alphabetically ) . 
5) Upon receipt of a W C  Ksearch requestz, the IOLS shall send a UVIC csearch responsex 

{The search response is sorted alphabetically ). 

6) Upon receipt of a EPL csearch request>, the IOLS shall send a EPL Csearch response>. {The 

search response is sorted alphabetically } . 

6. Syntax and Validation Checks for a Requirements Specification in SRRS 

A requirements specification unit introduces a unique section of a software requirements 
specification document. A specification unit descnbes the title, overview, stimuli, responses, 
requirements, declarations, and performance for one section. These seven sections for a 
requirements specification unit are described in detail below. For each section, a synopsis, 
concrete syntax, and the validation checks that may be performed are provided. 

6.1 General Rernarks 

The following sections of a specification unit are global with respect to the software 
requirement specification document: Title Section, Exported Functions Subsection, and Exported 
Predicates Subsection. Al1 other sections are local to the specification unit. The built-in types and 
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objects (eg., eboob,  TRWE) are available for use in every specification unit. 

The BNF conventions used in the definition of the Ianguage are listed below: 
Reserved symbols are shown in bold-face type, e.g., the 
Non-terminals are underlined, e.g,  stimulus res~onse re~uirement 
Tenninals, or tokens, are in plain text, e-g., Operator 
A syntactic form enclosed within "{" and "}" indicates that the syntactic form is optional 
A syntactic form enclosed within "(" and "}" followed by a "*" indicates zero or  more itera- 
tions of the syntactic form 
Required punctuation characters are enclosed within single quotes 
A syntactic form enclosed within "{" and "}" followed by a "+" indicates one or  more itera- 
tions of the syntactic form 
The symbols "{", "1" used to specify syntactic forms should not be confused with the 
reserved symbols "{", "}". The latter are shown in bold-face in this document 

The subsections that defined the language are not applicable at al1 times. The definition 
should be read with the following rules: 

1. If a specification passes the lexical analysis (Le., it parses correctly), then the evaluation 
rules are applicable. 

2. If the specification passes the application of the evaluation rules, then the specification 
may be translated into S. 

Labelled lists are supported to a depth of two levels. The indexing labels used for the lists 
are defined by the project standard. The concrete syntax defines a label as one or two printable 
ASCII characters followed by a closing parenthesis. The indexing used in the hierarchy below is 
only a suggestion for use. 
1. Label level one is a one digit number that identifies the list item. The first list item has the 

label "1)". Each n+l list item has the number (n+l) followed by a closing parenthesis. 
2. Label level two is a lower case letter that identifies the list item. The first list item has the 

label "a)". Each n+l list item has the subsequent letter followed by a closing parenthesis. If 
more than 26 items are needed in a list, the 27th item begins with the label "aa)". 

The punctuation used on the items in the labelled list is semi-colons at the end of each 
line and a period or semi-colon on the last line item. 

In a requirement, a labelled list is a compact notation for writing multiple, similar 
requirements. In the exarnple below, a requirement written in the list format and its equivalent 
requirements written in a non-list format are shown. The list format removes redundancy in the 
requirement which makes it simpler to modify. 

Exarnple using labelled list 
1) Upon receipt of a [ do something request], if (some condition holds } the 

sorne-system shall: 
a) send a [send response]; 
b) update a [ update response] ; 
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c) signal a [signal response]. 

Exarnple not using labelled list 
1) Upon receipt of a [ do something request], if {some condition holds }, the 

sorne-system shall send a [send response]. 

2 )  Upon receipt of a [ do sornething request], if {some condition holds }, the 
somesystem shall update a [ update response]. 

3) Upon receipt of a [ do something request], if {some condition holds }, the 
sorne-system shall signal a [s isa l  response]. 

6.2 Requirement Specification Unit 

6-2.1 Synopsis 

A requirements specification unit introduces a unique section of a software requirements 
specification document. A specification unit describes the title, overview, stimuli, responses, 
requirements. declarations, and performance for one section. 

6.2.2 Concrete Syntax 

A specification unit must match the following BNF rules: 
s~ecification unit := 

Title Section 
Overview Section 
Stimuli Section 
Responses Section 
Requirements Section 
Declarations Section 
Performance Section 

6.2.3 Validation Checking 

The specification unit fails validation checking if any of its sections fail. 

6.3 Title Section 

6.3.1 Synopsis 

The Title Section uniquely identifies the specification unit in the software requirements 
specification. There are no testable requirements in the title section. 
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6.3.2 Concrete Syntax 

A title section must match the following BNF rules: 
TitIe Section := 

Title ':' '\' phrase '\' 

Title: \ My title \ 

6.3-3 Validation Checking 

There are no validation checks psrforrned on the titie section. 

6.4 Overview Section 

6.4.1 Synopsis 

The overview section describes the rejection and normal processing performed by the 
specification unit. There are no testable requirements in the title section. 

6.4.2 Concrete Syntax 

An overview section must match the following BNF rules: 
Overview Section := 

Overview ' : ' phrase 

Overview: 
The My title specification unit does this, that, and the other thing. 

6.4.3 Validation Checking 

There are no validation checks performed on the overview section. 

6.5 Stimuli Section 

6.5.1 Synopsis 

The stimuli section documents al1 of the stimuli that tngger the specification unit. The 
stimuli section is organized as a list of zero or more, unique group stimulus names. Each group 
stimulus name is the narne for a list of (source, message) pairs. The source name indicates the 
ongin of the stimulus message. The message narne indicates the data type of the stimulus 
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message. The group stimulus name provides a name for referencing one or more of the elements 
of the Iist in the requirements section. 

6.5.2 Concrete Syntax 

A Stimuli Section rnust match the following BN-F rules: 
Stimuli Section := 

Stimuli ':' 
{ label The system-name shall satisfy the requirements described below upon receipt 
of a '[' moup stimuius name '1' from: labeled Iist of stimuli) )* 

labeled list of stimuli := 
{ 
({label source reauest message ';' )) 
1 ({label internal commit signal of a si.mal message ';' }) 
1 ({label internal update signal of a signal message ';' )) 
1 ({label internal send signal of a simal message ';' )) 
1 ({label internal signal of a sional message ';' )) 
}*  
((label source reauest messaee '.' ) 
1 ( label internal commit signal of a simal message ) '.') 
1 ( label interna1 update signal of a si al message ) '.' ) 
( ( label interna1 send signal of a si al message '.' ) 
1 ( label internal signal of a s i s a l  message '.' )) 

stimulus name := phrase 
source := phrase 1 '"' phrase '"' 1 '<' phrase '>' 
re~ues t  message - := '<' phrase '>' 
s i s a l  - message - := '4 phrase '9 

Example 

Stimuli: 
1) The somesystem shall satisfy the requirements described below upon receipt of a [do this 

request] frorn: 
a) Operator <do this>; 
b) "Remote Operator" <do this tao>; 
c) internal signal of a <do this as w e b .  

1) The some-system shall satisfy the requirements described below upon receipt of a [do that 
request] froh: 

a) internal commit signal <do thab;  
c) interna1 signal of a <do that too>. 

1) The somesystem shall satisfy the requirements described below upon receipt of a [do the 
other thing request] frorn: 
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a) Operator <do thab. 

6.5.3 Validation Checking 

The stimuli section fails validation checking if: 
1. a source is used that is not declared 
2.  a source is not of type "<source>" 
3. a request-message is used that is not declared 
4. a request-message is not of type 'krequest message>" 
5. a signal-message is used that is not declared 
6. the group~stimulus~name is not unique (i.e., the group-stimulus-name is already declared) 
7. a source, request-message pair in a group~stirnulus~name is not unique (i.e., there are dupli- 

cate components in the list of a group~stimulus~name) 
8. an interna1 commit, update, send, or signal signal-message pair in a group~stimulus~narne is 

not unique (i-e., there are duplicate components in the list of a goup-stimulus-name) 

6.6 Responses Section 

6.6.1 Synopsis 

The responses section documents al1 of the responses generated by the specification unit. 
The responses section is organized as a Iist of one or more unique goup  response narnes. The 
group response name is the iiame for a iist of one or more unique (destination, message) pairs or 
(destination, message, message) triples. The destination indicates where the response is going. 
The message indicates the contents of the response. The group response name provides a name 
for referencing one or more of the elements of the list in the requirements section. 

6.6.2 Concrete Syntax 

A'Responses Section must match the following BNF rules: 
Res~onses Section := 

Responses: 
( reiection with reason res onse { general response )*) 

tance response { general response ) *) 
1 ( rejection with reason response acceptance response { general response )*) 

general response: 
(send response 1 commit res date resoonse 1 simal res~onse ) 

Example 

Responses: 
1) As specified by the requirements described below, the some-system shali return a 

[rejection with reason] to: 
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a) Operator ethis rejection message>; 
b) "Rernote Operator" a h a t  rejection message>. 

2) As specified by the requirements described below, the some-system shall retum an 
[acceptance] to: 

a) Operator cthis acceptance message>; 
b) "Rernote Operator" cthat acceptance message>. 

3) As specified by the requirements descnbed below, the some-system shall send a [did 
sornething response] to: 

a) Operator <this to send>; 
b) intemal send signal of a a h i s  send signal>; 
c) "Remote Operator" cthat to sen&; 
d) Printer <the other thing to print>. 

4) As specified by the requirements described below, the some-system shall commit a [did 
that commit response] as: 

a) cthat data to commit>; 
b) intemal commit signal of a <committed data signal >; 
c) interna1 commit signal of a <committed data signal as well>; 
d) cpart of the d a t o  to <a larger part of the datw. 

5) As specified by the requirements described below, the somesystem shall update a [did the 
other update response] as: 

a) <the other data to update>; 
b) <part of the data to update> to <a bipger part of the data>; 
c) eeven more data to update>; 
d) intemal update signal ceven more data updated signal>. 

6 )  As specified by the requirements descnbed below, the some-system shall signal a [signal- 
ling some response] to: 

a) intemal signal of a csomething happened signal>. 

6.6.3 Validation Checking 

The response section fails validation checking if any of its component responses fail 
validation checking. 

6.6.4 Rejection with Reason Response 

6.6.4.1 Synopsis 

The rejection with reason response introduces a unique group-response-name declaration 
rejection with reason]". The group-response-nme is the narne for a list of one or more 

destination, message pairs. The purpose of the rejection with reason response is to provide 
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feedback to the user when a check in the requirements has failed. 

6.6.4.2 Concrete Syntax 

A rejection with reason response must match the following BNF rules: 
reiection with reason response := 

label As specified by the requirements described below ',' the system-name shall 
return a '1' rejection with reason '1' to ':' 

((label destination response message ';' )*) 
(label destination remonse message '.' ) 

destination := phrase 1 '"' phrase '"' 1 '<' phrase '>' 
remonse message := '<' phrase '>' 

1) As specified by the requirements described below, the some-systern shall retum a 
[rejection with reason] to: 

a) Operator ethis rejection message>; 
b) "Remote Operator" cthat rejection message>. 

6.6.4.3 Validation Checking 

The response declaration fails validation checking if: 
1. the group-response-narne, [rejection with reason], is already declared 
2. a destination, destination_message pair is already declared (Le., there are duplicate compo- 

nents in the list of a group-responsepame) 
3. a response-message is used that is not declared 
4. a response-message is not of type "cresponse message>" 
5. a destination is used that is not declared 
6. a destination is not of type "<destination>" 

6.6.5 Acceptance Response 

6.6.5.1 Synopsis 

The acceptance response introduces a unique group-response-name declaration, 
"[acceptance 1". The group-response-name is the name for a list of one or more, unique 
destination, typename pairs. The purpose of the acceptance response is to provide feedback to 
the user. 

6.6.5.2 Concrete Syntax 

The acceptance response must match the foliowing BNF rules: 
acceptance response := 
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label As specified by the requirements described below ', ' the system-name shall 
return an [ acceptance ] to ': ' 

( ( label destination response message ';' )*) 
(label destination response message '.' ) 

destination : phrase 1 '"' phrase '"' 1 'c' phrase '>' 
response messaqe : '<' phrase '>' 

1) As specified by the requirements described below, the some-system shall return an 
[acceptance] to: 

a) Operator ahis  acceptance message>; 
b) "Remote Operator" cthat acceptance message>. 

6.6.5.3 Validation Checking 

The response declaration fails validation checking if: 
1. the group-response-narne, [acceptance], is already declared 
2. a destination, response-message pair is already declared in a group-response-name (Le., 

there are duplicate components in the Iist of a group-response-name) 
3. a response-message is used that is not declared 
4. a response-message is not of type "u-esponse message>" 
5. a destination is used that is not declared 
6. a destination is not of type "<destination>". 

6.6.6 Send Response 

6.6.6.1 Synopsis 

The send response introduces a unique group-response-name declaration. The 
group-response-name is the name for a list of one or more, unique destination, message pairs. 
The destination message response is an extemally visible, testable response. The message of an 
extemally visible response must be of type cresponse message>. For each externally visible 
destination, response message pair, zero or more intemal send signals may be declared to trigger 
processing that is described in another specifi cation unit. The intemal send signal is not a testable 
requirement. The message of an intemal send signal does not have to be of type aesponse 
message>. 

6.6.6.2 Concrete Syntax 

A send response must match the following BNF d e s :  
send response := 

label As specified by the requirements described below ',' the system-name shali send 
a '[' erouv res~onse name '1' to ':' 

({( label destination response messaee ';' ) 
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{label internal send signal of a signal message ';' } * 1 *) 
( label destination res~onse message ';' 
{label internal send signal of a simal message ';' } * 
label interna1 send signal of a simal messace '.') 

- 

1 ( label destination response message '.' ) 
SOUP response name := phrase 
destination := phrase 1 "" phrase "" 1 'c' phrase '>' 
response message - := '<' phrase '9 
simal message := '<' phrase '>' 

1) As specified by the requirements descnbed beiow, the sorne-system shall send a [did 
something response] to: 

a) Operator <this to send>; 
b) intemal send signal of a cthis send signal>; 
c) "Remote Operator" cthat to senci>; 
d) Printer <the other thing to print>. 

6.6.6.3 Validation Checking 

The send response fails validation checking if: 
the groupresponse_name is atready declared 
a destination, response-message pair is already declared in a group-response-name (i.e., 
there are duplicate components in the list of a group-response-name) 
a destination, signal-message pair is already declared in the list of internal send signals fol- 
lowing an extemal send response (i.e., there are duplicate components in the list of internal 
send signals) 
a response-message is used that is not declared 
a response-message is not of type "uesponse message>" 
a signalmessage is used that is not declared 
a destination is used that is not declared 
a destination is not of type "<destination>" 

6.6.7 Commit Response 

6.6.7.1 Synopsis 

The commit response declaration introduces a group-response-narne for one or more 
messages that are committed. A comrnitted message is considered "safe" data, Le., saved, if the 
system fails. Each message that is comrnitted may also have zero or more internal commit 
signals, which are used to trigger processing in another specification unit. An intemal commit 
signal is not a testable requirement. 
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6.6.7.2 Concrete Syntax 

A commit response must match the following BNF rules: 
commit response := 

label As specified by the requirements described below ',' the system-narne shall 
commit a '[' yroup resoonse name '1' as : 
( { ( label messagel - { to messaoq A ';' } ) 

{( label interna1 commit signal of a message - 1 ';' ) }* } * ) 
( label messagel - { to message, - } ';') 
({( label interna1 commit signal of a message1 - } ';') }* ) 

( label interna1 commit signal of a messagel A '.' ) 
1 ( label messagel - { to message2 - '.' ) ) 

s o u p  response name := phrase 
message I:= '<' phrase '>' - 
message2:= - '<' phrase '>' 

Ex ample 

4) As specified by the requirements described below, the some-system shall commit a [did 
that commit response] as: 

a) cthat data to cornmit>; 
b) internal commit signal of a ccommitted data signal >; 
c) internal commit signal of a ccommitted data signal as welb; 
d) <part of the d a t ~  to <a larger part of the datm. 

6.6.7.3 Validation Checking 

The response declaration fails validation checking if: 
1. a messagel is not declared 
2. a message2 is not declared 
3. a unique reference does not exist from message-, to messagel 
4. the group-response-name is already declared 
5 .  a destination, message pair is already declared in a group-response-name (Le., there are 

duplicate components in the list of a groupresponse-name) 
6 .  a destination, signal-message pair is already declared in the list of internal commit sipals fol- 

lowing a commit response (i.e., there are duplicate components in the list of intemal commit 
signals) 

6.6.8 Update Response 

6.6.8.1 Synopsis 

The update response declaration introduces a local-response-name for one or more 
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type-names that are updated to a type-name. An updated message is not considered "safe", Le., 
saved, if the system fails. Each data type-name that is updated may also have zero or more 
internal update events which are used to trigger processing in another specification unit. An 
internal update signal is not a testable requirement. 

6.6.8.2 Concrete Syntax 

An update response must match the following BNF rules: 
update response := 

label As specified by the requirements described below ',' the 
system-name shall update a '[' group resoonse name '1' as : 
( { ( label messagel - - { to message? - ';' } ) 

{ ( label interna1 update signal of a messagel - ';') } * } * ) 
( label messagel - {to message2 - } ';' ) 

( label interna1 update signal of a messagel - '.' ) 
1 ( label messagel { to message? } '.' ) - - 

~ U D  resvonse name := phrase 
message - := '<' phrase '>' - 
message2:= - '<' phrase 5' 

Example 

5) As specified by the requirements described below, the some-system shall update a [did the 
other update response] as: 

a) <the other data to updatex 
b) <part of the data to update> to <a bigger part of the data>; 
c) <even more data to update>; 
d) intemal update signal ceven more data updated signal>. 

6.6.8.3 Validation Checking 

The update response fails validation checking if: 
1. a messagel is not declared 
1. a message:, is not declared 
2.  a unique reference does not exist from message:, to messagel 
3. the proup-response-narne is already declared 
4. the destination, message, message triple is already declared in a group-response-name (Le., 

there are duplicate components in the list of a group-response-narne) 
5. a destination, signal-message pair is already declared in the list of intemal update signals fol- 

lowing an update response (Le., there are duplicate components in the list of intemal update 
signâls) 
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6.6.9 Signal Response 

6.6.9.1 Synopsis 

The signal response declaration introduces a group signal narne for one or more, unique 
destination, message pairs. The destination is an "internal signal". The signal is used to couple 
processing described in different specification units. The signals are not associated with an 
extemally visible send, commit, or update response action. Signals are not testable requirements. 

6.6.9.2 Syntax 

A signal response must match the following BNF rules: 
simal - res~onse := 

label As specified by the requirements described below ',' the system-name shall 
signai a '[' grouv res~onse name '1' to ':' 

{ label internal signal of a simal messaoe ';' ) * 
Label internal signal of a simal message '.' 

,group resvonse narne := phrase 
simal messace - := '<' phrase 5' 

6 )  As specified by the requirements described below, the some-system shall signal a [signal- 
ling some response] to: 

a) internal signal of a csomething happened signal>. 

6.6.9.3 Validation Checking 

The response declaration fails validation checking if: 
1. a message is not declared 
2. the group-responsename is already declared 
3. a destination, message pair is already declared in a proup-response-name (Le., there are 

duplicate components in the list of a group-responsename) 

6.7 Stimulus Response Matching Section 

6.7.1 Synopsis 

The stimulus response matching section allows the user to match a stimulus in a specific 
group stimulus name with a response in a specific group response name. This allows the user to 
ovemde the stimulus response matching rules. 
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6.7.2 Concrete Syntax 

A Stimulus Response Matching Section must match the following BNF rules: 

Stimulus Response Matchino; Section := 
Stimulus Response Matching ':' 
{label The source '<' messagel '>' in '[' grou stimuIus name '1' is only matched with - 
destination '<' messaseî - '>' in '[' group response name '1' '.' }*  - 

 sou^ stimulus narne := phrase 
,group response name := phrase 
source :=phrase 1 "'' phrase "" 1 'c' phrase '>' 
destination := phrase 1 '"' phrase "" 1 '<' phrase '>' 
message, := '4 phrase '>' - 
message7:= - 'd phrase '>' - 

6.7.3 Validation Checking 

The stimulus response matching section fails validation checking if: 
1. the source is not of type <source> 
2. the destination is not of type <destination> 
3. the messagel is not of type uequest message> 
4. the message2 is not of type cresponse message> 
5. the group-stimulus_narne is not declared 
6. the group-response-name is not decIared 
7. the source, messagel pairisnot in the group~stimutus~name 
8. the destination, message7 - pair is not in the group-response-name 
9. 

6.8 Requirements Section 

6.8.4 General 

6.8.4.1 Synopsis 

The requirement section describes the processing required to transform a stimulus into a 
response. The requirements section is composed of one or more requirement staternents. The 
order of the requirements is rejection processing, acceptance processing, followed by stimulus 
response requirements. 

6.8.4.2 Concrete Syntax 

A requirements section must match the following BNF rules: 
Requirements Section := 

ection remirement }+ (acce tance requirement } * {stimulus res onse requirement } *) 
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1 ({acceptance requirernent}t {stimulus response remirement}" ) 
1 {stimulus remonse requirement }+ 

Example 

Requirements : 

1) Upon receipt of a [do rhis request], if {there is some bad data} the some-system shall retum 
a [rejection with reason]. 

Upon receipt of a [do the other thing request] , the some-system shall return a [acceptance] 
to "Remote Operator". 

Upon receipt of a [do that request] from "intemal signal", the some-system shall send a 
[did something response] . 

Upon receipt of a [do this request] , if {some condition holds}, the somesystem shall 
commit a [did that commit response]. 

Upon receipt of a [do this request] , the some-system shall update a [did the other update 
response] , if { some other condition holds ) . 

Upon receipt of a [do that request] , if {some interesting condition holds }, the somesystem 
shall: 
a) signal a [signalling some response]; 
b) send a [did something response] to "Remote Operator"; 
c) commit a [did that commit response]. 

Upon receipt of a [do this request] , the some-system shall signal a [signalling some 
response] . 

If {some condition holds ), the some-system shall send a [did something response] to 
Operator. 

6.8.4.3 Validation Checking 

The requirement section fails validation checking if: 
1. a rejection requirement, if present, fails 
2 .  an acceptance requirement, if present, fails 
3. a stimulus response requirement, if present, fails 

6.8.5 Rejection Requirement 

6.8.5.1 Synopsis 

The rejection requirement describes the generation of a rejection with reason. 
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6.8.5.2 Syntax 

rejection requirement := 
label Upon receipt of a '1‘ mou response narne '1' { from source ) ',' 

(if '{' 10-gical condition '1' ) ',' the system-narne shall return a 
[ rejection with reason ] ( to destination } '.' 

group response name := phrase 
source := phrase 1 phrase "" 1 '<' phrase '>' 
destination := phrase 1 '<<' phrase '"' 1 '<' phrase '>' 

Example 
1) Upon receipt of a [do this request], if {some check has failed) the some-system shall retum 

a [rejection with reason]. 

6.8.5.3 Validation Checking 

A rejection requirement fails validation c hec king if: 
1. the group-response-name, if present, is not declared 
2. the source, if present, is not declared 
3. the source, if present, is not of type "<source>" 
4. the source, if present, is not declared as a source in the group-response-narne 
5. the destination, if present, is not declared 
6.  the destination, if present, is not of type "<destination>" 
7. the destination, if present, is not declared as a destination in the rejection with reason 

group-response-name 
8. the logicalcondition, if present, does not evaluate to type <bool> (Section 8) 

6.8.6 Acceptance Requirement 

6.8.6.1 Synopsis 

The acceptance requirement describes the generation of an acceptance response. 

6.8.6.2 Concrete Syntax 

acceptance requirement := 
label Upon receipt of a '[' gour, response name '1' { from source) ',' 

{if '{' l o ~ c a l  condition ')' ) ',' the system-name shall return an 
[ acceptance ] (to destination ) '.' 

FOUI) response name := phrase 
destination := phrase 1 'cc' phrase '"' 1 '<' phrase '>' 
source := phrase 1 phrase '"' 1 'c' phrase '>' 

Example 
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2)  Upon receipt of a [do the other thing request] , the some-system shall return an 
[acceptance] to "Remote Operator". 

6.8.6.3 Validation Checking 

An acceptance requirement fails validation checking if: 
1. the group-response-name is not declared 
3. the destination, if present, is not declared 
3. the destination, if present, is not of type "<destination>" 

6.8.7 Stimulus Response Requirement 

6.8.7.1 Synopsis 

A stimulus response requirement expresses either a direct relationship between a stimdus 
and one or more responses or the generation of one or more responses (the stimulus is optional). 
The stimulus response requirement can be extended by describing response qualification andor 
response response requirements. A response qualification is a predicate that is applied to an 
attribute of the response message or a boolean condition. A response response requirement is a 
requirement that cascades from the previous stimulus response requirement. The evaluation niles 
for response qualification and response response requirements are in Chapter 4. 

6.8.7.2 Concrete Syntax 

A stimulus response requirement must match the following BNF rules: 
stimulus response reauirement := 

( label stimulus part { if '{' Iogicai condition '1' ',' ) the system-name shall action '.') 
1 ( label stimulus part the system-name shall action ','{ if '{' looical condition ')' } '.') 
1 ( label if '{' logical condition ')' ',' the system-name shall action '.') 
1 ( label the system-name shall action ',' if '1' logical condition ')' '.') 
1 ( label stimulus art { if '{' logical condition '1' ',' ) the system-name shall ':' 

action list '.') 
1 ( label stimulus part the systern-name shall ':' action list ',' 

( if '{' logical condition '1' ) '.') 
1 ( label if '{' logical condition ')' ',' the system-name shall ':' action list '.') 
1 ( label the system-name shall ':' action list ',' if '{' logical condition '}' '.') 

stimulus part := 
Upon receipt of a '[' oroup stimulus name '1' { €rom source) ',' 

action : = 
send a ' [' grou response name '1' { to destination ) 

{ '.' '{' send response udification ')' }* { '.' send response response ) ) 
{ '.' commit res~onse response ) 

1 update a '[' orour, response name '1' { '.' '{' u~da t e  response qualification '1' )* 

2 15 
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{ '.' uvdate response resuonse ) 
1 signal a '1' group response name '1' 

{ '.' '(' simal remonse aualification '1' )* { '.' simal response res 
1 send a '[' group resy>onse name '1' { to destination 1 

{ '.' '{' send res onse qualification ')' ) * { '.' send res~onse res 
1 commit a '1' mour, response name '1' 

{'.' '{' commit response qualification '1' }* { '.' commit respmse response list j 
1 update a '[' goua  remonse name '1' 

{ '.' '{' update res onse qualification '1' ) * { '.' u~date  res onse response list ) 
1 signal a '[' ~ o u p  response name '1' 

{'.' '{' simal - res~onse qualification ')' )* {'.' si al response response list ) ) 

action list := 
{ label send a '[' group response name '1' { to destination ) 

{ ',' '{' send response qualification ')' )* ( '.' send response res 
1 label commit a '[' grouo resoonse name '1' 

{'.' '{' commit res onse qualification ')' )* { '.' commit response response ) ';' 
1 label update a '[' grou response name '1' 

date response aualification '1' }* { '.' update response res 
1 label signal a '['  pou^ response narne '1' 

{ '.' '{' simal res onse aualification ')' )* { '.' -al res~onse resoonse } ';' )+ 
( ( label send a '[' group response name '1' { to destination ) 

{ '.' '{' send response qualification '1' ) * { '.' send resvonse response ) 
1 label commit a '[' FOUR response narne '1' 

{ '.' '{' commit response aualification '1' )* { '.' commit response resy>onse ) 
1 label update a '[' group response name '1' 

date response aualification '1' } * { '.' update response res 
( label signal a '[' group response name '1' 

{ '.' '{' si.ma1 res onse qualification '1' ) * { '.' si gnat response response ) 

grout, response name := phrase 
source := phrase 1 'W phrase '"' 1 '<' phrase '9 
destination := phrase [ '6" phrase "" 1 'c' phrase '>' 

Example 
3) Upon receipt of a [do that request] from "interna1 signal", the some-system shall send a 

[did something response]. 

4) Upon receipt of a [do this request] . if {some condition holds), the some-system shall 
commit a [did that commit response]. 

5) Upon receipt of a [do this request] , the some-system shall update a [did the other update 
response] , if { some other condition holds ) . 

6 )  Upon receipt of a [do that request] , if {some interesting condition holds}, the some-system 
shall: 
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a) signal a [signalling some response]; 
b) send a [did something response]; 
c) commit a [did that commit response]. 

7) Upon receipt of a [do this request] , the somesystem shall signal a [signalling some 
response]. 

8) If {some condition holds ), the some-system shall send a [did something response] to 
Operator. 

6.8.7.3 Validation C hecking 

The stimulus response requirement fails validation checking if: 
1. the stimulus part, if present, fails 
2 .  the condition part, if present, fails (Section 8) 
3. an action, if present, fails 
4. an action list, if present fails. 

A stimulus part fails validation checking if: 
1. the group~stimulus~narne is not declared 
2. the source, if present, is not declared 
3. the source, if present, is not of type "<source>" 
4. the source, if present, is not in the group~stimulus~narne 

A condition part fails validation checking if: 
1. the logical condition does not evaluate to a boolean type (Section 8) 

An action fails validation checking if: 
1. the group-response-name is not declared 
3. the destination, if present, is not declared 
3. the destination, if present, is not of type "<destination>" 
4. the destination, if present, is not in the group-response-name 
5 .  a send response response, if present, fails 
6 .  a send response response list, if present, fails 
7. a commit response qualification, if present, fails 
8. a commit response response, if present fails 
9. a commit response response list, if present fails 
10. an update response qualification, if present, fails 
11. an update response response, if present, fails 
12. an update response response list, if present, fails 
13. a signal response qualification, if present, fails 
14. a signal response response, if present, fails 
15. a signal response response list, if present, fails 

An action list fails validation checking if: 
1. the group-response-name is not declared 
2. the destination, if present, is not declared 
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3. the destination, if present, is not of type "<destination>" 
4- the destination, if present, is not in the group-response-narne 
5. a send response response, if present, fails 
6 .  a commit response qualification, if present, fails 
7. a commit response response, if present fails 
8. an update response qualification, if present, fails 
9. an update response response, if present, fails 
10. a signal response qualification, if present, fails 
I l .  a signal response response, if present, fails 

6.8.8 Response Qualification Requirement 

6.8.8.1 Synopsis 

A response qualification requirement is either a predicate or a boolean condition. If it is a 
predicate, then it is applied to an attribute of the destination message or the complete destination 
message of a sent, committed, updated, or sigalled group response name. The destination narne 
may also be applied to a predicate for a sent group response narne. 

6.8.8.2 Concrete Syntax 

The send, update, commit, and signal response qualifications must match the following 
BNF d e s :  
send res~onse aualification : 

( '{' send attribute '1' predicate body text { send parameter ~redicate body text }* 
( send parameter )) 

({  predicate bo text send parameter )* (predicate bodv text '(' send attribute ')') 
{ predicate body text send arameter )* {predicate body text ) ) 
1 '{' boolean condition '}' 

send attribute := 
( ( al1 of) [(one or more of )[ (none of) the '{' message '1' ( of 1 specified in 

1 associated with ) the sent '{' '[' group response name '3' '}' ) 
1 ( ( Al1 of) I(One or more of )( (None of) the '{' messaw '}' ( of 1 specified in 

1 associated with ) the sent '{' '1' =OUI> response narne '1' '1') 
1 the '{' messa e '}' ( of 1 specified in 1 associated with ) the sent 

6 6 6 '  { [ erouv response name '1' '1' ) 
1 The '{ ' message ')' ( of 1 specified in 1 associated with ) the sent 

' 6 "  { [ group resRonse name '1' ')' ) 
1 ( the sent '{' '[' group response narne '1' '}' ) 
1 ( The sent '{' '[' g o u p  response name '1' '1' ) 
1 ( the '{' destination '1' of the sent '{' '[' group response name '1' '1' ) 
( The '{' destination '1' of the sent '{' '[' ,croup response name '1' '1' ) 

WUP resaonse name:= phrase 
message:= phrase 1 '"' phrase "" 1 'd phrase 3' ( set of 'c' phrase '9 
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destination := phrase 1 '"' phrase '"' 1 '<' phrase '>' 
predicate bodv text := phrase 
send parameter := data expression 
boolean condition := phrase 1 '<' phrase '>' 

Examples 

{ The {colour field} specified in the sent ( [did something response] ) is set to blue } 

{ some booIean condition holds } 

commit response aualification := 
('{' commit attribute '1' predicate body text ) { commit parameter 

predicate bodv text ) * { commit Darameter ) ) 
1 ({predicate body text commit parameter }* (predicate body text 

'{' commit attribute ')' ) ( { predicate body text commit parameter }* 
{ predicate bodv text } ) 

1 '{' boolean condition '}' 

commit attribute := 
( ( ail of)l(one or more of )I (none of)} the '{' message '1' ( of 1 specified in 

1 associated with ) the committed ' {& '(' group response name '1' '}') 
1 ( ( Al1 of) ](One or more of )[ (None of) the '{' message '}' ( of 1 specified in 

1 associated with ) the committed '{< '[' group response name '1' '1') 
1 ( the '{' message '1' ( of 1 specified in 1 associated with ) } the committed 

'{' '[' croup response name '1' ')') 
1 ( The '{' message '1' ( of 1 specified in ( associated with ) } the committed 

'{' '[' group remonse name '1' '1') 
1 ( the committed '{' '[' ProuD resoonse name '1' '}') 
1 ( The committed '(' '[' group response name '3' ')') 

group response name:= phrase 
message:= phrase 1 '66y phrase "" 1 '<' phrase '9 1 set of 'c' phrase '>' 
predicate body text := phrase 
commit parameter := data expression 
boolean condition := phrase 1 '<' phrase 's' 

{ The comrnitted { [did that commit response] } is a pararneter of some predicate j 

update response aualification := 
( '{' update attnbute '}' predicate bodv text { update parameter redicate body text } * 

1 ({ predicate body text update parameter }*  (predicate bodv text ' 
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{' uridate attribute '1 ' )  
{ predicate body text update parameter }* {predicate body text} ) 
1 '{' boolean condition '}' 

uodate attribute := 
( ( al1 of)l(one or more of )I (none of) ] the '(' message '}' ( of 1 specified in 

1 associated with ) the updated '{' '[' group response name '1' ')') 
1 ( ( Al1 of) I(One or more of )I (None of) the '{' message ')' ( of 1 specified in 

1 associated with ) the updated '{' '[' group response narne '1' ')') 
1 ( the '{ ' messace ')' ( of 1 specified in [ associated with ) } the updated 

6 6 6 7  { [ moup response name '1' '}') 
1 ( The '{' messaoe '1' ( of 1 specified in 1 associated with ) } the updated 

6 6 ' '  { [ group response name '3' '1') 
1 ( the updated '(' '1' g o w  response name '1' '}') 
1 ( The updated 'IL '1' gr ou^ remonse name '1' '}') 

Sroup remonse name:= phrase 
messape:= phrase 1 '"' phrase "" 1 '<' phrase '9 1 set of '<' phrase '>' 
predicate body text := phrase 
u~da te  pararneter := data expression 
boolean condition := phrase 1 '<' phrase '>' 

{ There is a predicate that has {the updated [did the other update response] ) as a pararneter}. 

{AH of the {colour field} associated with the updated [did the other update response] are set 
to pink}. 

simal res~onse aualification := 
('{' signal attribute '1' predicate body text } {si-mal parameter 

predicate bodv text }*  { simal prameter ) ) 
1 ({predicate body text si al parameter } *  (predicate bodv text '{' signal attnbute '1' ) 
( ( predicate bodv text si na1 parameter }*  { predicate body text ) ) 
1 '{' boolean condition '1' 

simal attribute := 
( ( al1 of)[(one or more of)[  (none of)} the '{' message '}' ( of 1 specified in 

1 associated with ) the signaled '{' '[' s o u p  response name '1' ' 1 ' )  
1 ( ( Al1 O€) I(One or more of ) I  (None of') the '(' message '}' ( of 1 specified in 

1 associated with ) the signaled '{' '1' goup  resoonse name '1' '}') 
1 ( the '{' message '1' ( of 1 specified in 1 associated with ) } the signaled 

6 6 ' 3  { [ group response name '1' '1') 
1 ( The '{' message '1' ( of 1 specified in 1 associated with ) } the signaled 

6 6 6 7  { [ grouo response name '1' '1') 
1 ( the signaled '{' '1' moup response name '1' '}') 
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1 ( The signaled '{' '[' proup remonse name '1' '}') 

gr ou^ response name:= phrase 
messape:= phrase 1 '"' phrase '"' 1 '<' phrase '>' 1 set of '<' phrase '>' 
predicate body text := phrase 
signal parameter := data expression 
boolean condition := phrase 1 '<' phrase '>' 

{ There is a predicate that has (al1 of the {colour field} of the signaled { [signalling some 
response] } } as the first parameter and ( some other data of interest } as a second parame- 
ter }. 

{ some other facinating condition holds } 

6.8.8.3 Validation Checking 

The response qualification will fail validation checking if: 
1. there is not a unique reference frorn the group-response-name to the message, if present 
2. a declared predicate does not match the predicate application, if present 
3. the group-response-name used in the  response qualification does not match the 

group-responsename in the stimulus response requirement it is qualifying 
4. the group-response name used in the response qualification does not match the category of 

the declaration of the group-response-name in the responses section eg. ,  send a [xl] in 
responses section. When [xl] is used in a requirement, it must be for a send stimulus response 
requirement. 

5.  the boolean-condition does not evduate to type <bool> (Section 8) 

6.8.9 Response Response Requirements 

6.8.9.1 Synopsis 

A response response requirement indirectly expresses a relationship between a stimulus 
and a response in terms of an "in between" response. The response response requirements are 
either single requirements or a list of requirements. 

6.8.9.2 Concrete Syntax 

The send, commit, update, and signal response response requirements must match the 
following BNF mles: 
send response response := 

( If a '[' grour, response na me^ - '1' is sent { and '{' logical - condition '}' } ',' the 
system-name shall action ) 

commit remonse response := 
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( If a '[' gr ou^ res onse narnel '1' is comrnitted { and '{' lojicai condition ')' } ',' 
the system-name shall action ) 

update response response := 
( If a 'i' gr ou^ response namel '1' is updated { and '{' logical condition '}' } ',' 

the s y stemname shall action) 

sicrnal response resuonse := 
( If a '[' ,zroup remonse name '1' is signaled { and '{' logical condition '1' ) ',' 

the s ystemname shall action) 

The send, commit, update, and signal response response requirement lists must match the 
following BNF rules: 
send response response Iist := 

If a '1' group response name '1' is sent { and '{' logical condition '1' } ',' 
the system-name shall ':' {label action ';' }+ label action 

commit response response list := 
If a '[' group response name '1' is committed { and '{' loeical condition '1' } ',' 

the system-name shall ':' {label action ';' }+ label action 

update response response list := 
If a '[' grouu resuonse name '1' is updated ( and '{' lopical condition '}' } ',' 

the system-narne shall ':' {label action ';' }+ label action 

si.mal response remonse list := 
If a '[' .group response name '1' is signaled { and '{' logical condition '1' } ',' 

the system-name shall ':' {label action ';' }+ label action 

action : = 
send a '[' grou response name '1' { to destination } { '.' send response qualification }* 

{ '.' send response response } ) 
1 commit a '[' group response narne '1' { '.' commit response qualification }*  

{ '.' cornmit resuonse response ) 
1 update a '[' grou response name '1' { '.' update resoonse qualification )* 

( '.' u~date  resuonse response } 
1 signal a '[' pour, response name '1' { '.' si.zna1 res onse qualification } * 

{'.' simal response response ) 

.group response name := phrase 
destination := phrase 1 '"' phrase "" 1 '<' phrase 5' 
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6.8.9.3 Validation Checking 

A response response requirernent fails validation checking if: 
1. a group_response-name is not declared 
2. the logical-condition fails to evaluate to a boolean expression (Section 8) 
3. the destination, if present, is not declared 
4. the destination, if present, is not of type "<destination>" 

6.9 Performance Section 

6.9.1 Synopsis 

The performance section describes the performance requirements for the specification 
unit. The style for describing the performance requirements is particular to a project. 

6.9.2 Concrete Syntax 

The performance section must match the following BNF rules: 
Performance ':' 

( label logical condition '.' ) * 

6.9.3 Validation Checking 

The performance section fails validation checking if any of the logcal conditions fail 
(Section 8). 

6.10 Declarations 

6.10.1 General 

6.10.1.1 Synopsis 

The declarations section introduces data types, data subtypes, data objects (constants, 
variable system parameters, system state components), stimulus response components. functions, 
and predicates. The functions and predicates are categorized as local (declared in this 
specification unit), extemal (declared in another specification unit), or exported (declared in this 
specification unit for use in other specification units). 

6.10.1.2 Concrete Syntax 

A declarations section must match the following BNF rules: 
Declarations Section := 

Declarations: 
type narnes subsection 
subtyries subsection 
static associations subsection 
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constant declarations subsection 
variable svstem parameters subsection 
svstem state comDonents subsection 
stimulus response comDonents subsection 
local functions subsection 
local predicates subsection 
extemal functions subsection 
external predicates subsection 
exported functions subsection 
exported predicates subsection 

6.10.1.3 Validation Checking 

The declaration section fails validation checking if any of its subsections fail. 

6.10.2 Type Names Subsection 

6.10.2.1 Synopsis 

The type narnes subsection introduces zero or more data types for use. The data types 
may be a basic type or a set of a basic type. 

6.10.2.2 Concrete Syntax 

A type names subsection must match the follûwing BNF rules: 
type names subsection := 

Qpe Names: 
{ label ':' t v ~ e  name '.' 
1 label ':' set of type name '.' } * 

tvpe name := 'd phrase '9 
set of type name := set of 'c' phrase '9 

6.10.2.3 Validation Checking 

A type n m e  declaration fails if: 
1. the type-narne is already declared. 
2. the set-of-typename is already declared. 

6.10.3 Subtype Subsection 

6.10.3.1 Synopsis 

The subtype subsection introduces zero or more subtypes for use. The subtype narnes 
introduced may be subtypes of a basic type or subtypes of a set of basic types. 
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6.10.4 Concrete Syntax 

A subtype subsection must match the following BNF rules: 
subtvve subsection := 

Subtypes: 
{label A subt e name is a subtype of type narne '.' 
1 label A set subtyve name is a subtype of set type name '.' }* 

subtvpe name := '4 phrase '9 
type name := 'c' phrase '9 
set subtvpe name := set of 2' phrase '9 
set tvDe name := set of '<' phrase '9 

6.10.4.1 Validation Checking 

The subtype fails validation checking if: 
1. the subtype-name is already declared for another type name 
2. the subtype-name is already declared for the type name 
3. the type-name is not declared 
1. the set-subtype-name is already declared for another set type narne 
2. the set-subtype-name is already declared for the set-type-name 
3. the set-type-name is not declared 

6.10.5 Static Associations Subsection 

6.10.5.1 Synopsis 

The static associations subsection introduces relationships between types of data objects. 
The "one or more" and "zero or more" cardinalities describe an association from the type-namel 
or set-type-name to a set of type-namea. The "exactly one" and "zero or one" cardinalities 
describe an association from the type-name, or setfypednamel to the type-name?. The static 
associations are tempiated, local function or predicate declarations. 

6.10.5.2 Concrete Syntax 

A static association subsection must match the following BNF rules: 
static association subsection := 

Static Associations: 
{ label Every tyoe namel - is associated with : { label association ';' }+ 

label association '.' 
1 label Every set tvoe namel - is associated with : { label association ';' }+ 

labei association '.' 
1 label Every t y ~ e  namel - is associated with association '.' }* 
1 label Every set type namel - is associated with association '.' }*  
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association := 
zero or one tyDe name2 - 
1 zero or more p u e  name;? 

d 

1 one or more tvpe name2 - 
1 exactly one tvpe name, - 

tvpe narne := '<' phrase '>' - 
tvpe name2:= 'd phrase '>' - 

6.10.5.3 Validation Checking 

The static association declaration fails validation checking if: 
a type n m e l  is not declared. 
a type name2 is not declared. 
a set type narnel is not declared. 
a set type name:, - is not declared. 
a static association is already declared for type narnel or its subtypes and type narne2 or its 
subtypes. 
a static association is already declared for set type namel or its subtypes and type name2 or its 
subtypes. 
type narnel is declared in an "exactly one" or a "one or more" association with a type narne, - 
that has the same as type namel. 
set type narnel is declared in a "one or more" or a "zero or more" association with a type 
name? - that has the same base type as set type narnel. 

6.10.6 Constant Declarations subsection 

6.10.6.1 Synopsis 

The constant declaration subsection is composed of a list of zero or more constants. The 
constant declaration subsection introduces data objects of a specific type. 

6.10.6.2 Concrete Syntax 

A constant declarations subsection must match the following BNF rules: 
constant declarations subsection := 

Constants ':' 
{label constant name ':' 'type name &.' ) *  

constant name := phrase 1 "" phrase "" 1 '<' phrase '>' 
type name := 'c' phrase '9 
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6.10.6.3 Validation Checking 

The constant declaration fails if: 
1. the type-name is not declared 
2. the constantname is already declared for the type-name in the constant, VSP, system state, or 

stimulus response cornponent sections 

6.10.7 Variable System Parameters Subsection 

6.10.7.1 Synopsis 

The variable system pararneter subsection is composed of a list of zero or more variable 
system pararneters. The variable system pararneters are data objects of a specific type. 

6.10.7.2 Concrete Syntax 

A variable system pararneters subsection must match the following BNF rules: 
variable svstem parameters subsection := 

Variable System Parameters: 
{label variable svstem arameter name ':' type name '.' ) * 

variable svstem parameter name := phrase 1 'W phrase '»' 1 '<' phrase '>' 
tvDe name := '<' phrase '>' 

6.10.7.3 Validation Checking 

The variable system parameter declaration fails if: 
1. the type-narne is not declared. 
2. the variable system pararneter is already declared in the constant, VSP, system state, or stimu- 

lus response component subsection. 

6.10.8 Systern State Components Subsection 

6.10.8.1 Synopsis 

The system state component subsection is composed of a list of zero or more system state 
components. The system state components are data objects of a specific type. 

6.10.8.2 Concrete Syntax 

A system state component subsection must match the following BNF rules: 
svstem state comDonent subsection := 

System State Components ':' 
{ label svstem state corn onent name ':' { t v ~ e  name '2 ) * 

svstem state com~onent name := phrase 1 phrase '"' 1 '<' phrase '>' 
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tvpe name := 'c'phrase '>' 1 set of 'c'phrase '>' 

6.10.8.3 Validation Checking 

The system state component declaration fails if: 
1- the type-name is not declared 
2. the system state component is already declared with the type-name in the constant, VSP, sys- 

tem state, or stimulus response component section 

6.10.9 Stimulus Response Components Subsection 

6.10.9.1 Synopsis 

The stimulus response components subsection is composed of a list of zero or more 
components. The components may be source names, destination narnes, request messages, or 
response messages. The stimulus response components sections introduces the stimuli and 
responses used in the specification unit in one place. The request-message is declared as a 
subtype of uequest message>. The response-message is declared as a subtype of aesponse 
message>. The source is declared as a subtype of <source>. The destination is declared as a 
subtype of <destination>. 

6.10.9.2 Syntax 

A stimulus response component subsection must match the following BNF rules: 
stimulus remonse component subsection := 

stimulus ~ e s ~ o n s e  Cornponents ': ' 
{ label source is a <source> '.' 
1 label ' ~ ' r e~ues t  message '9 is a crequest message> '.' 
1 label destination is a <destination> '.' 
1 label 'c'res~onse message '>' is a eresponse message> '.' } * 

source := phrase 1 '<'phrase '>' 1 '<" phrase '"' 
destination := phrase 1 '<'phrase '>' 1 '"' phrase "" 
request message := phrase 
remonse message := phrase 

6.10.9.3 Validation Checking 

The stimulus response component declaration fails if: 
1. the source is already declared as a <source> 
2.  the destination is already declared as a <destination> 
3. the request-message is already declared as a type name or a subtype name 
4. the response-message is already declared as a type name or a subtype name 
5. the request-message is already declared 
6. the response-message is already declared 
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6.10.10 Local Functions Subsection 

6.10.10.1 Synopsis 

The local functions subsection introduces a Iist of locally declared functions for use. 

6.10.10.2 Concrete Syntax 

A local functions subsection must match the following BNF niles: 
local functions subsection := 

Local Functions: 
{label function is a function ':' return type name '.'}* 

function:= 
( { parameter )+ function bo text { parameter } * ) + 

1 { { function bodv text } { parameter )+ }+ { function body text ) 

return type name:= 'cc phrase '>' 1 set of '<' phrase '>' 
parameter := '(' '<' phrase '>' ')' 1 '(' set of '<' phrase '>' '1' 
function bodv text : = { phrase )+ 

6.10.10.3 Validation Checking 

The local function subsection fails typechecking i f  
1. the retum-type-name is not declared. 
2. the retumtype-name is of type bool (this is a predicate) 
3. the function is already declared. 
4. a pararneter is not declared as a data type 

6.10.11 Local Predicates Subsection 

6.10.11.1 Synopsis 

The local predicates subsection introduces locally declared predicates for use. 

6.10.11.2 Concrete Syntax 

A local predicates subsection must match the following BNF rules: 
local ~redicate subsection := 

Local Predicates: 
{ label predicate is a predicate '.' } * 

predicate:= 
{ ( parameter }+ predicate bodv text { parameter ) * }+ 

1 { { predicate body text } { parameter )+ }+ { predicate bodv text } 
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parameter := '(' '<' phrase '>' ')' 1 '(' set of '<' phrase '>' ')' 
function bodv text : = { phrase )+ 

6.10.11.3 Validation Checking 

The local predicate declaration subsection fails if: 
1. the predicate is already declared 
2. a parameter is not declared as a data type 

6.10.12 External Functions Subsection 

6.lO.12.l Synopsis 

The external functions subsection introduces a list of externally declared functions for 
use. 

6.10.12.2 Concrete Syntax 

An extemal functions subsection must match the following BNF rules: 
external functions subsection := 

External Functions: 
{label function as specified in the '\' title string '\' ':' return type name '.' ) * 

function:= 
{ { parameter )+ function body text { parameter ) *  )+ 

1 { { function body text } { parameter }+ )+ { function body text ) 

retum type name:= '<' phrase '9 1 set of 'e' phrase '>' 
parameter := '(' 'c' phrase '>' '1' 1 '(' set of '4 phrase '9 ')' 
function bodv text : = { phrase )+ 
title string:= phrase 

6.10.12.3 Validation Checking 

The external function subsection fails typechecking if: 
1. the return type-narne is not declared 
2,  the function is already declared 
3. a parameter is not declared as a data type 

6.10.13 External Predicates Subsection 

6.10.13.1 Synopsis 

The extemal predicates subsection introduces extemally declared predicates for use. 
These predicates are declared in another specification unit and are used in this specification unit. 
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6.10.13.2 Concrete Syntax 

An external predicates subsection must match the following BNF d e s :  
external predicate subsection := 

External Predicates: 
{ label predicate as specified in '\' title strinq '\' '.' )* 

predicate:= 
{ {  parameter )+ predicate bodv text { parameter }*  )+ 

1 { { predicate bodv text } ( parameter }+ }+ { predicate body text } 

parameter := '(' '<' phrase 's' ')' 1 '(' set of 'cc phrase '>' ')' 
function body text : = { phrase }+ 
title string:= phrase 

6.10.13.3 VaIidation Checking 

The extemal predicate declaration subsection fails if: 
1. the type-name is not declared 
2. the predicate is already declared 
3. a parameter is not deciared as a data type 

6.10.14 Exported Functions Subsection 

6.10.14.1 Synopsis 

The exported functions subsection introduces a list of declared functions that are exported 
for use. 

6.10.14.2 Concrete Syntax 

An exported functions subsection must match the following BNF d e s :  
exported functions subsection := 

Exported Functions: 
{label function as specified in the '\' title string '\' ':' retum tvpe name '.' )* 

function:= 
{ { parameter )+ function bodv text { parameter }* )+ 

1 1: ( function body text } { parameter }+ }+ { function body text } 

return type name:= '<' phrase 5' 1 set of 'cc phrase '>' 
parameter := '(' 'c' phrase '>' ')' 1 '(' set of 'c' phrase 's' ')' 
function body text : = { phrase )+ 
title strinq:= phrase 
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6.10.14.3 Validation Chec king 

The exported function subsection fails typechecking if: 
1. the type-name is not declared 
2.  the function is already declared 
3. a parameter is not declared as a data type 

6.10.15 Exported Predicates Subsection 

6,10.15.1 Synopsis 

The exported predicates subsection introduces predicate declarations for use outside the 
specification. 

6.10.15,2 Concrete Syntax 

An exported predicates subsection must match the following BNF rules: 
exported ~redicate subsection := 

Exported Predicates: 
{ label predicate as specified in '\' title string '\' '.' }*  

predicate:= 
{ { parameter }+ predicate bodv text { parameter }* }+ 

1 { { predicate bodv text } ( parameter }+ }+ { predicate body text } 

parameter := '(' 'cc phrase '>' ')' 1 '(' set of '<' phrase '>' ')' 
functiori bodv text : = { phrase )+ 
title strino;:= phrase 

6.10.15.3 Validation Checking 

The exported predicate declmation subsection fails typechecking if: 
1. the type-name is not declared 
2. the predicate is already declared 
3. a parameter is not declared as a data type 

7. Data Expressions 

7.1 Synopsis 

A data expression denotes a data object or a set of data objects. 

7.2 Syntax 

A data expression must match the following BNF niles: 
data expression := 
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1 intepr 
1 the input 
1 the '{' message '}' of b{' data exoression '1' 
1 the '{' messaoe '1' specifed in { ' data expression ' } ' 
1 the '{' message '1' associated with ' { ' data expression '1' 
1 Y '  { the } message '1' 
1 function application 

function application := 
{ { parameter }+ function bodv text ( parameter } * }+ 

1 ( {  function bodv text } { parameter }+ }+ { function body text ) 
1 { { function bodv text } { parameter }+ }+ as specified in the '\' title thread '\' 

parameter := '{' data expression '1' 
function bodv text : = { phrase }+ 
title thread := phrase 
message:= phrase 1 'cc phrase 5' 1 '"' phrase "" 1 set of '<' phrase '>' 

7.3 Validation Checking 

The data expression fails if: 
1. A message is not a declared data type, subtype, constant, variable system parameter, system 

state component, or integer 
2. A function declaration does not match the function application 
3. A message is not uniquely related to the data expression, if present 
4. A message is not uniquely related ro the input, if the data expression is not present 

The rules for validation checking a data-expression are those specified in the DSPEC 
notation. 

8. Logical Conditions 

8.1 Synopsis 

A logical condition is an expression that denotes a condition that is either true or false. 

8.2 Syntax 

A logical condition must match the following BNF d e s :  
lo~ical condition:= 

al1 of the following conditions are satisfied : Labelled condition list 
1 one or more of the following conditions are satisfied : Labelled condition list 
1 not '{' logical condition '1' 
1 '{' looical condition '}' and '{' logical condition '}' 
1 '{' logical condition '}' or '{' lopical condition '1' 
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1 '{' predicate application')' 
1 table application 

// quantified conditions 
1 one or more of the '{' message '1' such that '{' logical condition '1' 
1 all of the '{' messaw '1' such that '{' logical condition '1' 
1 none of the '{' message '1' such that '{' looical condition ')' 

message:= phrase 1 'cc phrase 'z' 1 "<' phrase '"'I set of '<' phrase '>' 

Labelled condition Iist := 
{ label '{' Iooical condition '1' ';' }+ 
label '{' losical condition ')' 

predicate avvlication := 
{ ( parameter } + predicate bodv text { parameter } * )+ 

1 { {  predicate bodv text } { parameter }+ }+ { predicate bodv text } 
1 { {  predicate bodv text } { parameter }+ }+ as specified in the '\' title thread '\' 

table apvIication := 
{ { parameter }+ { predicate ';' } * }+ 
table name 

parameter := '(' data ex~ression '1' 
function body text : = { phrase }+ 
title thread := phrase 
message - := phrase 1 '<' phrase 5' 1 "" phrase "" 
table name := phrase 

8.3 Validation Checking 

The logical condition fails if: 
1. A message is not declared of type bool, a subtype of base type bool, constant of type bool or a 

subtype with base type bool, variable system parameter of type bool or a subtype of base type 
bool, or system state component of type bool or a subtype of base type bool 

2.  a predicate declaration does not match a predicate application 
3. a table-declaration does not match a table-application 
4. the evaluation of a parameter in a predicate-application or a table-application is unarnbiguous 
5.  in a quantified expression, the message is not a type or subtype declaration. 

The rules for validation checking a logical-condition are those specified in the DSPEC 
notation. 
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1 Introduction 

The data specification (DSPEC) notation is defined in this Appendix- The definition is 
the requirements specification of the notation and is not intended to constrain the design or 
implementation of the tool support for the notation. 

The structure of this Appendix is as follows. The basic components of the notation are 
descnbed in Section 2- User cornmands and error messages are provided in Section 3. The 
DSPEC notation is introduced in section 4. The requirements evaluation d e s  are described in 
Section 5. The detailed syntax and evaluation d e s  are provided in Section 6 .  

2. Basic Cornponents of the DSPEC Notation 

The lexical elements, reserved ke ywords, bui lt-in components, and the underl ying 
concepts of the notation are described in this section. 

2.1 Lexical Elernents 

The lexical elements in DSPEC include cornments, labels, punctuation, system-names, 
and phrases. 

A comment is a string of printable ASCII characters that are delimited by the percent 
si@ charac ter 

A label element is composed one or two ASCII characters followed by a closing pa- 
renthesis character 

A nrrmber element is an integer 

A prrnctuarion element rnay be a comma, period, semi-colon, full-colon, opening or 
closing brace, opening or closing square bracket, opening or closing parenthesis, open- 
ing or closing angle bracket, double quote, or the backslash character 

The systenz-nanze elernent is a string of one or more printable ASCII characters that 
does not include punctuation characters or whitespace characters (tab, space, newline) 

A phrase element is composed of one or more p~ntable ASCII characters that does not 
contain opening and closing braces, opening and closing square brackets, opening and 
closing parentheses, opening and closing angle brackets, the percent sign character, or 
the backslash character. A phrase that is delineated by angle brackets, square brackets, 
backslashes, or double quotes rnay contain whitespace characters. One or more con- 
secutive whitespace characters in a delineated phrase are scanned as a single occur- 
rence of the space character. Whitespace at the beginning and the end of a phrase 
(delineated or not) are removed 

The number of characters in a phrase, systemname, or comment must not exceed 1024 
or include the EOF. 
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2.2 Reserved Keywords and Characters 

The reserved keywords and characters in DSPEC are descnbed in Table 1: 

Reserved Keywords 

1 nul1 1 The 1 
associated 

A 

a 

An 

1 of 1 There 1 

such 

that 

the 

from 

i s 

not 

Reserved Characters 

there 

to 

with 

2.3 Built-in Components 

The built-in types, sources, destinations, and constants in DSPEC are descnbed in Table 

} 

% 

Table 1: Reserved Keywords and Characters in DSPEC 

< 

> 

7 

- 

9 

( 

) 

-- - 

Built-in Type Names 

Built-in Constants 

cboob 

<integer> 

cday of w e e b  

<day> 

ckï lometre> 

uni llimetre> 

Table 2: Built-in Components of DSPEC 

<date> 

crnillisecond> 

TRUE :<bool> 

ccentimetre> 

<decimetre> 

FALSE:<bool> 
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2.4 The DSPEC context 

The context includes: 

data types. A data type is the name for a set of objects. For example, "integer" is the 
name of the data type that contains al1 the integers 

data subtypes. A subtype is the name for a subset of a data type. For example, "posi- 
tive integers" is the name of a subtype that contains only the positive integers 

constants. A constant is a data object that has a value that does not change, for exam- 
ple, 'T'RUE , "FAXSE", or a physical constant such as "pi" 

functions. A function or predicate is declared for use. 

The rules for naming the type names, subtype names, constants, and functions are 
described in this section. The restrictions on the names allow the user to reference an item in the 
specification unit unarnbiguously. 

Type names must be uniquely identified and may not be used as a subtype narne or a 
data object narne 

Subtype names, including the stimulus response components, must be uniquely identi- 
fied by their name and may not be used as a type narne or a data object name 

Constants must be uniquely identified by their name and type. The name of a data ob- 
ject may be re-used if the type narne is different for each data object using the same 
n m e  

Functions and Predicates must be uniquely identified by the body, parameter place- 
ment, and return type 

3. DSPEC User Commands and Error Messages 

This section describes the user command options avaihble and the error messages 
displayed by DSPEC. The examples use the syntax of the tool support developed to demonstrate 
the cornmands. 

3.1 User Commands 

3.1.2 Introduction 

There are three options that are supported by DSPEC. The first option allows the user to 
parse a requirements specification unit written in the DSPEC notation. The second option allows 
the user to apply al1 validation checks that apply to the data specification. The third option allows 
the user to translate a requirements specification unit written in DSPEC into the S notation. 
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3.1.3 Parse Requirements Specifcation 

The user may determine if the requirements specification unit conforms to the DSPEC 
syntax. If the requirements specification conforms to the gamrnar, the tool does not display any 
messages. If the requirements specification does not conform to the gramma-, an error message 
is reported to the user dong with the line number the error is detected on. In the example below 
(Refer to Figure 3.1) the user is requesting to parse the specification in the file 
search- catalogue.^ 1. Error messages are documented in Section 3 -2. 

a. Sucessful Parsing Request 

cascadec24>DSPEC search-catalogue.vl 
ERROR: parse error detected near '1) ' 

line: 6 
cascadec25> 

b. Unsucessful Parsing Request 

Figure 3.1 a. Successful Parsing Request, b. Unsuccessful Parsing Request 

3.1.4 Validate Requirements Specification 

The user may determine if the requirements specification unit conforms to the DSPEC 
gmmmar and passes the validation checks by executing the DSPEC tool with the -v switch. In 
the example below (Figure 3.1), the user is requesting to parse the requirements specification in 
the file search-catalogue.vl and determine if the requirements pass the validation checks. 

If the requirements specification conforms to the gramrnar and passes the validation 
checks, the tool does not display any messages (Figure 3.2a). If the requirements specification 
does not conform to the grammar or does not pass a validation check, an error message is 
reported to the user along with the line nurnber the error is detected (Figure 3.2b). In this 
example, the user has accidentally typed in the word "the" twice when using a constant on line 
34. As a result, the tool cannot find a declaration that matches and reports the error. Error 
messages are docurnented in Section 3.4. 

3.1.5 Translate Requirements Specification into S 

The user may translate a requirements specification unit to S by executing the DSPEC 
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a. Sucessful Validation Request 

cascade<24>DSPEC -v search-catalogue.vl 
ERROR: declaration missing 

The the search response is sorted alphabetically 
line: 34 

cascadec25 > 

b. Unsucessful Validation Request 

Figure 3.1 a. Successful VaIidation Request, b. Unsuccessful Validation Request 

tool with the -t switch. In the exarnple below (Figure 3. l), the user is requesting to translate the 

a. Sucessful Translation Request 

cascadec24>DSPEC -t search-catalogue.vl 
ERROR: declaration missing 

The the search xesponse is sorted alphabetically 
line: 34 

cascade<25> 

b. Unsucessful Translation Request 

Figure 3.1 a. Successful Translation Request, b. Unsuccessfui Translation Request 

requirements specification in the file search-cata1ogue.v 1 into S .  
If t h e  requirements specification conforms to the grarnrnar, passes the validation checks, 

and translates to S, the tool does not generate any messages (Figure 3.3a). If successful, the 
translation to S is written to an ASCII the file called trans1ate.s in the current working directory. 
If the file translates already exists, the old file is ovenvritten. The trans1ate.s file passes 
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typechecking using the S typechecking tool N S S  [l], version 2.5 1. 
If the requirements specification does not conform to the grammar, pass a validation 

check, or translate to S, an error message is reported to the user and the program exits (Figure 
3.3b). If the validation checks are successful, the only way a translation to S can fail is due to 
insufficient memory. Error messages are documented in Section 3.4. 

3.2 Error messages 

A failure on parsing, perforrninj validation checks, or translating the requirements to S is 
reported to the user with a brkf textual message. A line number is also reported when the error is 
due to a problem in the requirements specification file. Line numbers are not reported when the 
error is due to insufficient rnemory. 

Expected parsing, validation, and translation errors are described in Table 3:. The error 
messages output to the user d l  begin with the word ERROR and indicate a problem with the 
input requirements specification or the detection of a resource limitation (memory). In the table, 
the error messages are sorted alphabetically. Error messages that begin with the words 
INTERNAL ERROR are unexpected errors and indicate the tool has entered an unexpected state. 
These errors should be reported to the system maintainer. 

duplicate type name 

Error Message 

declaration missing 

duplicate object 

duplicate static association 

duplicate subtype name 

file narne missing 

Error Description 

A data type or  object is used that has not been declared 
and is not built-in. 

The object has already been declared. Duplicate objects 
are not allowed. 

The static association has already been declared. Dupli- 
cate static associations are not allowed. 

The subtype narne has already been declared as a sub- 
type name. Subtype narnes must be unique in the con- 

file not found 

function already dechred 

Table 

text. 

The type name has already been declared. Type names 
must be unique in the context. 

The command line interface requires a file name as an 
argument. 

The input file name does not exist in the current work- 
ing directory. 

The function has already been declared in the associa- 
tion or function section. Duplicate functions are not 
dlowed. 

: Error Messages in DSf EC 
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Error Message 

function or predicate declaration 
missing 

Error Description 

A function or predicate has been applied but not 
declared and is not built-in. 

incorrect switch provided 

input string too long, limit 1024 

insuffkient memory 

The switch provided by the user is not supported by the 
tool. The two switches supported are -v (validate) and - 
t (translate to S). 

A comment, phrase, or system narne has exceeded the 
maximum length. 

The program does not have enough memory to run. The 
heap has been exhausted. 

static association not refating two 
unique types 

subtype name already declared as a 
type name 

type mismatc h 

The static association declared has the type name asso- 
ciated with itself. The two types must be different. 

The subtype name has already been declared as a type 
narne. Subtype narnes must be unique in the context. 

The actual type does not match the expected type. 

logical condition not of type bool 

missing closing brace 

multiple matches found 

multiple relationships found 

no relationship found 

Table 3 : Error Messages in DSPEC 

A logical condition does not evaluate to type bool. 

A logical condition is missing a closing end brace. 

Multiple matches to a narne have been found. The narne 
is arnbiguous. 

Two or more ways of referencing the data have been 
found.The data reference is ambiguous. 

Zero ways of referencing the data have been found by 
building paths. The data reference is ambiguous. 

parameter must be angle bracket 
delirnited 

parse error detected near 

static association must relate types 

A parameter in a function or predicate declaration is not 
delimited by angle brackets. 

A general error message that indicates the requirements 
specification does not conform to the grarnmar. 

The static association declared has a data object name. 
The association must be between data types. 
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4. Introduction to a Data Specification Unit in DSPEC 

A data specification written in DSPEC introduces a a context and supports the evaluation 
of data expressions and logical conditions based on that context, A specification is structured into 
seven sections (refer to Figure 4.1) 

Data Types: 

1 Data Subtypes: 

Data Objects: 

Associations: 

Functions: 

Data Expressions: 

Logical Conditions: 

Figure 4.1 DSPEC Specification Structure 

The context is built using the data type, data subtype, data objects, associations, and 

function declarations. The data expressions and logical conditions are evaluated with respect to 

the context. Rules include typechecking, type inference, and determining if the data references are 

unambiguous. The logical conditions are a special case of a data expression because they must 

evaluate to type bool. 
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5. Evaluation Rules 

The set of rules used to determine if a data reference is unambiguous is described in this 
section using examples and pseudocode. There are two niles defined: 1) parent rule; 2) building 
paths rule. These rules are applied when a request is made that requires DSPEC to build al1 
possible paths from one data type to another data type. The rules are used in the order listed 
above. For example, the first evaluation is done using the parent rule. If this is successful, then the 
evaluation for the data reference succeeds. If the parent rule evaluation is not successful, then the 
build paths rule is applied in the evaluation. If the evaluation using the building paths rule is 
successful, then the evaluation is successful. Otherwise, the evaluation fails. 

A srnaII, DSPEC context is used in this section to provide a working exarnple. The context 
is composed of: 

Data Types: 

: cthis type>. 

: <that type>. 

:<the other type>. 

: <some type>. 

:csome other ttypex 

:<integer>. 

Data Objects: 

1) important-constant:<integer>. 

2) important~constant:csome other type>. 

3 )  extremely~important~constant:<this type>. 

Function Declarations: 

1) "my function bodyW(<this type>) : ethat type>. 

2) "my other function body" (<this type>) : cthat type>. 

3) "another function body" (<the other type>) : <this type>. 

4) 'some function body" (cthis type>) : <the other type>. 
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5) 'a function body" (<the othex type>) : csorne type'. 

6 "this function body" (csome type>) : <some other type>. 

The directed graph of the context is derived frorn these declarations (refer to Figure 5.1). 
The nodes in the graph represent the data types. The arcs in the graph represent the functions. 

another function body 

type> my other function body 

some function body 

cthat type> 

<the other type> this function body 

esorne other type> 

Figure 5.1 Directed Graph of Data Specification Example 

5.1 Parent Rule 

The parent rule is used to determine if there is exactly one parent child relationship in the 
directed graph representing the context. If the parent mle applies, the data reference is unarnbigu- 
ous. For exarnple, the parent mle applied to the data references summarized in Table 4. 
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From Data Reference 

ethis type> 

a h i s  type> 

cthis type> 

To Data Reference 

<the other type> 

<that type> 

<the other type> 

a o m e  type> 

Parent Rule Applies 

Yes 

cthis type> 
- 

<some other type> 

Yes I <the other type> 

<the other type> 

<the other type> 

<the other type> 

Yes I 
cthis type> 

csome type> 

esome other type> 

c t h a t  type> 

1 a h e  other type> 

1 <the other type> 1 t h e  other type> 

<some type> 

<some type> 

<some type> 

<some type> 

Table 3: Exarnple of Applying the Parent Rule 

csome other type> 

c t h i s  type> 

cthat type> 

<the other type> 

csome type> 

<integer> 

csome other type> 

ethat type> 

The pseudocode for the parent mle is: 

get f r o m  type 

ge t  to type 

initialize number of paths = O 

esome type> 

anY type 

a*Y type 

anY type 
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for every function declaration 

if ( (domain = £rom type) and (range = to type) ) 

increment number of paths 

return number of paths 

If the number of paths retumed is equal to one, then the parent rule applies and the data 
reference is unarnbiguous. If the number of paths returned is greater than one, then the parent rule 
does not apply and the data reference is arnbiguous. If the number of paths is zero, then the parent 
rule does not apply. In this case, the data reference is not known to be ambiguous or unambigu- 
ous. Another rule, the building paths nile, needs to be applied to determine if there is unique path 
in the graph. 

5.2 Building Paths Rule 

The building paths rule uses a depth first search to detemine the paths in the gaph from 
the from data type to the to data type. The search starts at the from type. Every possible path is 
attempted to reach the to data type in the data reference. For exarnple, if the from data type is <the 
other typez and the to type is csome other type>, the following path is found in the graph (refer to 
Figure 5.1): 

path 1 

from <the other type> to <some type> 

from csome type> to esorne other type> 

Since exactly one path is found, this data reference is unarnbiguous. 

The graph is not restricted to being an acyclic graph and an additional check must be used 
in the search to determine if a path has a cycle in it. If this check is not made, then the data 
reference may have an infinite number of paths and the search does not terminate. If a cycle is 
detected, then the path currently being built is added to the paths and the next possible path is 
attempted. For example, if the from data type is <this type> and the to data type is csome other 
typei, then the following paths are found in the graph: 

path 1 
£rom < this type> to <the o t h e r  type> 

£rom <the other type> t o  csome type> 

£rom csome type> to csome o t h e r  type> 

path 2 
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£ r o m  cthis type> t o  < the  o t h e r  t s e >  

£ r o m  c t h e  o t h e r  type> t o  < t h i s  type> 

£ r o m  c t h i s  type> t o  < the  o t h e r  type> 

£rom c t h e  o t h e r  type> t o  csorne type> 

£rom <some type> t o  csome o t h e r  type> 

Since more than one path is found, this data reference from <this type> to esorne other 
type> is ambiguous. In this example, the loop in the graph is detected when the second path is 
built. 
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6. Syntax and Validation Checks for a Data Specification Written in DSPEC 

The seven sections for a data specification written in DSPEC are described in detail 
below. For each section, a synopsis, concrete syntax, and the validation checks that may be 
perforrned are provided. 

6.1 General Remarks 

Al1 seven sections are local to the specification. The built-in types and objects (e-g., 
c b o o b ,  TRUE) are available for use in every data specification. 

The BNF conventions used in the definition of the language are Iisted below: 
Reserved symbols are shown in bold-face type, e-g., the 
Non-temünals are underlined, e.g., Logical Condition Section 
Terminds, or tokens, are in plain text, e.g., phrase 
A syntactic form enclosed within "1" and "}" indicates that the syntactic form is optional 
A syntactic form enclosed within "{" and "}" followed by a "*" indicates zero or more itera- 
tions of the syntactic form 
Required punctuation characters are enclosed within single quotes 
A syntactic form enclosed within "{" and " } "  followed by a "+" indicates one or more itera- 
tions of the syntactic form 
The symbols "{", "}"  used to specify syntactic forms should not be confused with the 
reserved symbols "{", "}". The latter are shown in bold-face in this document 

The subsections that defined the language are not applicable at al1 times. The definition 
should be read with the following rules: 

1. If a specification passes the lexical analysis (i.e., parses correctly) , then the evaluation 
rules are applicable 

2. If the specification passes the evaluation d e s ,  then the specification rnay be translated 
into S 

6.2 Data Specification 

6.2.1 Synopsis 

A data specification describes the context 
associations, and function declarations) as well as the 
that are to be evaluated. 

6.2.2 Concrete Syntax 

(type narnes, subtypes, data objects, 
data expressions and logical conditions 

A data specification unit must match the following BNF d e s :  
specification unit := 

T y ~ e  Names Section 
S u b t v ~ e  Names Section 
Data Obiects Section 
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Associations Section 
Function Section 
Data Exmession Section 
Logical Condition Section 

6.2.3 Validation Checking 

The data specification fails validation checking if any of its sections fail. 

6.3 Type Names Section 

6.3.1 Synopsis 

The type narnes section introduces zero or more data types for use. The data types rnay be 
a basic type or a set of a basic type. 

6.3.2 Concrete Syntax 

A type names section must match the following BNF rules: 
Tvpe Names Section := 

Type Names: 
( label ':' type name '.' 
1 label ':' set of tvpe name '.' } * 

tvDe name := '<' phrase 3' 
set of t y ~ e  name := set of k' phrase 5' 

6.3.3 Validation Checking 

A type name declaration fails if: 
1. the type-name is already declared. 
2.  the setoftype-name is already declared. 

6.4 Subtype Names Section 

6.4.1 Synopsis 

The subtype section introduces zero or more subtypes for use. The subtype narnes 
introduced may be subtypes of a basic type or subtypes of a set of basic types. 

6.4.2 Concrete Syntax 

A type names section must match the following BNF rules: 
Subtvpe Section := 

Subtypes: 
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{label A subtype name is a subtype of type narne '.' 
1 label A set subtwe narne is a subtype of set t y e  name '.' }* 

subtvpe name := '4 phrase '9 
t w e  name := k' phrase '9 
set subtvne name := set of '<' phrase 5' 
set tvpe narne := set of '<' phrase '9 

T y ~ e  Narnes Section 

6.4.3 VaIidation Checking 

The subtype fails validation checking if: 
1. the subtype-narne is already declared for another type name 
2. the subtype-name is already declared for the type narne 
3. the type-name is not declared 
1. the setsubtype-name is already declared for another set type name 
2. the setsubtype-name is already declared for the set-type-name 
3. the set-type-narne is not declared 

6.5 Data Object Section 

6.5.1 Synopsis 

The data object section is composed of a list of zero or more constants. The constant 
declaration subsection introduces data objects of a specific type. 

6.5.2 Concrete Syntax 

A data object section must match the following BNF rules: 
Data Obiect Section := 

Data Objects ':' 
(label data obiect narne ':' 'tvpe narne '.' }*  

data obiect name := phrase 1 "'' phrase "" 1 '4 phrase '>' 
type name := 'c' phrase '>' 

6.5.3 Validation Checking 

The data object declaration fails if: 
1. the type-name is not declared 
2. the data-object-name is already declared for the type-narne 
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6.6 Association Section 

6.6.1 Synopsis 

The association section introduces relationships between types of data objects. The "one 
or more" and "zero or more" cardinalities describe an association from the type-name, or 
set-type-narne to a set of type-narne2. The ''exactly one" and "zero or one" cardinalities 
describe an association from the type-narne, or set-type-narne to the type-namq. The static 
associations are temptated, local function or predicate declarations. 

6.6.2 Concrete Syntax 

An association section must match the following BNF rules: 
association subsection := 

Associations: 
{ label Every type name, is associated with : { label association ';' }+ - 

label association '.' 
1 label Every set tvpe namel is associated with : { label association ';' }+ - 

label association '.' 
1 label Every tyoe name, is associated with association '.' }* - 
1 label Every set tvpe name, - is associated with association '.' }*  

association := 
zero or one type name2 - 
[ zero or more type narne2 - 
1 one or more type name:, - - 
( exactly one type name, - - 

type namel:= 'c' phrase '>' - 
tvpe name.>:= - '<' phrase '9 

6.6.3 Validation Checking 

The association declaration fails validation checking if: 
1. a type namel is not declared. 
2. a type name:, - is not declared. 
3. a set type namel is not declared. 
4. a set type name, - is not declared. 
5. an association is already declared for type namel or its subtypes and type name* or its sub- 

types. 
6. an association is already declared for set type namel or its subtypes and type name2 or its sub- 

types. 
7. type namel is declared in an "exactly one" or a "one or more" association with a type name:! 
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that has the sarne as type name,. 
8. set type narnel is declared in a "one or more" or a "zero or more" association with a type 

name2 that has the same base type as set type name,. 

6.7 Function Section 

6.7.1 Synopsis 

The functions section introduces a Iist of functions andor predicates for use. The 
functions are declared in flex-fix format. 

6.7.2 Concrete Syntax 

A function section must match the following BNF rules: 
Function Section := 

Functions: 
(Iabei function is a function ':' return type name '.' )* 

function:= 
{ { parameter )+ function body text ( parameter ) * }+ 

1 { { function bodv text } { parameter }+ }+ { function body text } 

return type name:= 'c' phrase '>' 1 set of '<' phrase '>' 
parameter := '(' 'cc phrase '>' ')' 1 '(' set of '<' phrase '>' ')' 
function bodv text : = { phrase }+ 

6.7.3 Validation C hecking 

The function section fails typechecking if: 
1. the return-type-name is not declared. 
2. the function is already declared. 
3. a parameter is not declared as a data type 

6.8 Data Expression Section 

6.8.1 Synopsis 

A data expression denotes a data object or a set of data objects. 

6.8.2 Concrete Syntax 

A data expression section rnust match the following BNF rules: 
Data Expression Section := 

1 integer 
1 the '{' message '1' associated with ' { '  data expression '1' 
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1 '{' { the 1 message ')' 
1 function application 

function ap~lication := 
( { parameter }+ function bodv text { parameter ) * )+ 

1 { { function bodv text } ( parameter }+ }+ { function bodv text } 
1 { { function bodv text } ( parameter }+ }+ 

parameter := '{' data ex~ression '1' 
function body text : = { phrase }+ 
title thread := phrase 
message:= phrase 1 'cc phrase '9 1 '"' phrase ""1 set of 'c' phrase '>' 

6.8.3 Validation Checking 

The data expression fails if: 
1, A message is not a declared data type, subtype, constant, variable system parameter, system 

state component, or integer 
2. A function declaration does not match the function application 
3. A message is not uniquely related to the data expression, if present 
4. A message is not uniquely related to the input, if the data expression is not present 
5. The evaluation of the data references are unambiguous 

6.9 Logical Condition Section 

6.9.1 Synopsis 

A logical condition is an expression that denotes a condition that is either true or false. 

6.9.2 Concrete Syntax 

A logical condition section must match the following BNF rules: 

Logical Condition Section := 
al1 of the following conditions are satisfied : LabelIed condition list 

1 one or more of the following conditions are satisfied : Labelled condition list 
1 not '{' loeical condition '}' 

ical condition ')' and '(' logical condition '1' 
1 '{' logical condition ')' or '{' logical condition '}' 
1 '{' predicate application'}' 
1 table application 
1 '{' message '}' 

// quantified conditions 
1 one or more of the '{' message ')' such that '{' logical condition '1' 
1 a11 of the '{' messa e ')' such that '1' logical condition ')' 
1 none of the '{' message '}' such that '{' loeical condition '}' 
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messaee:= phrase 1 '<' phrase '>' 1 "" phrase '"'I set of 'c' phrase '>' 

Labelled condition Iist := 
{ label '{' 1o.eical condition '1' ';' }+ 
label '{' looicai condition ')' 

predicate a~plication := 
{ { parameter }+ predicate body text { parameter } * )+ 

1 ( {  predicate body text } { parameter }+ }+ { predicate bodv text } 
1 { { predicate body text } ( parameter )+ }+ as specified in the '\' title thread '\' 

table a~~licat ion := 
{ { parameter )+ { predicate ';' )* }+ 
table name 

parameter := '{' data ex~ression '1' 
function bodv text : = { phrase }+ 
title thread := phrase 
message := phrase 1 '4 phrase 's' 1 "" phrase "" 
table name := phrase 

6.9.3 Validation Checking 

The logical condition fails if: 
1. A message is not decIared of type bool, a subtype of base type bool, constant of type bool or a 

subtype with base type bool, variable system parameter of type bool or a subtype of base type 
bool, or system state component of type bool or a subtype of base type bool 

2.  a predicate declaration does not match a predicate application 
3. a table-declaration does not match a table-application 
4. the evaluation of a parameter in a predicate-application or a table-application is unarnbiguous 
5. in a quantified expression, the message is not a type or subtype declaration. 
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This Appendix provides the detailed experimental design used to evaluate the SRRS 
. notation and the results. 

1.1 Experimental Design 

1.1.1 Introduction 

A wide variety of software requirement specification approaches are available for use in industry 
that range from informal natural language to forma1 notations such as Z. For large scale systems, 
structured natural language approaches are used because they require minimal training, and the re- 
quirements are straightforward to write and review. The limitation of a structured natural approach 
is that there is very limited tool support available. The natural language documents are not arnena- 
ble to unarnbiguous parsing, typechecking, or other analysis using tool support. 

To obtain the parsing, typechecking and semantic analysis support a formal notation must be se- 
lected. Introducing a formal method is met with resistance because they are perceived to be expen- 
sive to adopt: notations such as Z are not considered readable and engineers require training in the 
underlying mathematics, the notation, and the tool support available. The uncertainty involved in 
the adoption of a forma1 notation is not outweighed by the potential benefits of applying the method 
as there is very little experimental data available. 

The purpose of this experiment is to compare a formal version of a software requirements specifi- 
cation notation to its serni-forma1 version. The two notations draw from the Threads-Capabilities 
method, a variation of a use case technique, used at Hughes Aircraft of Canada Ltd. WS931. 
The two notations are compared in terms of the quality of the specifications written and the effort 
required for training, wnting, reviewing, and correcting specification units. 

1.1.2 Problem Staternent 

The costs and benefits of introducing a new, formal requirements specification approach need to 
be shown experimentally before the approach is accepted for use in industry. 

The costs of introducing a formal notation include additional formal and on the job training. To be 
useful, forma1 notations are supported by automated tools that may provide scanning, parsing, 
typechecking, and analysis to assist the author. This tool support assists the authors of specifica- 
tions to detect and correct defects earlier in the development lifecycle. This reduces the cost of de- 
velopment because errors cost an order of magnitude more to detect and correct in each subsequent 
phase. 

The forma1 Stimulus Response Requirement Specification notation is compared to the semi-formal 
Stimulus Response Requirements notation with respect to the training time, effort required to de- 
velop a set of specification units, and the quality of those specification units. 
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1.1.3 Objectives 

The objectives of this experiment are to test the following hypotheses: 

1. Ho : The use of a cornpletely defined syntax and an automated parsing/typechecking/sernantic 
analysis tool results in a requirement specification that has the saine average detected de- 
fect rate per allocated reqzairement object than a requirement specification that does not use 
a completely defined syntax and an automated parsing/typechecking/semantic analysis 
tool. 

Ha : The use of a completely defined syntax and an automated parsin~typechecking/semantic 
analysis tooi results in a requirement specification that has a lower average detecred defect 
rate per allocated requirement object than a requirement specification that does not use a 
completely defined syntax and an automated parsing/typechecking/semantic analysis tool. 

2.  Ho: The use of a completely defined syntax and an autornated parsing/typechecking/semantic 
analysis tool results in a requirement specification that has the same average effortper al- 
located requiremen? object to describe than a requirement specification that does not use a 
completely defined syntax and an automated parsing/typechecking/semantic analysis tool. 

Ha: The use of a completely defined syntax and an automated parsing/typechecking/analysis tool 
results in a requirement specification that has a lower average effortper allocated reqziire-. 
ment object to describe than a requirement specification that does not use a completely de- 
fîned syntax and an automated parsing/typechecking/semantic analysis tool. 

3. Ho: The use of a completely defined syntax and an automated parsing/typechecking/sernantic 
analysis tool results in the sanze training time per subject than a requirement specification 
that does not use a completely defined syntax and an automated parsing/typecheckinglse- 
mantic analysis tool. 

Ha: The use of a completely defined syntax and an autornated parsing/typechecking/analysis tool 
results in a greater average training fime per subject than a requirement specification that 
does not use a completely defined syntax and an automated parsing/typechecking/semantic 
analysis tool. 

The average derected defect rate is defined in terrns of the total number of detected defects in the 
specification units divided by the total number of allocated requirement objects to the specification 
units written. 

The average effort per allocated ROID is the total amount of tirne used to write, review, and correct 
the specification units written divided by the number of ROIDs allocated to the specification units 
written. 

The average training effort is the amount of time used to train the subjects in the notation 
both formally (in the classroom) and informalIy (independent study) divided by the number of 
subjects. 
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1.1.4 Variables 

The independent variables identified are: 
1. The requirements specification notation used to write specification units 
2. The number of specification units written 
3. The number of ROIDs allocated to the specification units written 
4. The number of subjects 
5.  The number of specification units written per subject 

The dependent variables identified are: 
1. The average defect detection rate per dlocated ROlD 
2. The average effort to wnte, review, and correct per allocated R O I .  
3. training time 

The treatment variable is the requirements specification notation used to write the specification 
uni ts. 

1.1.5 Experimental Design Constraints 

The experimental design constraints identified are: 
1. The budget for the experiment is fixed 
2. The number of specification units that are written is 18 
3. The number of iterations of review/defect correction is a maximum of 2 
4. Each subject may only participate in one group for the experiment 
5. The 18 specification units written are randomly selected from 52 specification units 
6 .  The subjects are recmited for a paid position and are selected based on background and avail- 

ability 

1.1.6 Materials 

The matenals used in this experiment include training material, a defect checklist, data recording 
forrns, the SLS for the system used in the experiment, a list of the identified specification unit titles, 
and the allocation of ROIDs from the SLS to the identified titles. 

For the control and experimental group the training material includes a set of lecture slides, a SLS 
for a video rental system, a list of identified specification units for the video rental system, and the 
allocation of the ROIDs to the identified titles. The video system material is used in a hands-on 
exercise in the training session. The experimental group d s o  receives a user manual and a tutorial 
for the SRRS tool, The training materials are in [Coo99]. 

The lecture slides are organized into four modules as follows: 

Module 1: Overview of the Software Development Lifecycle 
Software Development Lifecycles (SDLCs) 
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Introduction to Requirements 

Module 2: Initial Phases of Software Developrnent Lifecycle 
System Level Specification (SLS) 
Software Requirement Specification (SRS) 
Requirements Traceability & Management 

Module 3: Describing the Functional Requirements 
Stimulus Response Requirernents Specification (SRRS) Approach 
Developing the Functional Requirements 

Module 4: The Requirements to System Test Interface 
System Integratin Testing 
Test Case Generation 

There is a checklist used in the experiment to assist the reviewers in detecting and categonzing de- 
fects. A sampIe of the defect checklist forrn is provided below: 
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Defect Checklist 

Category 

Syntax Errors 

Description of Error 

Si  

SZ 

53 

standardized phrase is incorrect/missing 

sectiodsub-section title is incorrecthissing 

response verb is not from constrained list 
I 

S4 

I 

S7 I other 

minor grammatical errors including punctuation, misuse of keyword, subsection title in- 

S5 
L 

S 6  

1 

Type Violations: 

correct. 

Iist structure incorrectlmissing 

did not use Iist when required 

T l  

TZ 
L 

T3 

1 

T7 1 stimulus used but not introduced 1 

type name declantion missing 

type alias declaration missing 

constant dedaration missing 

T4 

TS 

T6 

l 

TS 1 other 

- 

variable system parameter declaration missing 

systern state component declaration missing 

stimulus used but not introduced 

f 

Analysis Errors I 
A l  1 type narne declared but oot used 

A2 

A3 

A4 

A5 

A6 

A7 

AS 

type alias name declared but not used 

constant deciared but not used 

variable s ystern parameter declared but no t used 

system state component declared but not used 
I 

stimulus introduced but not used 

response introduced but not used 

committed data types not declared as system state cornponents 

A9 

A l 0  

A l  1 

A12 

A13 

A14 

A15 

A16 

A17 

- - 

static association missing 

static association introduced but not used 

incorrect stimuli used in requirement 
1 

incorrect response used in requirement 

incorrect data used in requirement 
1 

design detail 

requiremen t allocation error 

requirement tracing error 
1 

other 
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Two forms are used in the experiment to assist in the collection of data. The first form is the time 
recordino form. A sam~le of this form is provided below: 
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The second data collection form is the defect recording. 

Defect Recording 

A sarnple of this form is provided below: 

Sheet 

Date 
Recorded by 
Specification Unit Identifier 
Specification Unit Version # 
Writing specification or test case generation phase 
Defect Recording sheet / 

The materials also include a SLS for the 'ïntegrated On-line Library System" that is used in the 
experiment. The SLS is denved from a request for proposa1 for an integrated on-line library system 
[Cor87]. The SLS is composed of 652 ROIDs. Using the SLS, 52 specification units are identified 
and 432 ROIDs are allocated to them. 

Defect 
Identifier 

Type of 
Error 

Category 
of Error 

Checklist 
Identifier 

I 

Text Description of Defect 
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1.1.7 Methods 

Selection of Subjects 

The subjects for the control and the experimental groups are rtor randornly selected from the appli- 
cants for the paid positions. Instead, the subjects are interviewed and selected based on their back- 
ground (a specific course in software engineering), communication skills, and availability. 

Selection, assignment, and order for writing specification units 

The 18 specification units that are written are randomly selected from the outline of the Integrated 
On-line Library System software requirements specification document that is composed of 52 
specification uni ts. 

The 18 specification units are randomly assigned to three groups. The groups of specification units 
are randomly assigned to the three subjects. Each subject writes six specification units. 

The specification units are presented to a subject for writing one at a time. 

The specification units are presented in the same order for both the control and experimental 
groups. 

The specification units are reviewed by the author's peers. 

Data Collection 

The time is recorded every half hour by the subjects. The half hour of time may be broken down 
into 5 minute "chunks". These time sheets are not to be used for payroll purposes. 

The defect recording is done in the peer review of a specification unit. The author does not formally 
review their own work. The type of error, category of error, the checklist identifier, and a bief de- 
scription of the defect are recorded on the defect recording list. The type of error is either an error 
of omrnission (recorded as "O") or an error of commission (recorded as a "C"). The category of 
the error can be any of the following: ambiguous information (recorded as "A"); extraneous infor- 
mation (recorded as "E);  inconsistent information (recorded as "II"); incorrect fact (recorded as 
"IF"); missing information (recorded as "MI"); redundant information ("RI"); or a rniscellaneous 
defect (recorded as "MD"). The checklist identifier is the letter, number identifier from the defect 
checklist that matches the problem the best. The brief textual description of the defect is recorded 
to assist the author in understanding the defect detected. 

Training 

In this experiment, the formal training for both the control and the experimental groups is 
structured as a set of four modules that are presented in a lecture format. Module one provides a 
bnef introduction to the Formalware project, reviews the waterfall and spiral software develop- 
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ment lifecycle models, and describes the characteristics of a "good" requirement. Module two 
covers the initial phases of the software development lifecycle. It clarifies the distinction between 
a system leveI specification (SLS) and a software requirements specification (SRS), describes the 
process to develop a SRS, and reviews traceability. Module three introduces the requirements 
specification notation used by the group and describes the six step process used to describe the 
functional requirements in an SRS (refer to the following section on the experimental procedure). 
Module four reviews the requirements to system level testing interface and emphasizes the impact 
the quality of an SRS has on the development of system level test cases. 

Modules one, two, and four are exactIy the same for the control and the experimental groups, 
however, module three is tailored. The third module in the training material for the group 
introduces the semi-forma1 stimulus response requirements specification notation to describe the 
functional requirements in an SRS. The training material for the experimental group introduces 
the forma1 stimulus response requirements specification notation. The six step process used to 
develop the specification units differs only in the use of the SRRS tool support by the experimen- 
ta1 group in steps three and five. 

Experirnental Procedure 

The six step process is a top down refinement process for writing a specification unit (refer to 
Figure 1.1). The inputs for the first step in the process are the SLS, the title of the specification 
unit to be developed, and a List of ROIDs that are allocated to the title. The first step in the process 
is to ensure that each of the allocated ROIDs should be allocated and to determine if any ROIDs 
are missing from the allocation. After the ROIDs are checked, the author drafts an outline of the 
specification unit in step two using an ASCII editor. The section headers are entered and each 
section is outlined in point form. In the third step, the author completes the version of the specifi- 
cation unit by refining the outline and filling in the details of the specification unit. The tool 
support in this step is also an ASCII editor. The experimental group also uses the SRRS tool 
support to validate their specification. In addition to completing the first version, a traceability 
report is generated to indicate how the allocated ROIDs have been addressed in the specification 
unit. The specification unit and the traceability report are submitted as a hardcopy for a peer 
review in step four. The author's peers review the specification unit and record defects according 
to type, category, defect checklist identifier, and a bief  description. When the peer review is 
complete the specification unit, traceability report, and the defect recording s heet(s) are returned 
to the author. T h e  author corrects the specification unit and revises the traceability report as 
necessary in step five. The review cycle is cornplete in the experiment when the specification unit 
has no defects detected or when the review cycle has occurred twice. The final version is subrnit- 
ted in the last step of the process. 

Calculations 

The percent differences are calculated using Equation 1. 

(control""value - experimental""value) x 100 
% difference = 

control value 
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SLS ROIDs, 

Check 
Alioc. LS ROIDs 

1 specification 

outlined version 
of specification unit 

Version 

editor 
(SRRS tool) 

y~ specification technique, editor defect checklist 

Wn te 

revised version 
of specification 
unit, traceabilit! 
report 

first version 
of specification unit, 
traceabi li ty report 

Iist 

I 

editor f 
SRRS tooI 

Figure 1.1 A Six Step Process to Develop a Specification Unit 
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1.2 Experimental Results 

1.2.1 Data CoUected 

The experimental data is surnrnarized in a set of six tables. Table 1 and Table 2 contain the 
effort to write, review, and correct the specification units for the control group and the experimen- 
ta1 group respectively. Tables 3 and 4 contain the training time for the control group and the 
expenmental group. Tables 5 and 6 contain the defects detected for the control and the experi- 
mental groups. 
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Table 2: Group 2 Time (write, review, 
I 1 1 1 

correct) 
correc t 

version 2 
minutes 

review 
cycle 

minutes 

# 
iillocated 
ROIDs 

Total 
minutes S pecification Unit 

Charge Item (interlibrary) 

Renew Item 1 220 1 

tirne to 
write 

minutes 

Create Booking on Item 

Modify Acquisition Plan 

Discharge Item 
(non-interlibrary) 

View Bookings 1 415 1 30 1 70 

write 
version 1 
minutes 

390 

275 

250 

195 

review 
version 1 
minutes 

85 

Modify Borrower's Information 

Search for Catalogue Iteni 

140 

170 

120 

Receive Acquisition 

Modify JobbedPublisher Matrix 

Pay-for-use Datlibase Access 
Requests 

Add Catalogue Item 

correct 
version 1 
minutes 

60 

150 

125 

Request Statistics on Interlibrary 
Loan 

Delete Catalogue Item 

Request General Statistics 

review 
version 2 
minutes 

45 

120 

50 

45 

90 

65 

1 15 

Receive Serial 

75 

65 

50 

75 

45 

30 

30 

90 

5 O 

30 

15 

15 

30 

45 

Create Acquisition Plan 

Modify On-line Adaptation Datü 

15 

15 

30 

O 

30 

40 

15 

O 

15 

15 

120 

65 

O 

5 

30 

45 

1 O 

15 

20 

25 
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Table 3: Group 1 Training Time 

Group 1 
Formai Training Informa1 Total Training 

Training Time 
minutes minutes minutes 

1 1 I 

subject 1 1 420 1 25 1 445 

subject 2 

subject 3 1 420 

Table 4: Grouv 2 Training Time 

Group 2 

1 Fornial Training 
Time 

minutes 

subject 1 

Informal 
Training Time 

835 

subject 2 

subject 3 

minutes 

835 

835 

Total Training 
Time 

minutes 1 



Table 5: Group I Defects 

# # # Analysi # # 
Syntax Type 

S TY pe Specification Unit Defects Defecis 'yntax Defects Defects Defects Version Version 
1 i 1 2 

# 
Analysi 

S 
Defects 
Version 

2 

5 

# 
Total 

Syntax 
Defects 

# 
Totitl 
TY pe 

Defccts 

Total A n i l l ~ s i  Defecis 
S 

Defects 

Charge Item (interlibrary) 2 3 23 15 9 6 

Crerite Booking on Item 3 S 7 3 O 

Modify Acquisition Plan 11 23 18 20 1 
I I  

Discharge Item 4 5 1 O 5 1 

Renew Item 17 6 13 9 O 

View Bmkings 7 6 8 O 7 
I 

Modify Borrower's Information 1 6 2 1 O 

Search for Catalogue ltem 2 5 6 8 3 

Receive Acquisition 25 20 24 2 8 9 
I 

Modi fy JobberIPublisher Marrix 9 12 6 O 6 
- - - - - -- 

F o r - u s e  database Requests 

Request Statistics on Interlibrary Loan 10 7 1 O 5 1 

Delete Catalogue Item 3 8 8 2 O 

1 Add Catalogue Item 1 I 5 113 15 
1 Request General Statistics 1 1  1 3  10 1 2  1 1  1 

1 1 1 1 1 

Receive Serial 1 6  1 7  1 15 1 3  1 4  1 
Create Acquisition Plan I I  4 

Modify on-line adaptation data 8 1 O 12 



Table 6: Group 2 Defects 

Total # b  Total Total d l  Total 
# 

Syntax 
Dcfects 
Version 

1 

# # # # 
Typc Andysis Syntax Type 

Defects Defects Defects Defects 
Version Version Version Version 

1 1 2 2 

Analysis 
Defects 
Version 

2 

Specification Unit 
Syntax Type 
Defects Detects 

Analysis Defects 
Defects 

Charge Item (interlibrary) 

Create Booking on Item O O 1 O O O 

Modify Acquisition Plan 1 O 7 2 O 
-. -. . . 1 Discharge Item 

1 Renew Item 1 1 O I 
View Bookings O O 8 O 1 

Modify Boi-rower 's information 2 O G O O 

1 Search for Catalogue Item 

Receive Acquisition 3 

Modify JobberIPublisher Matrix O 

1 Pay-for-use database Requests 

Request Statistics on Interlibrnry Loan 1 

Delete Catalogue Item 1 

Add Catalogue Item 2 

Request Generai Statistics 1 

Receive Serial 3 

Create Acquisition Plan O 

1 Modify on-line adaptation data 
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Specification Unit Identifier (title) 
Subject 

Identifier 

- - 1 criate Booking on Item 

Charge Item (Interlibrary) 

1 Modify Acquisition Plan 

1 

1 Discharge Item (non-interlibrary) 

1 Renew Item 

1 View Bookings 

1 Modify JobberRublisher Matrix 

- -  - 

Modify Borrower's Information 

Search for Catalogue Item 

Receive Acquisition 

2 

1 

3 

1 Delete Catalogue Item 

Pay-for-use Database Access Requests 

Request Statistics on Interlibrary Loan 

1 Add Catalogue Item 

2 

3 

1 Request General Statistics 

Create Acquisition Plan 

Table 7: Randorn Assignrnent of Specification Units, Subjects 

1 
- - 

Modify on-line Adaptation Data 

1.2.2 Analysis of Data 

3 

Percentage Difference Calculations 

The experimental results for the defect rates are summanzed in Table 8. The results show 
a reduction in the syntax, type, and the analysis defects detected for Group 2. The % difference 
between the group using the semi-forma1 notation (Group 1) and the group using the forma1 
notation (Group 2) for the total number of defects detected per allocated ROID shows an 8 1 % 
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reduction in detected defects. 

Table 8: Surnmary of Defects Recorded 

- 

Group 1 

Group 2 

% Difference 

The training time is a metnc of interest for individuals considering the use of the formal 
notation in cornparison to its semi-forma1 notation. In this experiment, the formal training time 
includes the time the subjects are in the lecture style format plus the amount of time they spend on 
the hands-on exercise. In addition, the amount of time it takes the subjects in the experimental 
group to work through the tutorial for the SRRS tool is considered as formal training. The hrmal  
training time is recorded as the number of minutes of forma1 training per author. The informal 
training includes the time the subjects use to review their training material or ask questions about 
the notation as they wnte the specification units. The informal training is recorded with respect to 
the number of allocated ROIDs. The total training time recorded is the sum of the formal training 
time and the informal training time per author. The experimental results for training time are 
sumrnarized in Table 9. They show an increase in both the forma1 and informa1 training time for 
Group 2. The % difference between Group 1 and Group 2 is a 186% increase in total training 

- 

Number of 
type defects 
per ROID 

O .74 

- - 

Num ber of 
syntax defects 

per ROID 

0.99 

time. 

0.09 

-90.91 

- - 

Number of 
analysis defects 

per ROID 

The effort is a metric of interest for individuals considering the use of the forma1 notation 
in cornparison to its semi-formal notation. The effort to write and put the specification units 
through a peer review is summarized in Table 10. The experimental results show a decrease in the 
amount of time to wnte and review requirements for Group 2. The % difference between Group 1 
and Group 2 for the total amount of time to write and review requirements is a reduction of 39%. 

Number of total 
defects per 

ROID 

0.0 1 

-98 -65 

0.88 1 2.61 

Group 1 

Group 2 

% DiEerence 

0.39 

-55.68 

TabIe 9: Surnmary of Training Time 

Informal Training 
Time 

minutes/ROID 

0.32 

5 -02 

1468.75 

Formai Training 
Time 

minu tes/au t hor 

430.00 

835.00 

98-8 1 

0.49 

-8 1.23 

Total Training 
Time 

minutedauthor 

448.33 

1385.00 

186.62 
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Table 10: Summary of Writing and Reviewing Time 

Average time to write 
per ROID 
minutes 

Group 2 

% Difference 

Statistical Tests 

The statistical tests done on the experimental data include the t-test, paired t-test, and P- 

Average time to review 
and correct per ROID 

minutes 

15.28 Group 1 

value calculations [Mon97, LeeOO]. The statistics are calculated using the statistical package 

Average total tirne per 
ROID 

minutes 

32.86 17-58 

10.5s 

-39.82 

Minitab. Table 11 surnmarizes the experimental data for testing the hypothesis for the total 

number of defects/ROID. Table 12 summarizes the expenmental data for testing the hypothesis 

for the training time for the subjects. Table 13 surnmarizes the experimental data for testing the 

hypothesis for total amount of time to write, review and correct the specifications. The t-test and p 

9.42 

-38.35 

value calculations for the data are presented after each table. 

20.00 

-39.14 

Defect Rate 

Table 11: Experimental Data: Total number of defects per ROID 

A paired t-test is used to assess the difference across the notations. 

Specification Set 

1 

Group 1 
(defectdROID) 

3.617 

Group 2 
(defects/ROID)( 

0.733 

difference 
(defects/ROID) 

2.884 
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Paired T Test and Cl: C2 , Cl 

Paired T for C2-Cl 

N Mean StdDev SE M e a n  

C2 3 O. 582 O. 1823 0 , 106 

Cl 3 2.373 0.797 0.536 

Difference 3 -2.215 0.928 0,460 

95% upper bound for mean distance: -0.871 

T-test of mean =O (vs > ) :  T-value = -4.81 P - v ~ u ~  = 0.020 

Training Time 

Specification Set 
Group 1 
(minutes) 

Group 2 
(minutes) 

Table 12: Experimental Data: Total training time 

Test statistics: 

2-Sarnple T for C l  vs C2 

N Mean 

C2 3 1245 

Cl 3 448.3 

Difference = mu Cl - mu C2 

Estimate for difference: 837 

StdDev SE Mean 

3 68 213 

10.4 6.0 
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95% lower b o m d  for distance: 383 

T-test of mean =O (vs > ) :  T-value = 3.93 P-value = 0.009 DF = 4 

Both use pooled StdDev = 2 6 1  

.- 

Table 13: Experimental Data: Writing,reviewing, and correction time per ROID 

Specification Set 

The paired t-test is used here to assess the difference across the notations. 

Paired T Test and Cl: C2 , Cl 

Paired T for C S - C l  

N Mean S tdDev SE Mean 

C2 3 21.4 7.4 4 . 3  

Cl 3 36.4 18.6 10.7 

Difference 3 -14.95 11.45 6.61 

95% upper bound for mean distance: 4.35 

T-test of mean =O  (vs c ) :  T-value = -2.26 P-value = 0.076 

Group 1 
(minutes/ROID) 

1-2-3 Sources of Error 

As the data is recorded and analyzed manually, the following types of error may have 

Group 2 
(minu t edRO ID) 

difference 
(minutedROID) 
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occurred: 

1. incorrect interpretation of SLS ROID 
2.  missing or incorrect identification of defect in peer review 
3. incorrect or missing time record 
4. mathematical errors in the andysis of the data 
5. bias introduced in training session 
6. time delay between running the control group and the experimental group 

The subjects for the control and experimental groups are not randomly selected the variation in 
the subjects is not ar? objective measure of the population of undergraduate students. The assump- 
tion in the experimental design is that the students selected are as similar as possible making the 
blocking appropriate. 

1.2.4 Conclusions 

The forma1 and informa1 training tirne both increased as expected for the Group using the 
formal notation in comparison to the group using the serni-formal notation. The additional burden 
of working through a tutorid, learning how the tool support works, and understanding the organi- 
zation of the user manual al1 contribute to this increase. There is sufficient evidence in the results 
to reject the nul1 hypothesis. 

The large increase in the informal training time is an interesting and unanticipated result. 
An explanation for this large increase is the additional complexity of having a concrete syntax and 
the tool support for the notation. Since the syntax must be conformed to and the validation checks 
al1 passed, the authors of the requirements may need to check the user manual, training matenal, 
and the tutonal documents more frequently as they work on the specifications. 

The expenmental results show a reduction in the number of defects detected in the peer 
review process. The concrete syntax in addition to the tool support that enforces the syntax and 
provides validation checks on the specification units allow the author to check their specifications 
before submitting them for review. Since only specifications that have a clean validation run (no 
errors are reported) with the tool support are allowed to go through the peer review process in the 
experiment, the reviewers receive a version that has had at least some of the defects removed. As 
a result the specification units have a lower detected defect rate and have a higher quality. The 
benefit of removing the machine detectable defects before the peer review is that the reviewers 
can concentrate on finding defects in the specification that need human analysis. There is 
suEcient evidence in the results to support the rejection of the nul1 hypothesis. 

The experimental results also indicate there is a reduction in effort to write, review, and 
correct the specification units when using the formal notation in comparison to the semi-formal 
notation. The reduction can be attnbuted to the readability of the formal notation and the tool 
support. The reduced writing, review, and correction time indicates that the formal notation is at 
least as readable as the semi-formal notation. If the forma1 notation is not as readabte, the time to 
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write, review, and correct is expected to exceed the time when the serni-formal notation is used. 
The tool support allows the author to obtain feedback on syntax, type, and a small number of 
analysis defects as the specification is being written. These defects can be removed before the 
specification is subrnitted for peer review. This reduces the number of defects in the specification 
making the remaining defects simpler and faster to identify in the peer review. A reduction in time 
is a benefit to the project, as it reduces the cost of developing the requirements specification. 
Although the results look promising, there is not sufficient evidence in the data to support the 
rejection of the nul1 hypothesis. 

With these experimental results an estimate of the training time for a project can be made. 
Given the notation proposed, number of authors, and number of allocated ROIDs to be written. 
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The 18 requirements specifications provided in this Appendix have been written by the 
students in the experiment. They are based on a RFP for an automated on-line library system 
[Cor87]. 

Title: Wreate Booking\ 

Overview : 

The Create-Booking specification unit describes the processing performed when an 

authorized staff mernber requests to create a booking for a borrower. 

Stimuli: 

1) The Create-Booking shall satisfy the requirements descnbed below upon 

receipt of a pooking Function Request] from: 

a) Operator cBooking Function Requesb. 

2) The Create-Booking shall satisfy the requirements descnbed below upon 

receipt of a pooking Item Request] from: 

a) Operator cBooking Item Requestx 

3) The Create-Booking shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a [Password Request] frorn: 

a) Operator ePassword Request>. 

Responses: 

1) As specified by the requirements described below, the Create-Booking shall 

return a [rejection with reason] to: 

a) Operator crejection with reason>. 

2) As specified by the requirements described below, the Create-Booking shall 

return a [acceptance] to: 



a) Operator <acceptance>, 

3) As specified by the requirements described below, the Create-Booking shall 

commit a [commit response] as: 

a) <input data attributes> to cbooking transaction data=-. 

Requirements : 

% The idea here is to allow the operator to enter a borrower number once, using % 

% a Booking Function Request and to then allow items to be booked using multiple % 

% Booking Item Requests. This means that each non-rejected item will update the 9% 

% data but the data will be comrnited only when the password is entered. This % 

% does assume that a incorrect password will not require the data to be rolled- % 

% back, or conversely that the data will not actually be written with an % 

% "update". % 

1) Upon receipt of a pooking Function Request], 

if {not { d l  of the following conditions are true: 

a) {the borrower is not a delinquent) ; 

b) {the unique borrower number is in the borrower k t } ;  

c) { the Password is valid) } ) , 

the Create-Booking shall retum a [rejection with reason]. 

2) Upon receipt of a Booking Item Request], 

if {not {all of the following conditions are true: 

a) {the unique borrower number is in the borrower Iist } ; 

b) {the unique item identifier is in the item list } ; 

c) {the branch is open on pickup date } ; 



d) {the address is valid); 

e) {the item is available to be booked at this time); 

f) {the item does not have status lost, rnissing, damaged, 

clairns retumed, or hold); 

g) {the item is designated bookable); 

h) {the Password is valid) ) }, 

the Create-Booking- shall return a [rejection with reason]. 

3) Upon receipt of a password Request], 

if {not {the Password is valid) ), the Create-Booking shall return a [rejection with reason]. 

4) Upon receipt of a [Booking Function Request], 

if {not {al1 of the folIowing conditions are true: 

a) (the Password is valid) ; 

b) {the unique borrower number is in the borrower list ) ) ) , 

the CreateBooking shall return a [rejection with reason]. 

5) Upon receipt of a [Booking Item Request], if (al1 of the following conditions are true: 

a) { the Booking Function Request was not rejected) ; 

b) {the Booking Item Request was not rejected) ; 

c) {the Password is valid) ), 

the CreateBooking shall retum an [acceptance]. 

6 )  Upon receipt of a password Request], if {the Password is valid}, 

the CreateBooking s hall return an [acceptance] . 



7) Upon receipt of a Pooking Item Request], 

if (al1 of the following conditions are true: 

a) {the Booking Function Request was not rejected) ; 

b) {the Booking Item Request was not rejected) 

c) {the Password is vaiid} }, 

the Creatc-Booking shalI commit a [commit response]. 

Declarations: 

Type Names: 

1) <input data attributes>. 

2) cbooking transaction data>. 

Subtypes: 

Static Associations: 

1) Every ~booking transaction data> is associated with 

exactly one <input data attributes>. 

Constants: 

Variable System Pararneters: 

System State Components: 

1) "the unique borrower number is in the borrower list" : <bool>. 

2) "the unique item identifier is in the item list" : <bool>. 

3) "the branch is open on pickup date" : <bool>. 

4) "the address is valid" : <bool>. 
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5) "the item is available to be booked at this time": <bool>. 

6 )  "the item does not have status Iost, missing, damaged, 

claims returned, or hold" :<bool>. 

7) "the item is designated bookable" : cboob. 

9) "the Password is valid" : cboob. 

10) "the borrower is not a delinquent" : <bool>. 

11) "the Booking Item Request was not rejected" : <bool>. 

12) "at least one Booking Item Request was not rejected" : <bool>. 

13) "the Booking Function Request was not rejected" : <bool>. 

Stimulus Response Components: 

1) <Booking Function Requesb : aequest message>. 

2 )  cBooking Item Request> : crequest message>. 

3) cPassword Request> : uequest message>. 

4) uejection with reason> : uesponse message>. 

5 )  <acceptame>: uesponse message>. 

6) ~booking rejection> : uesponse message>. 

Local Functions: 

Local Predicates: 

1) 'The response tirnes for the UO transactions described in 

this specification unit shall be in Class" (cintegen) is a predicate. 

Extemal Functions: 

Extemal Predicates: 
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Exported Functions: 

Exported Predicates: 

Performance: 

1) {The response times for the I/O transactions described in 

this specification unit shall be in Class { 2  } } . 
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Title: Ulelete Catalogue Item\ 

Overvie w : 

The Delete-Item specification unit descnbes the processing performed 

when an authorized staff rnember requests this subsystern to delete a 

catalogue item. 

Stimuli: 

1) The Delete-Item shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a [Delete Item Request] from: 

a) Operator <Delete Item Requesb. 

Responses: 

L) As specified by the requirements described below, the Delete-Item shall 

return a [rejection with reason] to: 

a) Operator aejection with reasonx 

2) As specified by the requirements described below, the Delete-Item shall 

return an [acceptance] to: 

a) Operator <acceptance>. 

3) As specified by the requirements described below, the Delete-Item shall 

commit a [delete item] as: 

a) <item> to <item list>. 

Requirements: 



1) Upon receipt of a Delete Item Request], 

if {not { d l  of the following conditions are true: 

a) {the User is a library staff member) ; 

b) { the Unique Item Identification number is vd id )  } }, 

the Delete-Item shall return a [rejection with reason]. 

2) Upon receipt of a Delete Item Request], if {the Delete Item Request was not rejected}, 

the Delete-Item shall retum a [acceptance] . 

3) Upon receipt of a Delete Item Request], if {the Delete Item Request was not rejected}, 

the Delete-Item shall commit a [delete item]. 

Declarations: 

Type Names: 

1) <item>. 

2)  <item k t> .  

Subtypes: 

Static Associations: 

1) Every <item List> is associated with exactly one u t e m x  

Constants: 

Variable System Parameters: 

System State Components: 

1) "the User is a library staff member" : <bool>. 

2) "the Unique Item Identification number is valid" : <bool>. 



3) "the Delete Item Request was not rejected" : cbool>. 

Stimulus Response Components: 

1) <Delete Item Request>:uequest message>. 

2) crejection with reason>:uesponse message>. 

3) cacceptance>:cresponse message>. 

Local Functions: 

Local Predicates: 

External Functions: 

External Predicates: 

Exported Functions: 

Exported Predicates: 

Performance: 
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Title: \Discharge item non interLibrary\ 

Overview : 

The Discharge_lCtern specification unit desribes the processing perforrned 

when an authorized staff member requests this subsystem to discharge an Item. 

Staff may search for the item to be discharged and discharge it wlo the item. 

Stimuli: 

1) The Discharge-Item shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a wischarge Known Item Request] from: 

a) Operator cDischarge Known Item Requesb. 

2) The Discharge-Item shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a ['Sounds Like' Request] from: 

a) Operator dSounds Like' Request>. 

Responses: 

1) As specified by the requirements described below, the Discharge-Item shall 

return a [rejection with reason] to: 

a) Operator aejection with reason>. 

2) As specified by the requirements described below, the Discharge-Item shall 

return a [acceptance] to: 

a) Operator cacceptance>. 

3) As specified by the requirements described below, the Discharge-Item shall 



commit a [commit response] as: 

a) tinput data attributes> to cdischarge item>. 

4) As specified by the requirements described below, the Discharge-Item shall 

send an [selection list] to: 

a) Operator eselection lisb. 

5) As specified by the requirements described below, the Discharge-Item shall 

send a [calculate fines response] to: 

a) Operator <calculate fines response>. 

6) As specified by the requirements described below, the Discharge-Item shall 

commit a [fine] as: 

a) <fine> to <borrower's account>. 

% My Vision: The operator will either enter : 

% a) enter an item to discharge % 

% b) request a listing of items which fall under % 

% some catagory, from which the operator will % 

% either choose one and discharge it (a) again % 

% or request more items from the catagory, % 

% or revise some criteria to search. % 

Requirements: 

1) Upon receipt of a pischarge Known Item Request], 



if {not ( d l  of the following conditions are bue: 

a) {the User is a Iibrary staff member); 

b) (the unique item identifier is valid}; 

C) {the item is status is either 'missing' or 'charged out' } ; 

d) {the item is not on hold) 

e)  {the new status is one of 'to be shelved', 'mending', 

'binding' or an item condition status) 

f) {the transaction date is after the due date} ) ), 

the Discharge-Item shall retum a [rejection with reason] . 

2) Upon receipt of a Discharge Known Item Request], 

if {the request was not rejected), 

the Discharge-Item shall retum an [acceptance]. 

3) Upon receipt of a ['Sounds Like' Request], 

the Discharge-Item shall send a [selection list]. 

4) Upon receipt of a pischarge Known Item Request], 

if {the transaction date is after the due date}, 

the Discharge-Item shall: 

a) send a [calculate fines response]; 

b) commit a [fine]. (the account shall include the new fines } . 

5) Upon receipt of a [Discharge Known Item Request], 

if {the request was not rejected), 



the Discharge-Item shall commit a [commit response]. 

Declarations: 

Type Names: 

b) <borrower's account>. 

c)  < k t  of items>. 

d) <input data attributes>. 

e )  <discharge item>. 

f) <fine>. 

Subtypes: 

S tatic Associations: 

1) Every cborrower's accounD is associated with exactly one dine>. 

2) Every <discharge item> is associated with exactly one Qnput data attributesi. 

Constants: 

Variable System Parameters: 

System State Components: 

1) "the User is a library staff member7' : <bool>. 

2) "the unique item identifier is vaiid : <boolr. 

3) "the item is status is either 'rnissing' or 'charged out"' : <bool>. 

4) "the item is not on hold" : <bool>. 

5) "the new status is one of 'to be shelved', 'mending', 

'binding' or an item condition status" : <bool>. 

6 )  "the transaction date is after the due date" : cboob.  

7) "the account shall include the new fines" : cboob.  
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8) "the request was not rejected" : cboob- 

Stimulus Response Components: 

1) aischarge Known Item Reques- : crequest message>. 

2) <'Sounds Like' Requesb : uequest message>. 

3) <calculate fines response> : aesponse message>. 

3) cborrower's account response> : <response message>. 

3) uejection with reason> : aesponse message>. 

4) <acceptance> : cresponse message>. 

5) cselection list> : aesponse message>. 

Local Functions: 

Local Predicates: 

1) 'The response times for the Tl0 transactions described in 

this specification unit shall be in Class" (<intesen) is a predicate. 

Extemal Functions: 

External Predicates : 

Exported Functions: 

Exported Predicates: 

Performance: 

1) (The response times for the I/O transactions described in 

this specification unit shall be in Class (2 )  ). 
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Title: \Modify BorroweA 

Overview: 

The ModifyBorrower specification unit describes the processing performed when 

an authorized staff member requests to modify the Borrower's personal or 

library related information on the system. 

Stimuli: 

1) The ModifyBorrower shall satisfy the requirements descnbed below upon 

receipt of a wodify Borrower Request] from: 

a) Operator ~'Modify Borrower Request>. 

2) The ModifyBorrower shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a [Updated Borrower Request] from: 

a) Operator CUpdated Borrower Request>. 

3) The Modify-Borrower shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a Delete Borrower Request] from: 

a) Operator <Delete Borrower RequestB. 

Responses: 

1) As specified by the requirements described below, the ModifyBomower shall 

return a [rejection with reason] to: 

a) Operator crejection with reason>. 

2) As specified by the requirements described below, the Modify-Bomower shall 

return an [acceptance] to: 
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a) Operator ecceptancex 

3) As specified by the requirements described below, the Modify-Borrower shaIl 

send a @3orrower info] to: 

a) Operator <Borrower info>. 

4) As specified by the requirements described below, the Modify-Borrower shall 

commit a [Borrower info update] as: 

a) d3orrower data> to cBorrower DB>. 

5) As specified by the requirements descnbed below, the Modify-Borrower shall 

commit an [option used] as: 

a) <plus one> to cModify Borrower statsx 

Requirements: 

% The plan: The operator will request "Modify Borrower Request" with a 

borrower ID etc. The Modify-Borrower system will respond by sending 

the operator the existing record. This record will be updated by the 

operator and then returned via the "Updated Borrower Request". The 

Modify-Borrower systern then updates the records. 

The operator also has the option of deleting a record, via the 

"Delete Borrower Request". The Operator must first request to 

modify the borrower info, get the account, just like modify. 

Then s/he may select delete. This ensures that the operator will see 

which account is being deleted, and presumably any fines, etc. 
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1) Upon receipt of a wodify Borrower Request], 

if {not (al1 of the following conditions are true: 

a) {the User is a library staff member); 

b) (the unique borrower identifier is valid) ) }, 

the Modify-Borrower shall return a [rejection with reason]. 

2) Upon receipt of a vpdated Borrower Request], 

if (not {d l  of the following conditions are true: 

a) {the User is a library staff member); 

b) {the unique borrower identifier is valid} ; 

c) {the fields in the new record are al1 valid) } ), 

the Modify-Borrower shall return a [rejection with reason]. 

3) Upon receipt of a [Delete Borrower Request], 

if {not {a11 of the following conditions are true: 

a) (the User is a library staff member) ; 

b) {the unique borrower identifier is valid) ) }, 

the ModifyBorrower shall return a [rejection with reason]. 

4) Upon receipt of a wodify Borrower Request], 

if { the Modify Borrower Request was not rejected ) , 

the ModifyBorrower shall retum a [acceptance]. 



5) Upon receipt of a wpdated Borrower Request], 

if {the Updated Borrower Request was not rejected), 

the Modify-Borrower shall retum a [acceptance]. 

6 )  Upon receipt of a Delete Borrower Request], 

if {the Delete Borrower Request was not rejected), 

the Modify-Borrower shall return a [acceptance]. 

7) Upon receipt of a modify Borrower Request], 

if { the Modi fy Borrower Request was not rejected } , 

the ModifyBorrower shall send a porrower info]. 

8) Upon receipt of a [Updated Borrower Request], 

if {the Updated Borrower Request was not rejected}, 

the Modify-Borrower shall: 

a) commit a @3orrower info update]; 

b) commit a [option used]. 

9) Upon receipt of a [Delete Borrower Request], 

if {the DeIete Borrower Request was not rejected), 

the Modify-Borrower shall: 

a) commit a [Borrower info update]; 

b) commit a [option used]. 

Declarations: 

Type Narnes: 
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1) dorrower  DB>. 

2) dorrower  data>. 

3) <plus one>. 

4) ~Modify Borrower statsx 

Subtypes: 

Static Associations: 

1) Every dorrower DB> is associated with exactly one dorrower datw. 

2) Every cModify Borrower stats> is associated with exactly one <plus one>. 

Constants: 

Variable System Parameters: 

System S tate Components: 

1) "the User is a library staff member" : <bool>. 

2) "the unique borrower identifier is valid" : cboob. 

3) "the fields in the new record are al1 valid" : <bool>. 

4)  "the Modify Borrower Request was not rejected" : <bool>. 

5) "the Updated Borrower Request was not rejected" : <bool>. 

6) "the Delete Borrower Request was not rejected" : cboob. 

Stimulus Response Components: 

1) cModify Borrower Request>:crequest message>. 

2) ~Updated Borrower Request>:<request message>. 

3) d e l e t e  Borrower Request>:<request message>. 

4 )  u-ejection with reason>:uesponse message>. 



5) cborrower's record>:aesponse message>. 

6 )  <acceptance>:uesponse message>. 

7) dorrower info>:aesponse message>. 

Local Functions: 

Local Predicates: 

Extemal Functions: 

Extemal Predicates: 

Exported Functions: 

Exported Predicates: 

Performance: 



Title: \Pay-for-use Database Access Requests\ % Version THREE % 

Overview: 

The Pay-Requests specification unit describes the processing perfomed 

when a user accesses the following "pay-for-view" databases: 

a) The Mega-database; 

b) The Everything for Arts database; 

c) The Computing database; 

d) The Commerce reference database. 

Stimuli: 

1) The Pay-Requests shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a [payment request] frorn: 

a) Operator cpayment requestx 

receipt of a P B  Query] from: 

a) Operator <DB Querp.  

Responses: 

2) The Pay-Requests shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

ts shall 1) As specified by the requirements described below, the Pay-Reques 

return a [rejection with reason] to: 

a) Operator aejection with reason>. 

2) As specified by the requirements described below, the Pay-Requests shall 

return an [acceptance] to: 



a) Operator <acceptance>. 

3) As specified by the requirements descrïbed below, the Pay-Requests shall 

send a F u l l  DB Query Response] to: 

a) Operator ~Query results>. 

Requirements: 

% So this is the deal: 

1) The user will enter a DB query. 

2) The system will respond with an acceptance. 

3) The user will enter credit c ado the r  payment method. 

4) The system will return the results of the query if payment is OK. 

% 

I) Upon receipt of a P B  Query], 

if {not { d l  of the following conditions are true: 

{the DB Query makes sense) ; 

{the DB Query is for an allowable database) ) ), 

the Pay-Requests shall retum an [rejection with reason]. 

2) Upon receipt of a [payment request], 

if (not { d l  of the following conditions are m e :  

{the payment method is OK); 

{the DB Query was not rejected) ) ), 

the Pay-Requests s hall retum an [rejection with reason]. 



3) Upon receipt of a [DB Query], 

if { the DB Query makes sense ) , 

the Pay-Requests shall return an [acceptance]. 

4) Upon receipt of a [payment request], 

if (al1 of the forlowing conditions are true: 

{the payment request not rejected); 

( the DB Query was not rejected ) ) , 

the PayRequests shall return an [acceptance] . 

5 )  Upon receipt of a [payment request], 

if (al1 of the following conditions are true: 

(the payment request not rejected); 

{the DB Query was not rejected ) ) , 

the Pay-Requests shall send a Full  DB Query Response]. 

Declarations: 

Type Names: 

Subtypes: 

Static Associations: 

Constants: 

Variable System Parameters: 

System State Components: 

1) "the payment method is OK" : <bool>. 



2)  "the DB Query makes sense" : <bool>. 

3) "the payment request not rejected" : <bool>. 

4) "the DB Query was not rejected" : <bool>. 

5) "the DB Query is for an allowable database" : <bool>. 

Stimulus Response Components: 

1) cpayment requestxuequest message>. 

2 )  (DB Query>:<request message>. 

3) uejection with reason>:uesponse message>. 

4) cacceptance>:uesponse message>. 

5) eu11 DB Query Response> :cresponse message>. 

6 )  cQuery results>:uesponse message>. 

Local Functions: 

Local Predicates: 

Extemal Functions: 

External Predicates: 

Exported Functions: 

Export-ed Predicates: 

Performance: 



Title: \Receive Serial\ 

O vervie w : 

The Receive-Serial specification unit describes the processing performed 

when an authorized staff mernber requests this subsystem to Receive-Serial. 

As per the ROIDS, staff may: 

1) record receipt of issues. 

2 )  generate claims notices. 

3) generate cancellation notices. 

4) generate return notices. 

5) print serial request/clairn notice/cancellation requestheturn notice- 

6) email serial requestlclaim notice/cancellation requesthetum notice. 

Stimuli: 

1) The Receive-Serial shall satisfy the requirements desnribed below upon 

receipt of a Record Receipt request] from: 

a) Operator <Record Receipt requesb. 

2 )  The Receive-Serial shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a [Claims Notice request] from: 

a) Operator ~C la ims  notice requesb. 

3) The Receive-Serial shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a [Cancellation Notice request] from: 

a) Operator ~Cancellation Notice requestx 



4) The Receive-Senal shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a metum Notice request] from: 

a) Operator cReturn Notice requestx 

Responses: 

1) As specified by the requirements described below, the Receive-Serial shall 

return a [rejection with reason] to: 

a) Operator crejection with reason>. 

2) As specified by the requirements described below, the Receive-Serial shall 

return a [acceptance] to: 

a) Operator cacceptance>. 

4) As specified by the requirements described below, the Receive-Serial shall 

send a wecord Receipt response] to: 

a) Operator -=Record Receiptx 

5) As specified by the requirements described below, the Receive-Serial shall 

send a [Claims Notice response] to: 

a) Operator ~Clairns Notice>. 

6) As specified by the requirements described below, the Receive-Serial shall 

send a [Cancellation Notice response] to: 

a) Operator ~Cancellation Notice>. 



7) As specified by the requirements described below, the Receive-Serial shall 

send a [Return Notice response] to: 

a) Operator <Return Noticex 

8) As specified by the requirements described below, the Receive-Serial shall 

send a [print Receipt] to: 

b) Operator cprint Receiptx 

9) As specified by the requirements described below, the Receive-Serial shall 

send a [print Claims Notice] to: 

a) Operator <print Claims Notice>. 

10) As specified by the requirements described below, the Receive-Serial shall 

send a [print Cancellation Notice] to: 

a) Operator <print Cancellation Noticex 

11) As specified by the requirements described below, the Receive-Serial shall 

send a [print Retum Notice] to: 

a) Printer <pint Return Notice>. 

12) As specified by the requirements described below, the Receive-Serial shall 

commit a [Receipt] as: 

a) <the Receipb to cReceipt list>. 

Requirements: 

1) Upon receipt of a mecord Receipt request], 



if {not {al1 of the following conditions are true: 

a) {the User is a staff member); 

b) {the Receipt is valid) ) ), 

the Receive-Serial shall return a [rejection with reason]. 

2) Upon receipt of a [Claims Notice request] , 

if {not { al1 of the following conditions are true: 

a) {the User is a staff member); 

b) {the daim notice period is over) ) ), 

the Receive-Serial shall return a [rejection with reason]. 

3) Upon receipt of a [Cancellation Notice request], 

if {not {al1 of the following conditions are true: 

a) {the User is a staff member); 

b) {the serial code is valid) ) ), 

the Receive-Serial shall return a [rejection with reason]. 

4) Upon receipt of a wetum Notice request], 

if {not {al1 of the following conditions are true: 

a) {the User is a staff mernber); 

b) {the serial code is valid) ) ), 

the Receive-Serial shall return a [rejection with reason]. 

5) Upon receipt of a pecord Receipt request], 

if {the Record Receipt request was not rejected), 
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the Receive-Serial shall return an [acceptance]. 

6 )  Upon receipt of a [Claims Notice request], 

if {the CIaims Notice request was not rejected), 

the ReceiveSex-ïal shall return an [acceptance] - 

7) Upon receipt of a [Cancellation Notice request], 

if {the Cancellation Notice request was not rejected), 

the ReceiveSerial shall return an [acceptance], 

8) Upon receipt of a peturn Notice request], 

if {the Retum Notice request was not rejected), 

the Receive-Serial shall return an [acceptance]. 

9) Upon receipt of a [Record Receipt request], 

if {the Record Receipt request was not rejected), 

the Receive-Serial shall commit a [Receipt]. 

10) Upon receipt of a [CIairns Notice request], 

if { the Claims Notice request was not rejected 1 ,  

the Receive-Serial shall send a [Claims Notice response]. 

11) Upon receipt of a [Cancellation Notice request], 

if {the Cancellation Notice request was not rejected), 

the Recei ve-Seriai shall send a [Cancellation Notice response] . 
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12) Upon receipt of a metum Notice request], 

if {the Return Notice request was not rejected), 

the Receive-Serial shall send an wetum Notice response]. 

13) Upon receipt of a pecord Receipt request], 

if {al1 of the following conditions are tme: 

a) {the Record Receipt request was not rejected}; 

b) {a Record Receipt pnnt was requested} }, 

the Receive-Serial shall send a [print Receipt]. 

14) Upon receipt of a [Claims Notice request], 

if {ail of the following conditions are true: 

a) {the Claims Notice request was not rejected); 

b) {a Claims Notice print was requested} ), 

the Receive-Serial shall send a [print Claims Notice]. 

15) Upon receipt of a [Cancellation Notice request], 

if (al1 of the following conditions are true: 

a) {the Cancellation Notice request was not rejected}; 

b) {a Cancellation Notice print was requested j }, 

the Receive-Serial shall send a [print Cancellation Notice]. 

16) Upon receipt of a [Retum Notice request], 

if (al1 of the following conditions are true: 
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a) {the Return Notice request was not rejected); 

b) { a Return Notice print was requested} } , 

the Receive-Serial shail send a [print Return Notice]. 

DecIarations: 

Type Names: 

1) <the Receipb. 

2) cReceipt lis-. 

Subtypes: 

Static Associations: 

1) Every cReceipt list> is associated with exactly one a h e  Receipt>. 

Constants: 

Variable S ystem Parameters: 

System State Components: 

1) "the User is a staff member" : <bool>. 

2) "the Receipt is valid" : cboob. 

3) "the serial code is valid" : <booI>. 

4) "the Record Receipt request was not rejected" : <bool>. 

5) "the Claims Notice request was not rejected" : <bool>. 

6 )  "the Cancellation Notice request was not rejected" : <bool>. 

7) "the Return Notice request was not rejected" : <bool>. 

8) "a Record Receipt print was requested" : <bool>. 

9) "a Claims Notice print was requested" : <bool>. 
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11) "a Cancellation Notice pnnt was requested" : cboob.  

12) "a Retum Notice print was requested" : <bool>. 

13) "the claim notice period is over" : <bool>. 

Stimulus Response Components: 

1) d2ecord Receipt requestxuequest message>. 

1) cClaims notice request>:<request message>. 

1) ccancellation Notice requestxuequest message>. 

1) d ie tum Notice request>:crequest message>. 

1) crejection with reason>:uesponse message>. 

1) cacceptancexeesponse message>. 

1) cRecord Receipt response>:cresponse message>. 

1) ~ C l a i m s  Notice response>:uesponse message>. 

1) cCancellation Notice response>:aesponse message>. 

1) d ie tum Notice response>:cresponse message>. 

1) <Record Receipt>:uesponse message>. 

2) cClaims Notice>:uesponse message>. 

3) cCancellation Notice>:<response message>. 

4) cReturn Notice>:cresponse message>. 

5) <print Receip~:uesponse message>. 

6 )  cprint Claims Notice>:uesponse message>. 

7) cprint Cancellation Notice>:uesponse message>. 

8) cprint Return Notice>:cresponse message>. 

1) cReceipt>:uesponse message>. 
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Local Functions: 

Local Predicates: 

External Functions: 

External Predicates: 

Exported Functions: 

Exported Predicates: 

Performance: 



Title: \ Create Acquisition Plan\ 

Overview: 

The Create Acquisition Plan specification unit describes the processing 

performed when an operator requests to create an acquisition plan. 

If the operator is an authorized library staff member with acquisition 

capabilities, then the operator is allowed to create an acquisition plan. 

Othenvise, the request is rejected. 

Stimuli : 

1) The IOLS shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a [create acquisition plan request] from: 

a) Operator <creüte acquisition plan requesu. 

2) The IOLS shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a [print note request] from: 

a) Operator cprint note requestx 

Responses : 

1) As specified by the requirements descnbed below, the IOLS shall 

retum a [rejection with reasonf to: 

a) Operator <create acquisition plan rejection>. 

2 )  As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

retum an [acceptance] to: 

a) Operator <acceptance>. 
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3) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

send a [acquisition plan response] to: 

a) Operator <create acquisition plan responsex 

4) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

commit a [list of items] as: 

a) <list of items> to <acquisition plan>. 

5) As specified by the requirements described below, The IOLS shall 

commit a [cost of items calculated using the discount matrix] 

as: 

a)<cost of items calculated using the discount matrix>. 

6 )  As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

commit a [sorted acquisition plan] as: 

a)csorted acquisition plan> to <acquisition plan>. 

7) As specified by the requirements described below, 

the IOLS shall send a [print note response] to: 

a) Printer <priiit note response>. 

Requirements: 

1) Upon receipt of a [create acquisition plan request], 

if {the operator number is not in the authorized library staff member's list}, 

the IOLS shall retum a [rejection with reason]. 
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2) Upon receipt of a [create acquisition plan request] , if { the request is not 

rejected }, the IOLS shall return an [acceptance]. 

3) Upon receipt of a [create acquisition plan request], if {the request is not 

rejected }, the IOLS shall: 

a) send a [acquisition plan response]; 

b) commit a [list of items]; 

c) commit a [cost of items calculated using the discount matrix]; 

d) commit a [sorted acquisition plan]. 

4) Upon receipt of a [print note request], the IOLS shall send 

a [print note response]. 

Declarations: 

Type Names: 

1) <list of items>. 

2 )  <acquisition plan>. 

3) <cost of items calculated using the discount matrixx 

4) Csorted acquisition pian>. 

5) Cpurchase orden.  

6) <jobber/publishen. 

7) cnumber of copies orderedx 

8) <list price>. 

9) corder type (rush, normal)>. 



10) < payment type (bill, prepayment)>. 

11) <title>. 

12) <authon. 

13) <copyright date>. 

Subtypes: 

Static Associations: 

1) Every <acquisition plan> is associated with exactly one <list of items>. 

2)  Every cnew items selection response> is associated with: 

a) exactly one <jobber/pubIishen; 

6 )  exactly one cnumber of copies orderecb; 

c) exactly one clist price>; 

d) exactly one corder type (rush, normal)>; 

e)  exactly one < payment type (bil:, prepayrnent)>; 

f) exactly one ditle>; 

g) exactly one <author>; 

h) exactly one <copyright date>; 

i) exactly one <OCLC/RIN>; 

j) exactly one dSBN>; 

k) exactly one cISSN>. 

3) Every <acquisition plan> is associated with exactly one <sorted acquisition 



Constants: 

Variable System Parameters: 

S ystem State Components: 

1) "the request is not rejected":<booI>. 

2)  "the operator number is not in the authorized library staff mernber7s 

list":<bool>. 

Stimulus Response Components: 

1) <create acquisition plan requestxcrequest message>. 

2 )  ccreate acquisition plan rejection>:uesponse message>. 

3) <acceptance> : uesponse message>. 

4) ccreate acquisition plan response>:uesponse message>. 

5) < new items selection response> : uesponse message>. 

6) <acquisition plan responsexuesponse message>. 

7) cprint note response>:<response message>. 

8) cprint note requestxuequest message>. 

Local Functions: 

Local Predicates: 

Extemal Functions: 

Extemal Predicates: 

Exported Functions: 

Exported Predicates: 

Performance: 



Title: \Charge Item (interlibrary)\ 

Overview: 

The Charge Item (interlibrary) specification unit describes the processing 

performed upon receipt of a request to charge an item from another library. 

If the item exists in the catalogue, item is classified as circulating, item 

is not on hold or the item is on hold for the borrower, item's status is "on 

shelf', the requesting library has an interlibrary loan agreement with 

MegaLibrary, bo~~ower's account exists, and borrower's account status is 

"active", then the librean can charge an item to another library. 

Otherwise, the request is rejected, 

Stimuli: 

1) The IOLS shall satisfy the requirements described below upon receipt of 

a [charge item request] from: 

a) Operator <charge item requesb. 

2) The IOLS shall satisfy the requirements described below upon receipt of 

a [change loan period request] from: 

a) Operator <change loan period request>. 

Responses: 

1) As specified by the requirements descnbed below, the IOLS shall return 

a [rejection with reason] to: 

a) Operator uejection responsex 
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2) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shail return 

an [acceptance] to: 

a) Operator <acceptance>. 

3) As specified by the requirements descnbed below, the IOLS shall send a 

[charge item response] to: 

a) Operator <charge item response>. 

4) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall cornrnit 

a [charged item] as: 

a) <cha.rged item> to ~borrower's account nurnben 

5) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall send a 

[change loan penod response] to: 

a) Operator <change Ioan penod response>. 

6) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shdl cornrnit 

a [loan period] as: 

a) doan periocb to ccharged item identifie-. 

Requirements : 

1) Upon receipt of a [charge item request], 

if {one or more of the following conditions are true: 

a) { the item does not exist in the catalogue ); 

b) { the item is not classified as circulating ); 
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C) { the item is on hold or the item is not on hold for the borrower }; 

d) { the item's status is not on sheif ); 

e) { the requesting library does not have an interlibrary loan 

agreement with MegaLibrary ); 

f) { borrower's account does not exist }; 

g) { borrower's account status is not active ); 

h) { the requested library is not TechnoLibrary, Atrsy-Library, 

or Commerce-Li b r q  ) } 

, the EOLS shall return a [rejection with reason]. 

2) Upon receipt of a [change loan period request], 

if {one or more of the following conditions are tme: 

a) { the operator is not an authorized library staff }; 

b) { the due date occurs when the branch is closed } } 

, the IOLS shall return a [rejection with reason]. 

3) Upon receipt of a [charge item request], if {the request is not rejected), 

the IOLS shall retum an [acceptance]. 

4) Upon receipt of a [change loan period request], 

if ( the request is not rejected} , the IOLS shall return an [acceptance]. 

5) Upon receipt of a [charge item request], 

if {the request is not rejected}, the IOLS shall: 

a) send a [charge item response] ; 

b) commit a [charged item]. 
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6 )  Upon receipt of a [change loan period request], 

if {the request is not rejected}, the IOLS shail: 

a) send a [change loan period response]; 

b) commit a [loan period]. 

Declarations: 

Type Names: 

1) ccharged item>. 

2 )  cloan per iob .  

3) cborrower's account number>. 

4) echarged item identifien. 

Subtypes: 

Static Associations: 

1) Every <borrower's account numben is associated with exactly one 

<charged item>. 

2)  Every ccharged item> is associated with exactly one 

ccharged item identifie-. 

3) Every <charged item identifie- is associated with exactly one 

cloan period>. 

Constants: 

Variable System Parameters: 

System State Components: 
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1) "the request is not rejected:<bool>. 

2) "the operator is not an authonzed libïary staff':cbool>. 

3) "the item does not exist in the catalogue":<bool>- 

4) "the item is not classified as circulating":<bool>. 

5 )  "the item is on hold or the item is not on hold for the b~rrower'~:cbool>. 

6) "the item's status is not on shelf7:cbool>. 

7) "the requesting library does not have an interlibrary loan agreement 

with MegaLi brary":<booI>. 

8) "bomwer7s account does not exist":<bool>. 

9) "borrower's account status is not active":<bool>. 

10) "the requested library is not TechnoLibrary, Artsy-Library, 

or Commerce-Library":<bool>. 

11) "the due date occurs when the branch is closed:~bool>. 

Stimulus Response Components: 

1) <charge item request>:<request message>. 

2) <change loan period requestxaequest message>. 

3) uejection response>:aesponse message>. 

4) <charge item response>:<response message>. 

5 )  <change loan period response>:cresponse message>. 

6) <acceptance>:cresponse message>. 

Local Functions: 

Local Predicates : 

1) 'The response times for the UO transactions described in this specification 
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unit shall be in Ciass" (untegen) is a predicate. 

2) 'The interlibrary loan penod has a default value o f 7  ( u n t e p e ~ )  "weeks" 

is a predicate. 

Externai Functions: 

External Predicates: 

Exported Functions: 

Exported Predicates: 

Performance: 

1) {The response times for the VO transactions descnbed in this specification 

unit shall be in CIass ( 2 )  ). 



Title: \Add Cataiog Item \ 

Overview : 

The Add Catalog Item specification unit describes the processing performed 

upon receipt of a request to add catalog item. If the operator is a 

library staff, the the operator is allowed to add catalogue item. 

Otherwise, the request is rejected. 

Stimuli: 

1) The IOLS shall satisfy the requirernents described below upon receipt of 

a [add catalog item request] from: 

a) Operator cadd catalogue item requestx 

Responses: 

1) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

retum a [rejection with reason] to: 

a) Operator cadd catalogue item rejectioni. 

2) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

return an [acceptance] to: 

a) Operator <acceptance>. 

3) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

conunit an [ item ] as: 

a) < item> to <catalog>. 



Requirernents: 

1) Upon receipt of a [add catalog item request], 

if { one or more of the fotlowing conditions are true: 

a) { the operator is not a library staff); 

b) { the item is not from the tape of MARC formatted records 

or is not entered at a MS 1 ) 

, the IOLS shdl retum a [rejection with reason]. 

2 )  Upon receipt of a [add catalog item request], if (the request is not 

rejected}, the IOLS shall retum an [acceptance]. 

3) Upon receipt of a [add catalog item request],if{the request is not 

rejected), the IOLS shall 

commit an [item]. 

Declarations: 

Type Names: 

1) <item>. 

2) <catalog>. 

3) set of <item id>. 

4) au thon .  

5) ditle>. 

6 )  <OCLC no>. 

7) dSBN>. 

8) dSSN>. 



9) cadded entries>- 

10) csubject headings>. 

Subtypes: 

Static Associations: 

1) Every eca ta lop  is associated with exactly one <item>. 

2) Every <item> is associated with one or more u t e m  i&. 

3) Every < item> is associated with: 

a) exactly one cauthon; 

b) exactly one ditle>; 

c) exactly one cOCLC no>; 

d) exactly one (ISBN>; 

e) exactly one <added entries>; 

f) exactly one Csubject headingsx 

Constants: 

Variable System Parameters: 

System State Components: 

1) "the request is not rejected":<booI>. 

2) "the operator is not a library staff':<boolz. 

3) "the item is not from the tape of MARC formatted records 

or is not entered at a MS":<bool>. 

Stimulus Response Components: 

I )  cadd catalogue item requestxaequest message>. 



2) <add catalogue item rejec tionxcresponse message>. 

3 )  <acceptance>:u-esponse message>. 

Local Functions: 

Local Predicates: 

External Functions: 

External Predicates: 

Exported Functions: 

Exported Predicates: 

Performance: 



Title: \ Modify Acquisition Plan\ 

Overview : 

The Modify Acquisition Plan specification unit descnbes the processing 

performed when an operator requests to modify an acquisition plan. 

If the operator is an authorized library staff member with the acquisition 

capabilities, then the operator is allowed to modify acquisition plan. 

Othenvise, the request is rejected. 

Stimuli: 

1) The Library-S ystem shali satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a [modify acquisition plan request] from: 

a) Operator cmodify acquisition plan requesb. 

2) The Library-System shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a [print note request] from: 

a) Operator <print note requesb. 

Responses : 

1) As specified by the requirements described below, the Library-System shall 

return a [rejecïion with reason] to: 

a) Operator anodify acquisition plan rejection>. 

2) As specified by the requirements described below, the Library-System shall 

return an [acceptance] to: 

a) Operator <acceptance>. 



3) As specified by the requirements described below, the Library-System shall 

send a [modify acquisition plan response] to: 

a) Operator <acquisition plan responsex 

4) As specified by the requirements described below, the Library-System shall 

commit a [part of acquisition plan] as: 

a) <part of acquisition plan> to <acquisition plan>- 

5) As specified by the requirements described below, The Library-System shall 

commit a [cost calculation of purchasing items using the discount matrix] 

as: 

a)<that cost to commit>. 

6) As specified by the requirements described below, the Library-System shall 

commit a [sorted acquisitisn plan] as: 

a)<sorted acquisition plan> to <acquisition plan>. 

7) As specified by the requirements described below, 

the Library-System shall send a [prînt note response] to: 

a) Printer cprint note response>. 

8) As specified by the requirements described below, the Library-System shall 

commit a [cancellation date] as: 

a) <that cancellation date to commit>. 
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Requirements: 

1) Upon receipt of a [modify acquisition plan request], if {the operator number is not 

in the authorized library staff member's list), the Library-System shall 

return a [rejection with reason] . 

2 )  Upon receipt of a [modify acquisition plan request] , if {the request is not 

rejected }, the Library-System shall retum an [acceptance]. 

3) Upon receipt of a [modify acquisition plan request], if {the request is not 

rejected }, the Library-System shall: 

a) send a [modify acquisition plan response]; 

b) commit a [part of acquisition plan]. { The committed part 

of acquisition plan shall include the cument plan}; 

C )  commit a [cost calculation of purchasing items using the discount 

matrix] ; 

d) commit a [sorted acquisition plan]; 

e) commit a [cancellation date]. 

4) Upon receipt of a [print note request] .the Library-System shall send 

a [print note response]. 

Declarations: 

Type Names: 

1) <part of acquisition plan>. 



2) <acquisition plan>. 

3) set of acquisition plan id>, 

4) ccost calculation of purchasing items using the discount matrixx 

5) csorted acquisition plan>. 

6) d h a t  cancellation date to commit>- 

7) ccancellation date>. 

8) cpurchase order>. 

9) <jobber/publisher>. 

10) cnumber of copies orderedx 

11) clist price>. 

12) corder type (rush, normal)>. 

13) < payment type (bill, prepayment)>. 

14) cti t lex 

15) <author>. 

16) <copyright date>. 

17) <OCLC/RIN>. 

18) (ISBN>. 

19) dSSN>. 

20) abat cost to commit>. 

Subtypes: 

Static Associations: 

1) Every <acquisition plan> is associated with exactly one <part of acquisition plan>. 

2) Every <part of acquisition plan> is associated with one or more <acquisition 

plan id>. 
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3) Every <new items selection response> is associated with: 

a) exactly one <jobber/publisher>; 

b) exactly one cnurnber of copies ordereb; 

c) exactly one <list price>; 

d) exactly one corder type (rush, normal)>; 

e) exactly one < payment type (bill, prepayment)>; 

f) exactly one <title>; 

g) exactly one <author>; 

h) exactly one <copyright date>; 

i) exactly one cOCLC/RIN>; 

j) exactly one dSBN>; 

k) exactly one &SN>. 

4) Every cpurchase order> is associated with zero or one 

<cancelIation date>. 

5) Every <acquisition plan> is associated with zero or one aor ted  acquisition 

plan>. 

Constants: 

Variable System Parameters: 

System State Components: 

1) "the request is not rejected":<bool>. 

2) 'The committed part of acquisition plan shall include the current 

pIan":<booI>. 

3) "the operator number is not in the authorized library staff memberTs 

list":<bool>. 



5) "the part of acquisition plan to the acquisition plan is equal to 

the maximum number of parts per plan":<bool>. 

Stimulus Response Components: 

1) <modify acquisition p h  requestxcrequest message>. 

2) cmodify acquisition plan rejection>:cresponse message>. 

3) cacceptance> : uesponse message>. 

4) crnodify acquisition plan response>:u-esponse message>. 

5) < new items selection response> : u-esponse message>. 

6) <acquisition plan response>:uesponse message>. 

7) cprint note response>:uesponse message>. 

8) <pnnt note request>:u-equest message>. 

Local Functions: 

Local Predicates: 

1) 'The response times for the VO transactions descnbed in this specification unit 

shall be in Class" (4ntegen)  is a predicate. 

External Functions: 

External Predicates: 

Exported Functions: 

Exported Predicates: 

Performance: 

1) {The response tirnes for the V 0  transactions described in this specification unit 

shall be in Class ( 2 )  ). 



Title: \Modify on-line adaptation data\ 

Overview : 

The Modify on-line adaptation data specification unit describes 

the processing performed when an operator requests to modify 

on-line adaptation data. If the operator is an authorized library 

staff member then the operator is allowed to modify fine, service 

charge, overdue notification parameters and loan period. 

Otherwise, the request is rejected. 

Stimuli: 

1) The Library-System shall satisfy the requirements described below upon 

receipt of a [modify adaptation data request] from: 

a) Operator cmodify adaptation data requesb 

Responses: 

1) As specified by the requirements described below, the Library-System shall 

return a [rejection with reason] to: 

a) Operator cmodify adaptation data rejection>. 

7) As specified by the requirements described below, the Library-System shall 

retum an [acceptance] to: 

a) Operator <acceptance>. 

3) As specified by the requirements descnbed below, the Library-System shall 



commit a [part of adaptation data] as: 

a) <part of adaptation data> to <adaptation d a t e .  

Requirernents: 

1) Upon receipt of a [modify adaptation data request], if 

{ the operator is ~ o t  the authorized library staff}, 

the Library-System shall retum a [rejection with reason]. 

2) Upon receipt of a [modify adaptation data request] , if { the request is not 

rejected } , the Library-S ystem shall retum an [acceptance]. 

3) Upon receipt of a [modify adaptation data request]. if {the request is not 

rejected}, the IOLS shall commit a [part of adaptation data]. 

Declarations: 

Type Names: 

1) x p m  of adaptation data>. 

2) <adaptation data>. 

3) xnumber of renewalsx 

4) xthresholds for fines>. 

5) <jobbers>. 

6 )  <daim notice periodx 

7) ~cancellation notice periodx 

8) <daim notice for a serial period>. 

8) < m u  binding number of days>. 



9) dine>. 

10) <service charse>. 

11) coverdue notification parameters>. 

12) cloan p e n o b .  

13) cinterlibrary loan penodx 

Subtypes: 

Static Associations: 

1) Every adaptation data> is associated with exactly one <part of 

adaptation data>, 

2) Every <part of adaptation data> is associated with: 

a) exactly one cnumber of r e n e w a b ;  

b) exactly one cthresholds for fines>; 

c) exactly one <jobbers>; 

d) exactly one <daim notice penocb; 

e) exactly one <cancellation notice periob; 

f) exactly one cclaim notice for a serial pend>;  

g) exactly one < max binding number of days>. 

3) Every <modify adaptation data requesb is associated with: 

a) zero or one &ne>; 

b) zero or one <service charge>; 

c) zero or one eoverdue notification parameters>; 

d) zero or one cloan periob; 

e) zero or one cinterlibrary Ioan period>. 



Constants: 

Variable S ystem Parameters: 

System State Components: 

1) "the request is not rejected":cbool>. 

2) "the operator is not the authorïzed library stafF":ebool>. 

Stimulus Response Components: 

1) emodify adaptation data request>:uequest message>. 

2) unodify adaptation data rejection>:<response message>. 

3) <acceptance> : cresponse message>. 

Local Functions: 

Local Predicates: 

1) 'The response tirnes for the y0 transactions described in this 

specification unit shall be in Class" (untegen) is a predicate. 

2) ''The interlibrary Ioan period has a default value of' (cintegen) 

"weeks" is a predicate. 

3) 'The minimum number of jobbers has a default value of '  (untegen) 

is a predicate. 

4) 'The claim notice penod has a default value of' (tintegen) 

"days" is a predicate. 

5) "The cancellation notice period has a default value of '  (tintegen) 

"days" is a predicate. 

6) 'The claim notice period for a serial has a default value of '  (cintegen) 

"days" is a predicate. 
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7) 'The maximum binding number of days has a default value of' ( u n t e g e ~ )  

"days" is a predicate. 

8) "The number of renewals has a default value of' (Un tege~)  "times" 

is a predicate. 

External Functions: 

Extemal Predicates: 

Exported Functions: 

Exported Predicates: 

Performance: 
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Title: \Request Statistics on interlibrary loans \ 

Overvie w: 

The Receive Acquisition specification unit describes the processing 

performed upon receipt of a request to maintain statistics on 

interlibrary loans. The statistics for interlibrary tom includes 

number of borrowing transactions per library and number of lending 

transactions per library. 

S tirnuli: 

1) The IOLS shall satisfy the requirements described below upon receipt of 

a [request statistics] from: 

a) Operator crequest statistics>. 

Responses : 

2 )  As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

send a [statistics report] to: 

a) Operator Cstatistics report>. 

Requirements : 

1) Upon receipt of a [request statistics], the IOLS shall send 

a [statistics report]. 

Declarations: 

Type Narnes: 

1) set of aumber  of borrowing transactions per 1ibra-p. 
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2) set of cnumber of lending transactions per l ibrarp.  

Subtypes: 

Static Associations: 

1) Every c statistics report > is associated with: 

a) one or more cnumber of borrowing transactions per library>; 

b) one or more cnumber of lending transactions per librarp. 

Constants: 

Variable System Parameters: 

System State Components: 

Stimulus Response Components: 

1) aequest statistics>:crequest message>. 

2) atatistics report>:cresponse message>. 

Local Functions: 

Local Predicates: 

External Functions: 

Extemal Predicates: 

Exported Functions: 

Exported Predicates: 

Performance: 
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Title: \Receive Acquisition \ 

Overview: 

The Receive Acquisition specification unit describes the processing 

performed upon receipt of a request to receive acquisition. The system 

provide the capability to update the status of an itzm on order, 

automatically generate a claims notice for items order, cancellation 

notice items on order, to record the receipt of ordered items, to 

generate a retum notice, to update the status of items in the catalog 

back-ordered, pending, or cancelled; to print or e-mail claims notice, 

cancellation notice, receipt report, and retum notice. 

Stimuli: 

1) The IOLS shall satisfy the requirements described below upon receipt of 

a [receive acquisition request] from: 

a) Operator creceive acquisition requestx 

2) The IOLS shall satisfy the requirements described below upon receipt of 

a [print request] from: 

a) Operator cprint requestx 

Responses : 

1) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

return an [acceptance] to: 

a) Operator cacceptancek 
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2 )  As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

send a [receive acquisition response] to: 

a) Operator aeceive acquisition response>. 

3) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

update an [item's order] as: 

a) <item's order> to <acquisition>. 

4) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

commit a [daims notice] as: 

a) cclaims notice> to utem's orden. 

5) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

commit a [cancellation notice] as: 

a) ccancellation notice> to citem's orden. 

6) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

commit a [return notice] as: 

a) Creturn notice> to <item's order>. 

7) AS specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shdl 

commit a [receipt report] as: 

a) creceipt report> to <item's order>. 



8) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

update a [status of items] as: 

a) cstatus of items> to <item's order>. 

9) As specified by the requirements described below, the IOLS shall 

send a [print response ] to: 

a) Printer cprint response>. 

Requirements : 

1) Upon receipt of a [receive acquisition request], the IOLS shall return 

an [acceptance]. 

2 )  Upon receipt of a [print request], 

the IOLS shall return an [acceptance]. 

3) Upon receipt of a [receive acquisition requestl'the IOLS shall: 

a) send a [receive acquisition response]; 

b) update an [item's order]. 

4) Upon receipt of a [receive acquisition request],if{ needs a daim notice}, 

the IOLS shall commit a [claims notice]. 

5 )  Upon receipt of a [receive acquisition request],if { needs a cancellation 

notice), the IOLS shall commit a [cancellation notice]. 



6) Upon receipt of a [receive acquisition request], if{ needs a return notice} 

, the IOLS shall commit a [return notice]. 

7) Upon receipt of a [receive acquisition request1,if {needs a receipt report}, 

the IOLS shall commit a [receipt report]. 

8) Upon receipt of a [pnnt request ],if {needs to print cancellation notice 

or daims notice, or receipt report, or return notice}, the IOLS shall 

send a [print response]. 

9) Upon receipt of an [receive acquisition request ],if{needs to update the 

status of items), the IOLS shall update a [status of items]. 

Declarations: 

Type Names: 

1) <O0 on orden. 

2) &OS back order, temporarily out of stock>. 

3) &ON back order, not a stocked item>. 

4) 4 O W R  back order, title is not available and will be shipped when ready>. 

5) <BOP0 back order, publisher out of stock>. 

6 )  <RES bac k order receiveb. 

7) d'END pending, title is in the process of being shipped and bille&. 

8) < OP out of print , canceleb. 

9) < OD order direct, canceled>. 

10)c S subscription, order direct, canceleb. 
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Il)< PNS publisher not supplied, canceleb. 

12)c TNS title not supplied, canceled>. 

13)c PFR publisher failed to respond, canceleb. 

14)c PC publication canceled,c PFR publisher failed to respond, canceleh. 

15)c CF cannot find, canceleb. 

16)c NOP not publication of publisher, canceledx 

17)< POS publisher out of stock>. 

18)c TOS temporarily out of stock, canceled due to cancellation>. 

1 9 ) ~  REC receivecb. 

20)c claims notice>. 

2 1)< cancellation notice>. 

2S)< return noticex 

23)< receipt report>. 

24)c status of items>. 

26)< item's order>. 

27)c acquisition>. 

28) set of <item's order ici>. 

Subtypes: 

Static Associations: 

1) Every < item's order > is associated with: 

a) exactly one <O0 on orden; 

b) exactly one 430s back order, temporarily out of s tocb ;  

c) exactly one &ON back order, not a stocked item>; 



d) exactly one (BOWR back order, title is not available and will be 

shipped when ready>; 

e) exactly one (BOP0 back order, publisher out of stock>; 

f) exactly one diES back order receiveb; 

g) exactly one (PEND pending, title is in the process of being shipped 

and bille&; 

h) exactly one < OP out of print , cancelecb; 

i) exactly one < OD order direct, canceleb; 

j) exactly one < S subscription, order direct, canceled>; 

k) exactiy one < PNS publisher not supplied, cancelecb; 

1) exactly one < TNS title not supplied, canceleb; 

m) exactly one < PFR publisher failed to respond, cancelecb; 

n) exactly one < PC publication canceIed,< PFR publisher failed to respond, 

cancelecb; 

O )  exactly one c CF cannot find, cancelecb; 

p) exactly one < NOP not publication of publisher, canceleb; 

q) exactly one < FOS publisher out of stock>; 

r) exactly one cTOS temporariIy out of stock, canceled due to 

cancellation>; 

s) exactly one < REC recei v e b .  

2) Every <acquisition> is associated with exactly one <item's orden. 

3) Every <item's orden is associated with one or more <item's order id>. 

4) Every <item's orden is associated with exactly one d a i m s  notice>. 

5) Every <item's order> is associated with exactly one <cancetlation notice>. 

6 )  Every <item's orden is associated with exactly one uetum notice>. 



7) Every citem's order> is associated with exactly one aeceipt report>. 

8) Every citem's order> is associated with exactly one cstatus of items>. 

Constants: 

Variable System Parameters: 

System State Components: 

1) "needs a claim notice":cbool>. 

2 )  "needs a cancellation notice":<bool>. 

3 )  "needs a return notice":cbool>. 

4) "needs a receipt report":<bool>. 

5 )  "needs to print a cancellation report or claim report, or retum notice, 

or receipt report":<bool>. 

6 )  "needs to update the status of iterns":<bool>. 

Stimulus Response Cornponents: 

1) creceive acquisition request>:<request message>. 

2 )  cacceptancexcresponse message>. 

3 )  creceive acquisition responsexaesponse message>. 

4) <print request>:uequest message>. 

5 )  cprint response>:<response message>. 

Local Functions: 

Local Predicates: 

1) 'The response times for the UO transactions descrïbed in this specification 

unit shall be in Class" (4ntegen) is a predicate. 

2 )  'The cancellation notice period has a default value of '  (Untegen) "days" 

is a predicate. 



3) 'The claim notice penod has a default value of' (untegen)  "days" 

is a predicate. 

Extemal Func tions: 

Extemal Predicates: 

Exported Functions: 

Exported Predicates: 

Performance: 

1) {The response times for the I/O transactions described in this specification 

unit shdl be in Class { 2 ) ) . 
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Title: \Renew Item (with, without item) \ 

Overview : 

The Renew Item specification unit describes the processing performed upon 

receipt of a request to renew an item. If the operator is a borrower or 

library staff, the borrower's account exist and active, the borrower's card 

is not expired; the item is on a local charge and the item is not 

Interlibrary loan charge, the the operator is allowed to renew item. 

Otherwise, the request is rejected. 

Stimuli: 

1) The IOLS shall satisfy the requirements described below upon receipt of 

a [renew item request] from: 

a) Operator crenew item requestx 

2)  The IOLS shall satisfy the requirements described below upon receipt of 

a [renew loan penod request] from: 

a) Operator a e n e w  loan period request>. 

Responses: 

1) As specified by the requirements described below, the Library-Systern shall 

return 

a [rejection with reason] to: 

a) Operator uenew item rejectiom. 

2)  As specified by the requirements described below, the Library-System shall 



return an [acceptance] to: 

a) Operator <acceptance>. 

3) As specified by the requirements described below, the Librq-System shall 

send a [renew item response] to: 

a) Operator uenew item responsex 

4) As specified by the requirements described below, the Library-System shall 

commit a [renew item] as: 

a) <renew item> to <borrower's account numben. 

5) As specified by the requirements descnbed below, the Library-System shall 

send a [renew loan period response] to: 

a) Operator uenew loan period response>. 

6 )  As specified by the requirements described below, the Library-System shall 

commit a [loan period] as: 

a) doan period> to aenew item identifie-; 

b) 4oan periocb to ~borrower's account numben. 

Requirements : 

1) Upon receipt of a [renew item request], 

if {one or more of the following conditions are m e :  

a) ( the operator is not a library staff or borrower}; 

b) { borrower's account doesn't exist) ; 
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c) ( borrower's account is not active ) ; 

d) { the borrower has to make a payrnent); 

e) ( the item is not on a local charge ); 

f) { the item is on Interlibrary charge); 

g) { interna1 department is not mending or  binding}; 

h) { the item is overdue}} 

, the Library-System shall retum a [rejection with reason]. 

2) Upon receipt of a [renew loan penod request], 

if {one or more of the following conditions are me: 

a) { the due date occurs when the borrower's card is expired }; 

b) ( the number of renewals is more than a possible lirnit}; 

C) { the due date occurs when the library is closed} } 

, the Library-System shall retum a [rejection with reason]. 

3) Upon receipt of a [renew item request], if {the request is not rejected), 

the LibrarxSystem shall return an [acceptance]. 

4) Upon receipt of a [renew loan period request], 

if { the request is not rejected} , the Library-S ystem shall return an [acceptance]. 

5 )  Upon receipt of a [renew item request], the Library-System shall: 

a) send a [renew item response]; 

b) commit a [renew item]. 
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6 )  Upon receipt of a [renew loan period request], the Library-System shall: 

a) send a [renew loan period response]; 

b) commit a [loan periodl- 

Declarations: 

Type Narnes: 

1) crenew item>. 

2) doan  per iob .  

3) <borrower's account nurnber>. 

4) <renew item identifier>. 

5 )  set ofaenew item id>. 

5) set of<loan period id>. 

Subtypes: 

Static Associations: 

1) Every <borrower's account n u r n b e ~  is associated with exactly one 

aenew i t emx  

2) Every a e n e w  item> is associated with zero or more crenew item ids. 

3) Every a e n e w  item identifien is associated with exactly one 

cloan period>. 

3) Every eborrower's account numben is associated with exactly one 

cloan period>. 

4) Every cloan periocb is associated with zero or more t loan period i b .  

Constants: 
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Variable S ystem Parameters: 

System State Components: 

1) "the request is not rejected":cbool>. 

2) "the operator is not a library staff or borrower":<bool>. 

3) " borrower's account doesn't exist":<bool>. 

4) Cc borrower's account is not active":<bool>. 

5) " borrower's identifier doesn't exist":<bool>. 

6) " the borrower has to make a payment":cbool>. 

7) " the item is not on a local charge":cbool>. 

8) " the item is on Interlibrary charge":cbool>. 

9) " interna1 department is not mending or binding":<bool>. 

10)" the due date occurs when the borrower's card is expired":<bool>. 

Il)" the number of renewals is more than a possible lirnit":<bool>. 

12)" the due date occurs when the library is closed":<bool>. 

13)" the item is overdue":<booI>. 

Stimulus Response Components: 

1) crenew item request>:<request message>. 

2) aenew item rejection>:aesponse message>. 

3) <acceptance>:<response message>. 

4) uenew item response>:uesponse message>. 

5) aenew loan period request>:uequest message>. 

6 )  aenew loan period rejection>:<response message>. 

7) uenew loan period responsexaesponse message>. 

Local Functions: 



Local Predicates: 

1) ''The response times for the I/O tran sacti ons described in this specification 

unit shall be in Class" (cintegen) is a predicate. 

2) 'The number of renewds has a default value of '  (Üntegen) "times" 

is a predicate. 

Extemal Functions: 

Extemal Predicates: 

Exported Functions: 

Exported Predicates: 

Performance: 

1) (The response times for the UO transactions described in this specification 

unit shaIl be in Class ( 2  ) ) . 




